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TO INCREASE SCIENCE LEARNING

Dipsy Anais Etanislao Gonzalez, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2020

In the DR, the need of producing drastic changes in students’ outcomes fostered the
adaptation of a professional development (PD) program to improve the public education system.
In 2013, the National Institute for Teacher Preparation chose the School Centered Continuous
Teacher’s Preparation (EFCCE, acronym in Spanish) PD program to help teachers with the
needed transformation. This program aimed to form knowledgeable and skillful teachers who
exhibit instructional leadership in the classroom.
This qualitative, multiple instrumental case study involved 10 Dominican science
elementary teachers who had completed the EFCCE program and who had self-identified as a
teacher actively implementing engaging science learning strategies, monitoring students’
learning, adjusting instruction as needed to increase science learning, and collaborating with
peers to enhance science learning. For each teacher, data was collected through a semi-structured
interview, one class observation followed by a conference, and a review of a document teachers
shared with me. In total nine themes and 13 subthemes were found to address four major
research questions.

Findings revealed all participants positively described the EFCCE program, they all
expressed that the program structure of face-to-face, mentoring, and journaling, provided them
with different knowledge and skills, and it even impacted them as individuals. To teach science,
participants now use learned strategies and resources from the environment, such as oral
questioning, hands-on activities, and graphic organizers.
My research also found that these participants monitor different formal and informal
teaching processes, such as attendance, planning, and discipline. Formal processes are monitored
through daily formative and occasional summative assessments. Monitoring efforts are recorded
for reporting and decision-making.
All teachers perceive sharing their knowledge with other teachers as beneficial. Some
teachers have scheduled, formal opportunities for sharing, while others share during brief and
informal opportunities. Teachers share planning, knowledge, skills, and experiences. Also,
teachers feel sharing affords for opportunities to grow, to support each other, and to strengthen
relationships.
In general participants feel they are leaders in their classroom, but not all of them
perceived themselves as leaders per se. Teachers’ definition of leaders include being models for
others and guiding others. Although most of them mentioned their ability to guide and support
others, many still expressed some discomfort to talk about themselves as leaders.
My study has contributed to the existing literature regarding teachers’ self-perception of
becoming a leader, and it has expanded the research knowledge about Dominican science
teachers. This study has also offers data about the program’s impact that are still visible two
years after its completion.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Instructional leadership in the Dominican Republic (DR) refers to the leadership
exhibited by school coordinators and school directors. This leadership supports teachers’
performance, expecting them to be able to produce significant learning and to increase student
achievement. Meanwhile, teachers in their classrooms design lessons and implement teaching
and learning strategies to reach the improvement goals determined by the school, district or the
nation. Leadership is not usually linked to teacher’s performance in their classrooms, but to those
teachers who play a formal or informal role of leading others.
Since 2013, various DR school districts have been involved in a type of long-term
professional development (PD) program for teachers and leaders. It is known as School Centered
Continuous Teacher’s Preparation (EFCCE, acronym in Spanish). Its goals include providing
teachers with instructional tools to implement more effective lessons, creating a support system
for teachers’ performance, and empowering teachers for decision making in the classroom.
These behaviors are examples of teacher leadership and could reveal interesting insights
as to how teachers demonstrate leadership around improving content area instruction within their
schools. This instrumental case study involved Dominican teachers who have completed the
EFCCE program and who self-identified as a teacher actively attempting to implement engaging,
hands-on science learning strategies in his or her classroom.
Background
Three basic situations have pushed the Dominican government to make substantial efforts
to transform the DR’s education system: poor teacher preparation, inadequate school
infrastructure, and low student outcomes in standardized assessments (Gajardo, 2007).
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Dominican citizens have persistently demanded efforts to address these issues with an
understanding that the main reason for such deficiencies was due to the low resource allocation
coming from the national budget dedicated to education. The Dominican Law of Education states
that 4% of the Gross National Product is to be destined for education (Law No. 66-97, 1997), and
yet this had not taken place until the year 2013 (Iniciativa Dominicana para una Educación de
Calidad [IDEC], 2014). Hence, poor resources and budget seemed to be some of the main
reasons for these historical and on-going deficiencies. In this section, I offer a brief history of
teacher preparation issues in the DR.
The local organizations initially responsible for teachers’ preparation were the Normal
Schools [Escuelas Normales] (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
[OECD], 2008). These were public technical four-year colleges exclusively dedicated to
preparing teachers, but political and social issues precluded these schools from adequately
preparing enough teachers for the country. Some private colleges during this period also started
offering education as part of their career choices; however, the number of teachers prepared was
still insufficient to satisfy the nation’s educational needs (OECD, 2008). Consequently, the
public education system had to hire some with just a high school degree or some college to serve
as teachers. To address issues of such underprepared teachers, various remedial training
programs were also implemented (Organización de Estados Iberoamericanos [OEI], 2016).
However, a well-respected Dominican professor and researcher, Jose Antinoe Fiallo, claimed
that many of these training programs still resulted in inadequate teacher preparation (Fiallo,
2000).
In addition to inadequate teacher preparation, there was also a lack of pedagogical
resources, old curricular programs, high levels of school repetition and dropouts (Alvarez, 2004).
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In 1992, the country’s first Ten-Year-Plan goal was to transform the Secretariat of Education in
DR, to strengthen public school directors’ leadership, and to integrate the community into their
children’s education. Reforms targeted personnel training through graduate and postgraduate
programs, among many aspects (OEI, 2016).
Despite enhanced training, teachers’ professional development programs at that time
were still not developed well enough to use the school either as a laboratory or as a learning
community. Consequently, the school’s pedagogical needs and the professional development
programs were not coherent. The effect of this imbalance was seen, for example, in results from
a regional assessment conducted in the DR in 1998, which revealed that third and fourth grade
students had mean scores below the expected in national and international standardized tests.
Analysts concluded that the training programs implemented in the education system were still
not adequate to foster the changes the system needed and were not positively impacting students’
achievement (Programa de Promoción de la Reforma Educativa de América Latina y el Caribe
[PREAL] & Acción Empresarial por la Educación [EDUCA], 2006).
Years later, in 2008, the Second Regional Comparative and Explanatory Study (SERCE)
revealed that 41.3% and 31.4% of the country’s students were still below level 1 in mathematics
and reading respectively (UNESCO, 2008). There was also not a clear understanding of what a
teacher needed to learn during his or her preparation, nor was there a definition of what “good
teaching” meant in terms of the essential elements required to label teacher’s performance as
acceptable, outstanding or not acceptable (OECD, 2008).
At this same time, the International Program for Student Assessment (PISA), placed the
DR students in the last position compared to other countries in the region (Bos, Elias, Vegas, &
Zoido, 2016), and students in the DR demonstrated low academic performance on the national
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standardized exams in twelfth grade (Ministerio de Educación [MINERD], 2014). Besides the
students’ low scores in math, their scores in science were even lower. In 2008, the DR
government presented another Ten-Year Plan for 2008-2018 to move forward in addressing the
deficiencies in the educational system (Secretaria de Educación, 2008). This plan intended to
reform the entire educational system in the DR. One of its priorities was to increase teaching
standards.
Results during the first five years of this second Ten-Year Plan were still not promising.
In 2012, less than 20% of eighth grade students obtained more than 65 points out of 100 on the
national standardized science exam (Paredes, 2013). Evidence of elementary students’ poor
performance on national standardized tests (UNESCO/ International Bureau of Education [IBE],
2010), and assessment results presented by the OECD in 2012, helped local and international
analysts conclude, “There are poor learning outcomes at both the primary and secondary levels”
in the DR (OECD, 2012, p. 14). The reforms to that point were approached from an institutional
perspective, including changes in management, legislation, and administration, and were proving
to be ineffective; as such, this challenge required a new approach.
To address one side of this entrenched challenge, the Ministry of Education, through the
National Institute for Teachers’ Preparation (INAFOCAM, acronym in Spanish) and local
universities established a partnership, where the latter contracts with the government to improve
teachers’ academic preparation by strengthening the university programs (INAFOCAM, 2015).
Modifications included teachers’ preparation programs, new curriculum designs, and postgraduate courses in the educational field (UNESCO/IBE, 2010).
After public hearings to discuss these educational issues, in 2012, the government, some
civic groups, international institutions and the private sector formed the Dominican Initiative for
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a Quality Education (IDEC, acronym in Spanish). This coalition formulated a different strategic
plan to improve students’ achievement (IDEC, 2012) including the need to better monitor the
governmental efforts to reach the 2016 Education Secretariat goals.
Among such governmental efforts, there were modifications regarding the school
schedule, teacher preparation reforms, and the implementation of an entrance exam for the
teaching career. DR leaders voiced that schools work as strategic places to foster changes that
will benefit society, and that these changes rely upon high quality teaching practices (IDEC,
2012). Likewise, for teachers to fulfill the new paradigms, they had to adapt and comply with the
new rules for teachers, including being part of decision-making and assessments, strengthening
the school’s environment, and building collaborating relations in the school context. For all
these, teachers needed training and a mind shift from what had traditionally been teachers’ role
in school (INAFOCAM, 2015).
Based on both the students’ needs and the DR’s expectation for drastic changes in student
outcomes, PD training has therefore emerged as a predominant strategy for school improvement.
It includes attention to subject content and instructional practices for teachers to implement in
their classrooms (INAFOCAM, 2016). In 2013, INAFOCAM chose the EFCCE program as the
one to be delivered by private higher education institutions to teachers serving in the education
public system.
This program is different from previous governmental efforts for teacher preparation
because it is contextualized, with self-reflection as an innovative practice for teachers, and
provides not only content knowledge but also pedagogical knowledge. It aimed to form strong,
knowledgeable and skillful teachers who exhibit leadership in the classroom. Such EFCCE
programs are implemented gradually within the different education regions in the DR, and since
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2014 to date has trained more than 16,737 teachers. My study focused on how teachers who have
completed such training are using the information to improve their classroom practices.
Before continuing, let me share some operational definitions of vocabulary I used
throughout my research: Pedagogical support refers to the person and the process of supporting
teachers’ practices, with the purpose of stimulating reflection and collaboration. It is important to
notice that in the DR a person who offers pedagogical support receives the name of
accompaniment or mentor. Teacher refers to the person responsible for delivering instruction in
the classroom as stated in Art. 133 of General Education Law 66’97 and Art. 5 of Teaching
Statutes Rules. It establishes that teachers may be educators in the classroom, educatortechnicians, and administrative teaching staff.
Order 5’2004 (Art. 2) from INAFOCAM Rules defines teachers preparation as, “A set of
experiences and processes that make it possible to acquire the adequate competences required by
the different educational actors, in their different roles and stages within their performance, all
conceived under the paradigms assumed by the Dominican Education System” (INAFOCAM,
2004, p. 14). For the purpose of this study, pedagogical knowledge refers to teaching strategies
and methods implemented to teach science; content knowledge refers to the knowledge of
science specified by the nation’s grade curriculum; and self-efficacy refers to teachers’ selfconcept of efficiency in terms of these types of knowledge.
Problem Statement
Researchable Problem
Traditionally, in Dominican schools, leadership relates to principals’ formal positions
(UNESCO/Regional Office for Education in Latin America and the Caribbean [OREALC],
2016); however, the figure of an instructional leader has recently been emerging as a critical
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player in education. Although the UNESCO/OREALC study revealed that teachers in Latin
America expect knowledge and pedagogical support to come from coordinators, subdirectors or
technicians, studies completed in other countries have shown that school principals as
instructional leaders play an important role in improving teachers’ instruction through
professional development (Horn & Marfan, 2010; Whitworth & Chiu, 2015).
Due to the continued challenges Dominican education is facing, school leadership must
extend beyond directors, coordinators, and technicians (Van Der Linde, 2016). Both principals
and teachers must realize that “leadership is everyone’s responsibility” (Beer, 2018, para. 4).
Teacher roles and responsibilities as leaders will help to achieve better learning outcomes as
schools implement their improvement plans; therefore, teachers need PD to effectively comply
with their new role.
Much research has been conducted on PD (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, & Gardner, 2017;
Kennedy, 2016; Korthagen, 2017). However, three important aspects require more work: PD
participants learning new knowledge or pedagogical content, implementation of this new
knowledge, and its translation into students’ improved outcomes. Dominican Republic, which is
undergoing significant changes in its educational system, needs such research.
The EFCCE PD program provides an opportunity to study how teachers involved in the
program demonstrate leadership around improving instruction. It is important to note that the
program design regarding teachers was to develop instructional strategies and content knowledge
for all core subjects, but with more hours dedicated to mathematics, reading, and writing. Of
interest for this study is to describe how teachers use strategies learned in the PD program to
actively engage students in science learning activities, to monitor student science learning, to
adjust instruction as needed to increase science learning, and to collaborate with peers to enhance
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learning. Long ago, York-Barr and Duke (2004) identified these distinct leadership behaviors,
but to date, the presence and effectiveness of these behaviors have not been studied in the
context of the current instructional improvement initiative in the DR.
Studies Addressing the Problem
Given the great economic investment done to design and implement professional
development (PD) programs, the expectation is for them to be successful. Various researchers
present studies to support their ideas about PD and their characteristics, impact, and connection
to leadership (Avalos, 2011a; Bergstrom, 2008; Driel & Berry, 2012; Opfer & Pedder, 2011;
Wallace, Nesbit, & Miller, 1999). Each of them provides a different perspective of what makes
PD successful.
Within certain converging factors such as themes, geographical location and cultural
aspects of PD, Avalos (2011a) suggested that to make PD successful, one must consider
stakeholders’ external factors linked to teachers’ learning needs, delivery strategies of PD, time
of exposure to content, combination of strategies and reflection, and educational conversations
among teachers to enhance better programs. Bergstrom (2008) suggested the importance of
thinking about inherent process factors to implement what is learned during PD. These include
the commitment and involvement of administrators and leadership team, the use of data to
facilitate decision-making, and the monitoring of progress to celebrate success.
There are many ways research studies can examine the implementation of PD. For
example, Driel and Berry (2012) proposed such programs should not be limited to content, but
they should extend their scope to instructional strategies and reflection on the experience. Per
Opfer and Pedder (2011), PD must concentrate on teacher learning and teacher change, as if
teacher learning necessarily means teacher change. For these authors, “teacher learning needs to
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be conceptualized as a complex [dynamic] system rather than a [solely] event” (p. 378). The
dynamic created cannot be separated from the individual’s beliefs and practices.
Wallace et al. (1999) agreed on the effect individual’s beliefs have on teaching practices.
In their study about six leadership models for PD in science and mathematics in North Carolina,
they reviewed literature that states that one can see the effects of PD individually in the
classroom and more widely if the PD deals with content. They have a strong statement proposing
that the degree of commitment is what brings change in content and implementation as well,
emphasizing the need of providing opportunities to enhance knowledge and skills. The
controversy comes when teachers lack pedagogical skills and leadership qualities.
Among all taught subjects in school, science classes might give most teachers a feeling of
deficiency in terms of deep content knowledge (Şen, 2014) or pedagogical skills. For this reason,
PD training is rarely sufficient to dramatically improve teachers’ science teaching expertise or to
enable them to make dramatic improvements in student science learning. Increasingly, studies on
changing teachers’ science teaching competency suggest that teachers need working models they
can follow to translate professional learning into actual change in practice (Jeanpierre,
Oberhauser & Freeman, 2005).
Some studies suggest that leadership to support teachers in their practice is highly
relevant, as well as the acknowledgement of unpreparedness to teach science. Instructional
leaders, such as principals, may not be aware of the need of improving pedagogical content
knowledge that is specific to science (Sherman & MacDonald, 2008); therefore, teachers have
limited stimulus for professional growth, as they do not receive learning opportunities through
the initiative of their school. This can result on the lack of appropriate science content knowledge
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which can also limit the effectiveness of teacher’s classroom practices and leadership for
instructional improvement.
Other research findings provide insights into the existing links between leadership and
PD (Printy, 2008). This leadership includes “desire to learn, knowledge, and disposition to share
the examination of practices and students’ work” (Clark & Clark, 2004, p. 50). These are
leadership characteristics because they foster good classroom practices. York-Barr and Duke
(2004) added that teachers need to learn pedagogy, inquiry skills, and leadership skills. Teacher
leaders with teaching experience are excellent teachers and they are widely respected by their
peers.
If PD is to impact teachers in their practice, and consequently school, then PD needs to
affect teachers’ content knowledge and ability to improve. PD needs to provide equity regarding
opportunities for teachers to learn. It also must link informal and formal leadership learning
(Topolinski, 2014) to content learning, distribute learning opportunities, and model different
types of leadership. These have an impact on school improvement, which ultimately is one of the
goals of PD (Rhodes & Brundrett, 2009).
Although, as mentioned previously, research regarding PD often limits its scope to
developing teacher knowledge, learning, and pedagogy for students, the expectation is for
teachers to apply what they learn on these PD to their daily practices. To ensure this, Whitworth
and Chiu (2015) propose to include contextual factors when planning and designing PD to make
them effective in terms of producing teacher change. These factors, among others, included
motivation to learn new content and skills, type of PD, and self-efficacy.
Based on Bandura’s (1997) social cognition theory, teachers’ self- perception affects
students’ performance. Additionally, The Theory of Teacher Change (Ross & Bruce, 2007)
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proposes that PD affects content knowledge and self-perception. This is known as self-efficacy
(Ross & Bruce, 2007). The chances are that if teachers perceive they learn content through PD,
they will become comfortable implementing the curriculum and standard-based strategies, and
changing their practice (McGee, Wang, & Polly, 2013).
Literature supports leadership effect on teaching, and it proposes that strong leadership
must include intensive PD programs. Despite the multiple efforts to design successful PD,
Sonmez and Haury (2011) revealed through a study that teachers do not automatically apply
what they learn in PD to their classroom practice. Many teachers will follow the lead of others
who model ways to apply PD training in their classroom (Jeanpierre et al. 2005).
Desimone (2009) suggested five elements to deepen teaching practices “content focus,
active learning, coherence, duration, and collective participation” (p. 183). Heller, Daehler,
Wong, Shinohara and Miratrix (2012) included content, teacher analysis of students’ work and
the use of these analyses to revise teaching strategies as critical factors for improving instruction.
Such findings and conclusions are all useful in guiding the way we train and develop teacher
practice, but they may just be theoretical propositions for some teachers unless other teachers
demonstrate and model how the ideas about effective teaching look real in the classroom.
Literature Deficiency Statement
The existing literature regarding PD, leadership, science teaching, and teacher practice
consists on research conducted primarily in England and the United States, and the
characteristics of these countries do not resemble those of the DR. For example, in England, fulltime teachers work up to 48 hours per week (Micklewright, Jerrim, Vignoles, Jenkins, Allen,
Llie, Bellarbre, Barrera, & Hein, 2014), while many Dominican teachers worked 20 hours per
week (EDUCA, 2005). If these different contexts are viewed as social worlds where people act,
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then context, activity and learning become a central issue to understand the creation of
knowledge (Lave, 2009).
Another deficiency is that there are few studies examining teachers’ self-perception of
learning and implementation two years or more after the PD is completed. Most studies analyze
teachers’ implementation during the program, or a year or two after the PD (e.g., Bergstrom,
2008; Cabaroglu, 2014; Driel & Berry, 2012; Lotter, Yow, & Peters, 2014). Under the premise
that teachers are lifelong learners, it might be assumed that after participating in a long-term PD
program, teachers will exhibit significant improvements in their teaching.
Another deficit in the literature is that there are few qualitative studies where researchers
actually get into the classroom and observe teaching practice following PD. Therefore, it is
essential to learn how teacher practice on science teaching is occurring within the DR and how
knowledge gained through the country’s supported PD affects it. Even more important is to find
out if the efforts of these programs last over time. Another aspect that reinforces the importance
of my study is that it will add to the existing literature regarding teachers’ self-perception of
learning and implementation.
Significance of Study
My proposed study is of upmost importance as no data collected could be found on how
teachers in the DR demonstrate leadership in their science instruction. The university offering the
teacher PD program of interest in my study presented preliminary results of students’ evaluations
for language arts, and mathematics, based on gender, age, and grade level (INAFOCAM, 2015),
but it was not focused on science nor on teachers’ strategies and instruction. The findings and
conclusions of this study will be helpful for teachers, the Ministry of Education, and
policymakers.
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As part of my proposed study, teachers will be able to reflect on their instruction,
identifying common patterns and elements that will help them describe their teaching strategy
efforts to better engage students in science learning. It will also bring out information about
when they are adjusting instruction, depending on students’ work monitoring. By examining how
teachers in elementary schools demonstrate leadership about improving science instruction, the
DR’s Ministry of Education may be able to design more effective PD programs, if existing
efforts are shown to be inefficient or inadequate. My study may also provide evidence on how
teachers are working to enhance the quality of education in the DR. Policymakers, on their side,
may identify the successes of the implementation of collaborative programs between the
Ministry of Education and private institutions, as well as the challenges the program brings.
Consequently, it could serve as an instrument to improve interventions.
Without further study of what are teachers learning in these programs and how these
programs are improving instructional practices, policymakers and government will not be able to
adapt or change the programs to effectively address the need to improve students’ achievement.
It is highly important to hear what teachers have to say about the direct impact on their learning
and teaching these programs are making, and how they perceive they are becoming more
effective teachers.
Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to examine and describe how a sample of fifth through
eighth grade prepared teachers from a school district in Santo Domingo, DR, demonstrate
leadership in their schools around improving science instruction. These were done using the
following constructs: (1) by examining how such teachers use strategies to actively engage
students in science learning activities, (2) monitor student science learning, (3) adjust instruction
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as needed to increase science learning, and (4) collaborate with peers to enhance learning. The
collaboration between a university’s PD program and a school district affords an opportunity to
study teachers who take the initiative to implement what they learn in PD into their own classes
and to also provide models and examples for other teachers to follow when they are ready to start
applying the PD program ideas for science teaching practice in their classrooms.
Specifically, this multiple case study followed teachers who completed the country’s
sponsored PD program and self-identify as working to develop their leadership around the four
constructs. The in-depth study of a few self-identified cases focused on gaining a better
understanding of the process teachers go through to become competent and confident with all
four leadership strategies for improving science instruction. By selecting only cases of teachers
who self-identify as committed and engaged in this adaptive change process, their stories may
inspire and lead the way for others.
My overarching research question guiding this study was: How do a sample of fifth –
eighth grade science teachers take leadership initiative in applying pedagogical knowledge for
science teaching including engaging strategies, science students’ monitor, instruction adjustment,
and collaboration after participating in PD training on effective instruction?
My sub-questions included: (1) How do such teachers translate the new pedagogical
knowledge provided via a professional development program into instructional strategies as they
teach science? (2) How do they monitor student learning? (3) How do they adjust instruction
based in monitoring data? (4) Where, how, and with whom do such teachers share what they
learn as they experiment with new science teaching strategies?
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Methods Overview
I used a multiple instrumental case study qualitative approach to describe my overall
study and its settings. Creswell (2014) defines a case study as “a design of inquiry, in which the
researcher develops an in-depth analysis of a case” (p. 14). The study is instrumental because I
want to understand how teachers are demonstrating leadership in their teaching in class, and
multiple because participants belong to different schools within the same district (Creswell,
2013). I interviewed 10 teachers who met the criteria of having attended this EFCCE PD
program, and who self-identified as a leader.
For each participating teacher, I collected data through one semi-structured, face-to-face
interview, one class observation followed by a conference, and a review of any document
volunteered teachers shared with me. I analyzed the data collected within the school environment
by observing how teachers describe and shape their leadership surrounding the science
instruction. The operational definition for leadership behavior in this study is the use of strategies
to actively engage students in science learning activities, monitoring student science learning,
adjusting instruction as needed, and collaborating with others to increase science learning (YorkBarr & Duke, 2004).
Conceptual Framework
My conceptual framework, shown in Figure 1, shows that the study is based on a few,
volunteer public school teachers from District 10-01, who attended the EFCCE program and
perceive themselves as leaders. These teachers demonstrated their leadership initiatives as they
(1) engage and (2) monitor student learning, (3) adjust the instruction and (4) collaborate with
peers. These four constructs were the core focus of my research and combined they represent the
idea of teachers taking leadership initiative within their classroom and within their peers in
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reference to high quality science instruction. I examined how do they translate their learning into
practice, and this translation is observed in the classroom and their peers. If these teachers
develop their self-identity as teacher leaders, and in the process, they work with other teachers in
a collaborative environment, these teachers would most likely change to help improve science
instruction in their classroom and school.
This conceptual framework used Bandura’s (1997) Social Cognition Theory as a lens for
understanding there is a correlation between self-efficacy and behavioral change. The theory
notes that change may be based on beliefs, assumptions, attitudes, awareness, knowledge and
previous teaching practices. Professional development programs intend to produce changes
mainly on teaching practices, but quality PD programs must assume that teacher change is
multidimensional – pedagogical, content and assessment knowledge; and it also involves an
individual’s action and perceived self-efficacy.
My study also used Ross and Bruce’s (2007) Theory of Teacher Change, which focuses
on teachers’ self-assessment of their efficacy as teachers. It is specific to effects of teaching on
student achievement, judgment on how well they obtain their teaching goals and the satisfaction
it produces. The influencing factor was PD, which is expected to positively influence teacher’s
behavior. The theory assumes that PD affects content knowledge and self-perception and that
teachers’ conceptualization of their work comes from inner beliefs and principles, which guide
teachers’ personal theories. Very often, inner beliefs and personal theories serve as a reference
for people to process new knowledge and help reduce resistance to new information. If teachers
believe that the new knowledge, be it content, pedagogical or assessment, aligns with their
beliefs, and this new knowledge enhances teachers’ self-perception of efficacy, then they will
change their practices (Ross & Bruce, 2007).
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework (Etanislao, 2019).
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Chapter 1 Summary
Dominican students’ poor academic achievement has been evident through various
assessments, including IDEC and national standardized tests (IDEC, 2012, 2014; MINERD,
2015). After evaluating the system and with the collaboration of private local entities, the central
government decided to implement changes in many aspects to improve the quality of education.
These changes included a focus on improving teachers’ performance through the implementation
of PD.
The public institution dedicated to close monitor EFCCE, INAFOCAM, is responsible
for coordinating contracts with private universities to design PD programs for teachers enrolled
in the public education system, to provide them with appropriate content and pedagogical
knowledge (INAFOCAM, Order 5’2004, Art. 12). Understanding how these PD programs are
impacting teachers teaching in Dominican public schools represents an element of assessment for
the perceived effectiveness of the programs; this data coming from an external source may allow
designers to understand how teachers are working after attending the program. Now, let us turn
to Chapter 2 for a review of the literature related to my study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to my study. I first provide an overview of the
school leadership literature in general, and then I describe teacher leadership in and out of the
classroom, in particular. The review also presents relevant information about what motivates
teachers to learn, and how this learning reflects in teachers’ instructional practices. Given the
focus of my study, I made an emphasis on science teachers’ learning. The review ends by
presenting a section about teacher change, when this change takes place, and how teachers deal
with change after attending professional development programs.
School Leadership
The definition of leadership, although widely researched, is a complex and multifaceted
concept. For example, Winston and Patterson (2006) say that leaders influence followers, using
their attributes to willingly work toward achieving a goal. Northouse (2013) defines leadership
in a similar way but emphasizes that followers work to achieve “a common goal” (p. 5) for the
leader and the follower. The different definitions of leadership have allowed scholars to provide
a broad array of concepts and areas of application (Carter, De Church, Braun, & Contractor,
2015). In education, leadership entails a dynamic, interactive process between leaders and
followers, where sometimes the leader negotiates, and other times, leaders and followers
motivate each other to enhance the purpose and focus of common goals and objectives. In the
school environment, the most common types of leadership are transformational, distributed, and
instructional leadership.
Transformational leadership is the practice of effectively redirecting efforts to achieve
goals or equilibrium during transitions, keeping people motivated to be creative in providing
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solutions (Jaramillo & Fierro, 2016). Transformational leadership focuses on leaders’ capacity to
foster change and engage followers in sharing his or her vision (Jaramillo & Fierro, 2016). In a
school setting, transformational leadership correlates with cognitive and affective learning,
motivation, student participation and perceived instructor credibility and effectiveness (Bolkan &
Goodboy, 2009). Transformational leaders are aware of the importance of followers in the
process of transformation; therefore, a transformational leader must exhibit characteristics
related to their capacity of fostering and enabling change within an organization.
Another form of leadership frequently found in school environments is distributed
leadership, which Spillane (2005) defined as “the interaction between people and their situation”
(p. 144), where the responsibilities for leadership functions are distributed among leaders,
sometimes in parallel, other times in coordination. With distributed leadership, the school team
confronts situations instead of the appointed leaders. The school is the unit of leadership
development and every team member must assume a leadership role. In this case, leadership
refers to becoming aware of everyone’s role, commitment and responsibility to achieve the
targeted goal (Avalos, 2011b).
In today’s education institutions, there is a subtle understanding that the school’s director
and teachers collectively execute school leadership (Avalos, 2011b). Teachers’ collective effort
of making decisions and sharing opinions, experiences and suggestions with others is also a form
of distributed leadership (Spillane, 2012). With it, team members share their influence and, when
needed, allow others to lead (Northouse, 2013). Such leadership requires appointed leaders who
are resilient and can effectively determine the needed task. Team members influenced each
other, and everyone is held accountable for results.
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Another form of school leadership is instructional leadership, which centers on three
roles for principals: defining the school’s mission, implementing the curriculum, and promoting
a positive school climate (Hallinger, 2011). Using this author framework, instructional leadership
is a type of leadership whose main goal is to impact student learning, not just to share duties or to
transform stakeholders. Its implementation suggests that the leadership practice is a process of
mutual influence between the principal and the staff members, and that this practice depends on
principal’s attributes, such as beliefs, values, knowledge, and experience. Among the behaviors
observed in effective instructional leaders, Sherman and MacDonald (2008) include encouraging
teachers to learn pedagogy and curriculum and to practice self-reflection; praising good teaching
and fostering change when needed; staying well informed and accessible to teachers and
students; and promoting professional dialogue and providing the appropriate tools to balance
support and challenge.
Instructional leadership is connected to school improvement; however, principals can
become overwhelmed or they might fail in their attempt to increase student achievement
(Graczewski, Knudson, & Holtzman, 2009). Based on their findings, Graczewski and colleagues
concluded that principals as instructional leaders need to be supportive and communicative to
directly or indirectly influence student achievement. Improving teacher quality, therefore, seems
to be a wise decision toward achieving positive student outcome. Teacher quality entails teachers
knowing how to teach better, so the focus must rely on providing opportunities for teacher
learning, such as PD, professional learning communities (PLC), and communities of practice
(CoP).
Looking at the evolution of leadership in educational areas, Lachman, Lemons, Orr, and
Byrne (2009) suggest developing capable schools principals with decision-making capacity and a
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constant learner attitude. Task distribution can be installed in many of the principal’s roles.
However, the varied, intense, and time-consuming nature of tasks related to achieving acceptable
student outcomes requires effective instructional leadership (Howard, 2016), where principals
focus on creating an environment that is conducive to teaching and learning (Sun, Loeb, &
Grissom, 2017).
No matter their leadership style, directors and principals, as appointed leaders,
traditionally had to demonstrate good communication skills, trustworthiness, creativity, vision,
and the ability to enable others to act (Carrier, 2011). They must have a positive impact on the
school goals, programs, policies, culture and resources through knowledge and affection. School
staff regarded the principal as a role model for teachers, ascribing him or her authority (Balyer,
2012; Carrier, 2011). Today’s principal is expected to go beyond, and be actively engaged in
academic issues, to delegate and motivate teachers, to serve as an ethical reference, to foster
intellectuality and cooperation among teachers, and to be innovative and accessible (Horn &
Marfan, 2010; Van Der Linde, 2016). Effective principals must deal with administrative issues
and, at the same time, create synergy between the individual teachers and the broader school
organization to maintain an appropriate working environment and help assure increased student
outcomes (Van Der Linde, 2016).
The literature exploring the characteristics of good leaders focuses on what knowledge
and skills they should possess and what capacities they should demonstrate in their performance.
Northouse (2013) mentions integrity, intelligence, sociability, determination, and self-confidence
as key elements of every good leader. Winston and Patterson (2006) say a leader is committed to
humility, discipline, and benevolence, acting to demonstrate that the good of everyone is over all,
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and creating peace in the workplace. Besides the leaders’ traits, it is their actions that will give
them the description of “good” leader, not the leadership style they choose to follow.
Teacher Leadership
Traditional school leadership practices typically reinforce the idea that teachers are not
school leaders (Lin, 2014), and historically teachers have been excluded from the decisions
regarding how to improve the school achievement (Lin, 2014; Mwoma, 2012; Wadesango,
Mutekwe, Ndofirepi, Maphosa, & Machingambi, 2017). In fact, according to Collay (2013)
“effective teaching is leadership” (p. 72). The outdated idea of principals as the only leaders in
schools is making way for a clearer understanding of the importance of teacher leadership (Lin,
2014) both in and out of the classroom and how, as teacher leaders, they can improve their
teaching and learning.
The concept of teacher leadership seems to be common among educators. For this study I
will use Katzenmeyer’s and Moller’s (2011) definition, “teacher leaders lead within and beyond
the classroom; identify with and contribute to a community of teacher learners and leaders;
influence others toward improved educational practice; and accept responsibility for achieving
the outcomes of their leadership” (p. 6). Leadership in schools also means acting to give each
student in the classroom an opportunity to learn.
There are two key words within the definition of teacher leadership: influence and
accountability (Katzenmeyer & Moller, 2011). In teaching, teachers influence their students
every day, and they are responsible for follow through and for student achievement outcomes, be
they positive or negative. Personal accountability comes when teachers feel the obligation to
accept responsibility for themselves, and step forward looking for personal mastery (Connors,
Smith, Hickman, Skousen, & Nicolls, 2016; Senge, 2006). Therefore, the concept of teacher
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leadership emerges as a mode of leadership based upon influence and responsibility, but also
collaboration, development, and quality (Olujuwon & Perumal, 2015; York-Barr & Duke, 2004).
Teacher leadership promotes cognitive learning in the classroom (Bolkan & Goodboy,
2009). In a study conducted at two large Northeastern and Southwestern universities with 268
undergraduate students, Bolkan and Goodboy found out that students are influenced by their
intrinsic motivation and by three specific behaviors, teachers typically use during instruction:
interactive teaching style, students challenge, and encouragement of independent thinking. In
their study, these authors concluded that these behaviors, all linked to stimulation of knowledge,
promoted cognitive and affective learning in students.
Teacher Leadership in the Classroom
Harris and Muijs (2006) identified three areas of activity for effective teacher leadership
in the classroom: leaders of effective pedagogy; leaders of their own professional development to
improve their teaching learning; and leaders of others throughout their school community.
Leaders of effective pedagogy. The ability of a teacher to promote student learning
depends on the quality of teaching and learning experienced in the classroom. High-qualified,
effective teachers plan lessons, implement these instructional plans, determine the level of
student learning through authentic formative and summative assessment. To do these, teachers
must have content, professional, pedagogical, and pedagogical-content knowledge (Fuller, 2011).
The Glossary of Education Reform defines content knowledge as, “the body of
knowledge and information that teachers teach and that students are expected to learn in a given
subject, such as English language arts, mathematics, science, or social studies” (Concepts, 2015,
para.1). Professional knowledge refers to sociological and philosophical knowledge related to
schooling and education, including information regarding diversity, technology, and the roles
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and responsibilities of the teaching profession (Fuller, 2011). Pedagogical knowledge refers to
“principles and strategies of classroom management and organization that are cross-curricular”
(Guerreiro, 2013, p. 5). Similarly, Garritz (2013) defines pedagogical-content knowledge as the
principles and strategies used that are content specific, which “goes beyond the subject matter
per se and reaches the dimension of subject matter knowledge for teaching” (p. 463).
The way these types of knowledge interact constitutes a key element of quality teaching
(Lombert, 2002; Pasley, 2011), one of the arenas for teacher leadership. For example, in the DR
during the 1998-1999 school year, Lombert (2002) conducted a descriptive field study with
students and teachers in local schools. The purpose of this study was to determine the existing
relation, if any, between pedagogical knowledge and frequency of application of teaching
strategies. Among other findings, Lombert found that the higher the academic preparation of
teachers, the greater their pedagogical and content knowledge. Pasley (2011), in her narrative
about PD provided by Math Science Partnership projects to enhance teachers content knowledge,
concluded that deep content knowledge seems to be particularly needed by K-12 science teachers
to help their students, become high performers in the classroom and to encourage students for
one day to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
Importantly, knowledge alone is not enough to guarantee quality of teaching and
learning. To be effective, teachers also need to have skills and a positive disposition (Fuller,
2011). Skills or performances are needed to use their knowledge effectively to ensure all students
are learning; dispositions refer to the values, commitment and ethic that guide teachers’
behavior. For example, Shoffner, Sedberry, Alsup, and Johnson (2014) conducted a study to
explore what teachers from an English program understood of teacher dispositions. Among the
various aspects of disposition studied with pre-service English teachers, Shoffner and her
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colleagues found that mentor teachers believed that many teachers in the program were not
responsible with their professional growth. Consequently, these teachers showed deficient lesson
plans and poor organizational skills during their practicum. Used together, knowledge, skills, and
disposition effectively enhance student learning (Fuller, 2011).
Teacher’s capacity to make decisions also affects quality of teaching and learning, which
may include planning, implementing and assessing instruction. Marzano (2007), a leading author
on instructional practice, asserts that teachers must carefully plan and implement certain
strategies to enhance student engagement, which is a central aspect of effective teaching
(Marzano, Pickering, & Heflebower, 2011). According to Dean, Ross, Pitler, and Stone (2012)
engagement helps students recognize their learning gains. To foster student’s learning teachers
must create an adequate environment for learning, by giving students the needed tools to
understand content, and the opportunities to apply their knowledge in and out of the classroom.
Intentionally and wisely, teachers must decide on the best combination of instructional strategies
to meet students’ needs in the classroom (Dean et al., 2012; Thomas & Green, 2015).
Such decision-making may affect a teacher’s relationship with students, families, and
colleagues. For example, when a teacher must provide feedback on a formative assessment, he or
she decides on the type of feedback, the grade and the follow-up with a student and possibly with
his or her family too. Classroom context, the teacher’s experience, beliefs and values, as well as
pedagogical and content knowledge affects teacher’s decision (Kohler, Henning, & UsmaWilches, 2008).
Thomas and Green (2015) and Parmigiani (2012) observed the importance of factors
affecting teacher’s decision-making, beyond teacher knowledge. In their study, Thomas and
Green found that in a school classified as Needs Improvement, the most widely used research-
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based instructional strategy were not directly linked to fostering cognitive thinking skills but to
nurturing the school environment. Authors considered this result questionable in Needs
Improvement Schools, where they expected to find a higher usage of cognitive thinking skills
strategies. In a study about teachers’ decision-making, Parmigiani found that teachers, as
decision-makers, “tend to create instructional stereotypes, which becomes teaching methods used
daily without reflection” (p. 182). This shows the relevance of being aware of the decisions taken
and their implications for all stakeholders to avoid biases.
Leaders of developmental tasks. Developmental tasks refer to the tasks done at certain
periods in life, like talking and walking. Havighurst (1953), who developed the development task
theory, said that these tasks arise from three sources: physical maturation, socio-structural and
cultural forces, and personal values and aspirations. Teacher’s developmental task refers to the
competences teachers develop as they gain experience, knowledge and practice (DarlingHammond, Hyler, & Gardner, 2017; Kats & Weir, 1969). Theorists such as Fuller (1969), Katz
(1972), and Dubble (1998) have given many names to the stages of teacher development; they all
include a series of phases that teachers experience during their teaching careers. The phases start
when teachers enter the career, continue with experiencing a crisis, feeling challenged and
feared, overcoming the threat, and finally being able to move on to the next stage of the cycle.
The overcoming stage occurs when the teacher experiences changes in his or her skills,
knowledge, behaviors, attitudes, and beliefs (Franey, 2016).
The foundation for teacher development resides in learning by doing, linking known
knowledge to new information, learning by reflection and problem resolution, and learning in a
supportive environment (Franey, 2016). The four elements that influence teacher development
are individuality, context, culture, and purpose (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991). Individuality refers
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to teachers’ social and professional identity; context refers to the community surrounding the
individuals; and culture refers to people, their beliefs and habits. Purpose is individually framed
and dependent on context and culture.
Beliefs, interests and motivations build people’s individuality through the formation of
their social and professional identity (Oruc, 2012). Teachers’ beliefs emerge through their
personal experiences. Behavioral beliefs or constructivist beliefs may guide teachers’ actions, but
many teachers hold beliefs from both orientations (Van Driel, Bulte, & Verloop, 2007). Identity
and individual aspirations may predict these orientations. Negru, Ioana, Damian, and Moraru
(2011) investigated this with 268 first year university students who were preparing for a teaching
career by attending a pedagogical training program in North-West Romania. Negru and
colleagues considered their study as unique for two reasons: first, it searched for the existing
relationship, if any, among identity processes, individual motivations, and teaching beliefs. The
second reason is that participants attending the program were not paying for it, which opened the
possibility of having students in the teacher training program who had no intention of working as
teachers.
People’s interests and motivations are also components of individuals, which are affected
by age, gender, life experiences, and stage of career (Bal Utsav, 2016). When there is a mismatch
between interests and experiences, it may lead to stress, anxiety and depression (Anderson et al.,
2010), but it may also bring growth and transformation (Mezirow, 2000). Teachers’ interactions
with other members of the school community, and their perspectives on teaching, experiences,
and career plans, may allow for the formation of a professional identity (Oruc, 2013).
According to Sachs (2005), “teacher professional identity stands at the core of the
teaching profession” (p. 15), framing teachers’ construct of “how to be” “how to act” and “how
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to understand” their work and their place in society (p. 15). The teaching profession embraces
the occupational and personal identity of teachers, which is not innate, and shows that the “only
source of change is experience” (Oruç, 2013, p. 208).
When teachers experience each of the stages of their developmental task as they shape
their professional identity, teacher leaders will support, understand and encourage them through
this time of anxiety. Being aware of their needs and staying accessible for support is a source of
support; providing opportunities to exchange ideas and reflect on these can also be another way
of helping others live through the different stages of their professional growth. Through the
process of developing professional identity, teachers may experience a crisis; the solution is
personal resilience (Oruc, 2013). Everly, Strouse, and McCormack (2015) define personal
resilience is defined as the “ability to… try again” (p. 2). It consists on building “psychological
body armor” to face the challenges by breaking it down into manageable parts, building a social
network, being reliable and self-driven, among other behaviors (Everly et al., 2015).
The second element influencing teacher development is the context, which may be the
community, the school, or the classroom. Kraft and Papay (2014) examined the role of school
context in teacher development and found that when teachers feel supported, they tend to
improve their effectiveness. As teachers learn to better interpret different contexts, they feel
better equipped to handle themselves in a more harmonious way (Twiselton, 2006). These two
influencing factors for teachers’ development, identity and context, intrinsically correlate. For
example, McGregor (2013), in her thesis’ literature review, cites authors such as Wenger and
Sloan who claimed that a school is a constructed context where people’s values and beliefs help
shape their professional identity. Staples (2003), referring to Australian Technology education
teachers, said that teacher’s professional identity is associated with the program’s curriculum
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delivered in class. The arguments about which, context or identity, play a stronger force on the
other is a topic of discussion confronting educational changes.
The context is not isolated. The context, its people, their beliefs and habits represent a
culture. Therefore, we can have a national culture or a school culture. This third element, culture,
plays an important role in the formation or shaping of teachers’ development. The non-profit
organization The New Teacher Project (TNTP) conducted a study in 250 schools in six states
over two years to understand their teachers’ beliefs and habits. Teachers answered a short survey
about several dimensions of school culture, including “the rigor of the hiring process for new
teachers, the type of feedback teachers receive from supervisors, and how teachers collaborate
with their colleagues” (TNTP, 2012, p. 1). Findings suggest that teachers want a strong
instructional culture, i.e., a place that protects and develops great teaching. The benefits of a
strong instructional culture include high performing teacher retention, increased student
achievement, teachers’ support all through their development, well planned PD, and
advancement opportunities for teachers. Such a culture affects teacher’s identity, and it helps
teachers re-shape their original purpose by adapting, changing and transforming through
learning. As teachers adapt, change, and transform, they achieve development tasks.
Purpose also influences teachers’ development. When teachers share with their
colleagues, they need to listen attentively to their peers; however, teacher leaders will listen to
facilitate dialogue and learning during the process of collaboration and sharing. To keep eyes
open when one is frequently exposed to the same challenges and routines may turn off teachers’
instructional focus and commitment. A teacher leader’s responsibility is to provide clarity and
power to refocus purpose (Donaldson, 2007).
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Leaders of others. The third activity of teacher leadership is leading others. Teachers have
developed ways of working together through teacher networks, teams, peer coaching, communities
of practice and communities of learning (Avalos, 2011a). Networks are loose and flexible groups
organized around a need or interest of compatible teachers who share norms, beliefs, values and
objectives (Trust, 2013; Trust, Krutka, & Carpenter, 2016). The Glossary of Education Reform
defines team as a group of teachers who meet to collaborate with each other on issues around their
common students. A community is defined as “a group of educators that meets regularly, shares
expertise, and works collaboratively to improve teaching skills and the academic performance of
students” (para.1).
Networks, teams and communities all afford opportunities for collaborative learning
among teachers. The vast literature about collaboration illustrates its benefits for teachers and
students (Gregory, 2010; Hofman & Dijkstra, 2010; Lewis, Perry, Friedkin, & Roth, 2012). For
example, Davis (2018) lists as benefits (a) increased academic effort, (b) increased understanding
of student data, and (c) more creative lesson plans (para. 5).
Networking is the optimal method of professional learning to satisfy teacher needs
especially if focused on content and self-reflection in a space that allows for teacher sharing
(Hofman & Dijkstra, 2010). To study how teachers gain more benefit from such actions, Gregory
(2010) conducted a mixed method study with 34 participant teachers who were involved in teams
to address students’ needs. Findings suggested that more than half of participants felt they
became better teachers and they learned new strategies as they discussed them with other
professionals.
In a study that compared elements that supported teacher’s learning for lesson design,
Lewis and his colleagues showed that to improve teaching, teachers need support on three areas:
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high quality instructional practices, practices-based professional learning, and collaboration with
colleagues. While using the teacher’s edition of a Japanese and an American math book they
noticed that the American collection did not provide a “structure for learning within practice” nor
“collegial learning” (Lewis et al., 2012, p. 369). They reflected that although is true that
textbooks cannot provide the instruction, teachers need the opportunity to share with colleagues
their thoughts and practices to enhance learning opportunities for teachers who take advantage of
the opportunity.
Learning communities represent another setting to foster collaboration, to end teachers’
isolation, and to group teachers who are working to increase student achievement (Lieberman,
Miller, Wiedrick, & Von Frank, 2011). For instance, among the various findings of a mixedmethod study, teachers expressed in the qualitative analysis that they highly benefited from PD
that allows for sharing their experiences with others. In this study 159 teachers from Ohio
participated, to find the relationship between teachers attending PD in mathematics and students’
performance in the Ohio Achievement Test for Mathematics (Tabemic & Williams, 2010).
Therefore, the communities of practice or learning communities represent a permanent way to
face challenges brought in by changes for which the school and its members are not fully
prepared.
Forming learning communities may also represent a challenge (Lieberman et al., 2011).
For example, Lachman and colleagues observed how various cohorts of assistant principals and
teacher leaders from four different districts in the United States prepared to face changes by
attending a preparation program. Working in collaborative units, participants formed a
community of practice where “learning is put into practice” (Lachman et al., 2009, p. 29). This
partnership brought in various consequences, however most relevant to my study is that once
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participants were able to identify quality teaching, they wanted to share their experience with
colleagues ̶ teachers and principals ̶ which was not always taken as positive by the appointed
leaders. In a school structure where the bureaucratic model prevails, it becomes hard to establish
reflection of practice, peer review, and feedback (Lieberman et al., 2011), cornerstones of
successful learning community practices. Another challenge is finding the time to allow for
communities to exhibit respect, trust, and tolerance (Little & Horn, 2007). To overcome these
challenges, a learning community’s members must commit to create shared values, to collaborate
for improvement, and to hold to collective decisions over teaching and learning (Lieberman et
al., 2011).
Teachers’ effectiveness, a teacher leader descriptor, has an impact not only on student
achievement but also on other teachers. According to Sun, Loeb, and Grissom (2017) this impact
is known as the spillover effect, which is a term normally used in economy. Stronge (2018) has
also found that student achievement can be a combination of the effectiveness of a group of
teachers. Yuan (2015) studied the impact of teacher spillover effect across teachers of
mathematics, English Language Arts, Social Studies and Science on student achievement in each
subject at the middle school level. An interesting finding about teacher spillover effect is that it
may be on someone else’s students or on one’s own students, but in another subject. Learning
communities also provide a scenario to foster teacher spillover effect. Teachers must collaborate
with each other to extend the learning achieved in their communities to the students.
Learning communities, as inquiry groups need to embrace critical discussions and deep
exploration of the teaching and learning relationship (Nelson, Deuel, Slavit, & Kennedy, 2010).
Inquiry conducted by teachers is a collaborative effort that incorporates reflection and
communication; it is intended to use the gained knowledge for decision-making (Nelson &
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Slavit, 2008). Inquiry by teachers balances among three supporting bases: a learning community,
a common definition of the meaning of high-quality teaching, and the ability to enroll in the
inquiry process. Teachers who can “engage in collaborative and dialogic inquiry leading to
change” (Nelson & Slavit, 2008, p. 103) more likely get involved in a process of adapting new
norms related to classroom practices. Through inquiry, teachers can also engage in efforts to
lead out of the classroom.
Teacher Leadership beyond the Classroom
Teacher leadership in the classroom leads to the spread of best teaching practices through
reflection, collaboration, and by encouraging teacher learning (Muijs & Harris, 2006). Teacher
leadership is also effective out of the classroom. It allows schools to increase teacher and student
support, to systematically implement improvement efforts, and to improve retention of highperforming teachers (Curtis, 2013). Bierly, Doyle and Smith (2016) noted that since 2013, the
state of Iowa, in the United States, has been supporting a statewide initiative for promoting
teacher leadership roles beyond the classroom by increasing compensation and investing in
learning communities to increase teacher leader learning. The initiative not only attracts new
teachers and retains effective teachers, but it rewards professional growth as teachers advance in
their career (Citkowicz, Brown-Sims, Williams, & Gerderman, 2017).
To support school efforts, Leading Educators (2015), a New Orleans’ organization that
works to support leaders in United States, developed a framework for the identification of
strengths and capacities for teacher leaders beyond the classroom. The framework is based on the
individual’s self-recognition, which supports competences of leading. The framework’s design is
composed of four pillars: developing self, driving initiatives, coaching others, and leading teams.
The Developing Self pillar refers to raising self- awareness in all its aspects. The Driving
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Initiatives pillar refer to those behaviors that allows an individual to perform at his or her best; it
includes vision, plan, act, and assess. The Coaching pillar is composed of foundation skills, ways
of being, and coaching cycle, all intended to develop skills that allow for reflection, action
planning, and implementation. The Leading Teams pillar is composed of foundation, planning
and measuring impact, professional development and meeting design, and facilitation. This
framework allows for the identification of strengths and capacities for teacher leaders beyond the
classroom.
There are many ways that teacher leaders can extent their reach beyond the classroom
(Harrison & Killion, 2007; Public Impact, 2014) including: building teams, managing projects,
designing and delivering staff development, researching, organizing and implementing school
program evaluation initiatives, promoting change, leading colleagues, collaborating with peers,
among others. With or without a formal title, these roles share the purpose of helping peers
increase their performance to positively impact students’ achievement.
Teacher leaders can also lead their colleagues. For example, in 2013 Denver Public
Schools implemented leading colleagues as a voluntary teacher leadership initiative (Curtis,
2013). In this model, teacher leaders coach other teachers while still teaching some students.
This coaching consists of observing, discussing, co-teaching, providing feedback, leading
collaborative sessions among teachers for planning and assessment, providing emotional support
and working on content knowledge (Denver Public Schools, n.d.).
Teacher leaders work to collaborate with colleagues. The Smart Information Use (SIU)
project in Australia is an example of collaboration with colleagues. Singh and her colleagues
from the International Association of School Librarianship (2017) in their study on the SIU
project identified the elements for collaboration between teachers and teacher librarians as they
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implemented a program to help students learn how to avoid plagiarism. These elements were a
shared vision, a team’s interest and a supporting organization. If the school vision is shared by
stakeholders, they all work together to inform plans, to develop policies, to prioritize each one’s
work, to develop a common language, and to secure an effective communication (Wise,
Stutchburg, & Cooke, 2016).
Teacher leaders can also become instructional coaches. A well-known example of
training for leaders and coaches is Teach to Lead in Houston. Teachers designed this initiative
for teachers, and now, more than 100 educational organizations support it. The aim is to provide
educators with a collaborative setting where they can create an actionable plan to address
identified issues at school, specifically those related to student achievement (Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development [ASCD], n.d.). The benefit of becoming an
instructional coach is that it not only builds skill and knowledge, but also will as it delves into
beliefs, values, and feelings of the teacher (Aguilar, 2013). Aguilar differentiates coaching from
conventional PD by stressing that coaching allows for deep reflection, powerful conversations,
risk-taking, and resilience.
Although not very common, conducting research is another way of developing teacher
leadership practice beyond the classroom. For example, in PD model known as Streamline to
Mastery Project, teachers led a PLC that focused on STEM education research. It started in 2009
with four science teachers who had to research an inquiry-oriented lesson designed by them.
Teachers were responsible for presenting findings in a national conference. In this study,
teachers ended taking the responsibility of the task and the direction of the team. What is
important about this study is that it demonstrated how teachers become agents of change as they
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identified themselves as expert learners, capable of extracting “principles from experience and
observations” (Ross, Van Dusen, & Otero, 2014, para. 12).
Teacher leader roles give teachers the opportunity to use their strengths to keep on
learning, to help others learn, and to help their school improve. However, introducing formal
teacher leadership beyond the classroom can affect the established norms of professional interest
where all teachers are considered to be equal (Kelchtermans, 2007). Using a non-probability
purposive sampling, Struyve, Meredith, and Gielen (2014) conducted a qualitative study in
several Flemish schools to understand how teacher leaders influence the professional selfunderstanding and social professional relations. They concluded that when teachers take on
formal leadership roles they risk their relationships with other teachers, as they are no longer
perceived as teachers but as leaders. In addition, their workload increases, and they do not feel
peers recognize their expertise. All these affect teachers’ “motivation, self-esteem, task
perception and future perspective” (Struyve et al., 2014, p. 226).
Taken together, the literature confirms that teacher leadership beyond the classroom
engage others in collaborative efforts where team members support and help each other increase
their knowledge and skills to better impact students’ achievement. Teacher leaders may not only
set the ground for collaboration, but also for career advancement. To extend the reach beyond the
classroom, teacher leaders must have the time for these collaborative instances, they have
support to install daily professional learning, and they must have training and development
(Public Impact, 2014).
What Motivates Teachers to Learn?
Professional development sessions need to be successful in terms of bringing change in
content and implementation (Avalos, 2011; Wallace et al., 1999). After conducting a literature
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review of PD articles, Avalos (2011) concluded that, in general, there are three main
characteristics for successful PD: supportive prior knowledge, teachers seeing themselves as
learners, and teachers’ disposition and ability to engage in collaboration and reflective inquiry.
To support development, teachers must take responsibility of their own learning (Desimone,
2009) and teachers need to practice reflection and implementation of new knowledge (Heller et
al., 2012). On the other hand, Whitworth and Chiu (2015) exposed that although important
investments are done yearly on PD programs, they are often not yielding the expected result:
teacher change that impacts student achievement. Teachers’ reasons to attend PD may be
influenced by several factors, such as school policies, resources, working conditions, appointed
leaders’ style, and motivation.
Woodly (2014) emphasizes the importance of motivation for the transfer of learning to
take place. Motivation is the pivot that differentiates children and adult learning, which has been
deeply studied by whom many consider the father of adult learning, Malcolm Knowles. Among
his assumptions to characterize adult learners, adults’ need of understanding reasons for learning
and adult’s motivators for learning, are significantly important to understand teacher’s learning.
Teachers, as adults, will feel motivated to learn if they perceived a need and they are pursuing a
desired goal (Knowles, 1984).
Among adults’ motivators to learn, Knowles (1984) includes: to build social
relationships, to fulfill external expectations, to participate in social welfare, to escape from
routine, to stimulate life, to learn to satisfy an inquiring mind, and to learn for the fun of it.
Within the barriers that affect teachers’ motivation to learn, Nugent (2007), lists: not taking into
consideration learning styles, not allowing teachers to have a say on the type of professional
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development training, or not having the amount of sessions needed for learning to occur, among
others. Both lists of factors account for intrinsic motivators.
Once teachers feel motivated to learn PD programs content, the next challenge is
motivating teachers to implement the newly acquired skills and/or approaches. According to
Sonmez and Haury (2011), even when teachers appear to want to implement a new technique,
they do not always do. In their study about what influences teachers to attend professional
development sessions and implement new knowledge or skills, Sonmez and Haury found that
only 25% of educators could implement the new teaching strategy learned during the PD.
Furthermore, only 50% of the educators who intended to implement the new strategy did.
Schools and districts everywhere are confused regarding reasons why teachers do not implement
what is learned during PD.
Other researchers have found that new strategy implementation is usually dropped after a
few weeks and teachers return to their previous ways of instruction (Barlow, Frick, Barker, &
Phelps, 2014; Van Eekelen, Vermunt, & Boshuizen, 2006). Barlow and his colleagues attributed
these challenges to teachers not truly understanding the training, not understanding it enough to
apply the learning, wanting to return to prior practice, and last, when the model is too precise,
some teachers feeling restricted. Nugent (2007), mentions time as one of the recurrent obstacles
to implementation, as teachers feel they need more time to process and enact the new learning.
Curriculum also plays an essential role. Not all strategies and skills accommodate easily to the
entire curriculum or sometimes the lesson plans have already been made, and implementing new
methodologies represents extra work, either rethinking or simply doing something already done.
Other times, requests may be made for changes to a curriculum and/or lesson plans to take place
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immediately, and for those teachers who have worked ahead of time, this causes resentment
towards the leadership team, the training, or to the new teaching strategies themselves.
Among the possible driving forces for teachers to learn, Hofman and Dijkstram (2010)
named to enhance knowledge, their career, for personal interest, and for the sake of students;
other reasons mentioned included low travel time to join the network, low costs, and by external
stimulation. Hildebrant and Eom (2011) said that other drive to learning are “recognition from
others and enhanced leadership” (p. 417). Their survey on teachers’ motivation to learn resulted
in five factors: “improved teaching, external validation, financial gain, collaboration opportunity,
and internal validation” (p. 419). From these factors, external validation and financial gain,
varied among different aged teachers, suggesting motivation can change over time.
In general, if teachers get the opportunity to choose what, how and when to learn, they
perceive it as autonomy (Jungert, 2009); this represents an important driver for self-regulation
efforts (Pintrich, 2000). Biological, cultural and environmental factors influence learning, but
also one’s own cognition, behavior and motivation that select and adapt the context, the person,
and the achievement per se. According to Pintrich, (2000), when planning a learning task,
consciously or not, individuals activate their beliefs about value, interest, and judgment of selfefficacy. If individuals think a task is relevant for their goal achievement, then they will most
likely engage in the task; individuals’ level of interest will depend on the context, the task, and
on the possibility of satisfying a need the task represents. Interest relates to persistence and
effort. In terms of efficacy judgment, if individuals determine the difficulty level of task is
reachable, then they will most likely engage in the task. Self-efficacy judgment of capacities
relates to learning, performance, persistence, effort, and affection (Fiske & Taylor, 2008).
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Teacher efficacy influences behavior through cognition, motivation and affection
(Bandura, 1997). According to Bandura, this sense or belief comes from four sources: mastery of
experiences, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and psychological and emotional arousal.
According to Woolfolk and Hoy (1990), self-efficacy impacts student’s achievement,
motivation, classroom management, risk-taking, effort, resilience, collaboration, and tolerance.
Self-efficacy is a self-perception that is situational, multidimensional, and related to
subject. There is research on teacher’s self-efficacy effect on student achievement, and it refers
to teachers who keep their students on task, can identify the less proficient students’ needs, and
try new approaches if these enhance achievement. For example, with a sample of 66 pre-service
Turkish primary school undergraduates, Bilgin, Karakuyu, and Ay (2015) investigated the effects
of problem-based learning (PBL) method on achievement and its association to self-efficacy
beliefs about science teaching. Findings revealed PBL method increased self-efficacy beliefs of
teachers and students increased their outcomes. In addition, Bruce, Esmonde, Ross, Dookie, and
Beatty (2010) said that teacher learning increases not only self-efficacy but also personal level of
competence.
Learning Through Teacher Professional Development
Factors such as class size, teachers’ academic degrees earned, years of teaching
experience, or teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge influence teaching quality
(Guerreiro, 2013), for which teachers must use their knowledge to make the best decisions that
could effectively impact students’ achievement. To enhance their teaching quality (Foster, Toma,
& Troske, 2013), teachers improve their learning, generally through PD.
The literature on PD presents information about its characteristics, impact, and effect.
Given the great economic investment done in these programs, the expectation is for them to be
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successful, that is, to provide teachers with knowledge and skills to implement in their classroom
practice. Pedagogical content knowledge seems to be the most important goal for PD programs.
While authors like Avalos (2011a) and Bergstrom (2008) report on logistical aspects of
PD, Opfer and Pedder (2011) concentrate on PD programs that would produce teacher learning
and, therefore, teacher change. Despite multiple efforts to design successful PD, studies show
that teachers do not automatically apply what they learn in professional development to their
classroom practice (Sonmez & Haury, 2011); however, many teachers will follow the lead of
others who model ways to apply professional development training in their classrooms.
(Jeanpierre et al., 2005).
Within the many factors that may produce successful PD, Avalos (2011) suggests
considering factors linked to teachers’ learning needs, delivery strategies of PD, time of exposure
to content, combination of strategies and reflection, and educational conversations among
teachers to enhance better programs. In addition, Bergstrom (2008) suggests pondering about the
commitment and involvement of administrators and leadership team, the use of data to facilitate
decision-making, progress monitoring and success celebration, as well. Within the
implementation of PD, Driel and Berry (2012) propose to extend programs beyond content
toward instructional strategies and reflection on the experience. Per Opfer and Pedder (2011), PD
must concentrate on teacher learning and teacher change. More recently, Darling-Hammond,
Hyler, and Gardner (2017) suggested that effective PD must “be content-focused, incorporate
adult learning theories, support collaboration, model effective practices, provide coaching and
expert support, offer opportunities for feedback and reflection, and be of sustained duration” (p.
2).
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Opfer and Pedder (2011) reviewed the PD literature and concluded that the different
factors surrounding teachers’ programs are very powerful and unpredictable. Acknowledging the
impossibility to separate an individual’s beliefs from his or her practice, Opfer and Pedder
suggested fostering PD related to teacher learning and teacher change, as if teacher learning
necessarily means teacher change. Wallace and colleagues (1999) are aligned with this line of
thought, since their conclusion states that the effects of PD are seen individually in the classroom
and more widely if the PD deals with content.
The two main objectives of PD are changes in teacher knowledge and practice and
increases in student learning. The connections among PD, teacher knowledge, teaching practice
and student learning is still not clearly understood (Bell, Wilson, Higgins, & McCoach, 2010).
What is clear is the role of PD program facilitators. They must establish and communicate PD
program goals, create trust with learners, guide teachers toward deeper understanding, and adapt
to local needs (Bell et al., 2010).
The most effective methods of learning are mainly by sharing, reflection, and research
(Ross et al., 2014). In their research, Ross and colleagues observed teachers preparing for a
national conference where they were going to present a research on a lesson of their own. For
constructing meaning of terms, teachers discovered their confusion, accepted it, worked in teams
to develop a shared definition as they dialogued and negotiated; teachers increased the
communication, suggesting that after feeling they owned the task, they increased their
involvement, leadership and responsibility initiative.
Features of effective PD also include integrating new knowledge developed in practice,
learning collaboratively, and engaging in meaningful discussions (Van Den Bergh, Ros, &
Beijaard, 2015). Darling-Hammond and her colleagues (2017) said that an effective PD must “be
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content focused, incorporate active learning, support collaboration, use models of instruction,
provide coaching and support, offer feedback and reflection, and is [be] of sustained duration”
(p. 23). However, teachers may find some PD content irrelevant (Opfer & Pedder, 2011). The
reason might be, according to Pintrich (2000), that teachers regulate their learning through “an
active process whereby learners monitor, regulate, and control their cognition, motivation, and
behavior” (p. 453). Teacher learning and these regulations are related in a pattern (Vermunt &
Endedijk, 2011), which are influenced by internal and external factors such as support, prior
knowledge, beliefs, values, and willingness to learn (Van Eekelen et al., 2006).
Using a narrative inquiry research method, Nugent (2007) tried to determine the factors
that motivate committed teachers to participate in PD and implement what they learned in their
classroom. With the purpose of gaining a deeper understanding, Nugent explored how eight
teachers perceive their professional development experiences and how they connected these
experiences to improve student outcomes. Findings included that teachers only recognized as PD
the activities developed on mandated in-service days and, few teachers connected what they
learned in the PD to students’ improvements. The findings in the study support other researchers
who agree that teachers feel they need more follow-up; more time to implement, to reflect with
coaches and peers; and to identify with the new strategies or procedures being adapted.
Teachers’ Learning Impact on Student Achievement
Dean, Ross, Pitler, and Stone (2012) believe that high quality instruction should be “the
norm” (p. xii) if the goal is students’ academic success. They recommend what they called Nine
Categories of Instructional Strategies, which emphasizes teacher’s decision on when, how and
what strategy to use. They also stressed that current learners need to become college and career
ready, which means being capable of setting learning goals, and being self-monitoring and
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skillful to implement acquired knowledge to different situations. Therefore, teachers need to
teach intentionally to enhance student achievement.
Marzano (2007) presented a guide for a sequenced instructional design, which included
engagement. Engagement is “a relationship between the student and (a) the school community,
(b) the adults at school, (c) the student’s peers, (d) the instruction, and (e) the curriculum”
(Martin & Torres, 2016). Although student engagement entails behavioral, emotional, and
cognitive engagement, I will only focus on students’ investment in learning. Engagement is a key
element of effective teaching (Marzano, Pickering, & Heflebower, 2011).
We cannot talk about enhancing student achievement if there is no student engagement;
to talk about engagement we must consider students’ emotions, their interest, their perceived
importance and their self-efficacy perception. Keeping these at appropriate levels in class reside
within teacher’s hands. Marzano and his colleagues (2011) mention techniques such as “pacing”
(p. 4), “teacher’s enthusiasm and intensity and using humor” (p. 5), “triggering and maintaining
interest in class” (p. 7), and “building positive teacher-student and peer relationship” (p. 53),
among others. For teachers to address student engagement they need to be resilient, to embrace
cultural diversity, to have a positive attitude toward inclusion, and to have good leadership skills
(Constance, 2011).
PD, as teachers’ learning activity, affects student achievement. According to Yoon,
Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, and Shapley (2007), it happens through: (a) well-planned, designed, and
implemented PD that can enhance teachers’ knowledge; (b) well-trained teachers with the
motivation, beliefs, and skills to improve their teaching and overcome barriers such as lack of
time for planning, limited resources or lack of follow-up; and (c) teaching practice that enhances
student achievement, where assessment of gains is used to guide decisions. Yoon and colleagues
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examined more than 1300 studies related to PD effect on student achievement, but they were not
able to find any pattern in the relation between PD and student achievement. Due to the rigorous
standards for assessing effect of PD on student achievement in math, science, reading and
English language arts, Yoon and his colleagues could only select nine from the 1300 studies that
fully satisfied the standards. These nine studies focused on elementary students and their
teachers, who attended different workshops or summer institutes. After identifying 20 effects
across the nine studies, Yoon and his colleagues found that 18 effects were positive, one was
negative, and another showed no effect. The researchers observed the negative effect on a
mathematic PD, which included a reformed and a traditional model; reading and English
language teachers that attended different PD yield no effect on content.
More recently, Harris and Sass (2011) also studied the effect of teacher training. Their
multi-district study found that experience enhances teachers’ ability to increase student
achievement more than PD. Middle school math teachers showed more positive effects on
increasing student achievement for teacher experience, PD, advanced degree and undergraduate
coursework on teachers’ ability to increase student achievement. In elementary school, teacher
experience affected more in reading than in math; formal training during teaching showed no
effect on teachers’ ability to increase student achievement, except in math; and high school
teachers experience showed no effect on teachers’ ability (Harris & Sass, 2011).
Nevertheless, PD is not the only form of teacher learning. Akiba and Liang (2016)
conducted a longitudinal statewide survey with 467 middle school math teachers in Missouri
during 2009, 2010, and 2011 to investigate about how different forms of teachers professional
learning influence student achievement growth through MAP scores. Data collected showed that
teacher collaboration and informal communication with colleagues were the two most effective
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learning activities in improving MAP scores. Findings also suggested a positive association
between student achievement and teachers experience and their education in math.
What Happens in Science?
To be effective, science teachers need to have strong content and pedagogical knowledge,
the kind that proves to increase student achievement (Sen, 2014). There is a great variety of
science instructional strategies to produce such results (Center for Mathematics and Science
Education, Texas A&M University, n.d.). These strategies include (a) enhanced context
strategies, (b) collaborative grouping strategies, (c) questioning strategies, and (d) inquiry
strategies, among others.
Contextualization or contextual teaching and learning (Baker, Hope, & Karandjeff, 2009)
refers to strategies that align real world events and practices (Orpwood, Schollen, MarinelliHenriques, & Assiri, 2010) and instruction for the development of subject-content basic skills
(Perin, 2011). It includes interdisciplinary learning, connection of prior knowledge to new
concepts, student centered learning, provision of opportunities to solve problems or student and
teacher collaboration (Orpwood et al., 2010). Contextualization implements various techniques.
For example, Tilson, Castek, and Goss (2010) presented the results of the examination of formal
writing development in the context of an experimental fourth grade physical science class.
Science content and literacy used eighty percent of the class time. Students recorded data,
answered questions on writing from nonfiction texts, held group discussions, and used graphic
organizers. Tilson and colleagues used students’ prior knowledge and collaboration to
contextualize the instruction, thus exploring the influence of instructions on the students’ writing
development.
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Collaborating grouping strategies refer to those strategies that provide opportunities for
participants to work with one another, not to compete against each other. These strategies entail a
shared responsibility for learning. This mean that students and teacher role will interchange,
going from being a guide or facilitator to be a learner. Collaborating strategies allow many other
strategies to be applied concomitantly (Center for Mathematics and Science Education in Texas
A&M University, n.d.).
Teacher questioning strategies afford for benefits in the learning and teaching process
(Eshach, Dor-Ziderman, & Yefroimsky, 2013). The role questioning plays in a classroom is a
tool for conceptual understanding and change (Eshach, 2010). It promotes the communication
between teachers and students, it brings in students’ attention, and it sets the ground for
constructive feedback (Yang, 2017). In his analysis on the effect of questioning strategies, Yang
(2017) included “scientificalness, comprehensiveness, and artistry” (p. 161). By scientificalness
Yang refers to teachers being knowledgeable to master the teaching material to be able to raise
questions that are intellectually appropriate for students’ cognitive level; by comprehensiveness
he refers to teachers’ effort to provide all students equal opportunity to answer different
questions; and by artistry he means to pose questions that allows for students’ cognitive level
improvement and constructive feedback.
“Inquiry is learning by questioning and investigation” (Shore, Birlean, Walker, Ritchie,
LaBanca, & Aulls, 2009, p. 141). Inquiry comes naturally during the learning process by making
connections to prior knowledge, by being creative when seeking for solutions or alternatives,
thus leading to higher order thinking (Short, 2009). Splitter (2009) stated that those who learn
this way are authentic learners. This affords for teachers who act as facilitator, one who creates
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an active learning environment where motivated and engaged students collaborate and interact
one with the other (Haddock, 2014).
In a case study conducted by Ermeling (2010) with a group of high school science
teachers to trace the effects of teacher inquiry on classroom practice, findings suggest that
inquiry directed to discover connections between instruction and student outcomes can lead to
changes in teachers’ practice, but it requires support. To teach and learn inquiry as a pedagogical
strategy, time and effort are needed. Teachers and students must develop the necessary literacies,
skills, knowledge, and dispositions (Shore et al., 2009).
Inquiry in the classroom delineates different processes (Short, 2009; Bell, Urhahne,
Schanze, & Ploetzner, 2010), but it always begins by making connection to prior knowledge.
Short (2009) named the processes as “invitation, tension, investigation, demonstration, re-vision,
representation, valuation, action” (n.d.). Bell et al. (2010) named them “orientation and
questioning, hypothesis generation, planning, investigation, analysis and interpretation, model,
conclusion and evaluation, communication, and prediction” (p. 7). The collaborative element is
inherently included when implementing inquiry teaching in the classroom (Haddock, 2014).
Inquiry-based instruction does not take place if teachers feel they lack subject matter knowledge
or pedagogical content knowledge (Alake-Tuenter, Biemans, Tobi, & Mulder, 2013; Kim & Tan,
2011).
Inquiry science teaching is based upon the creation of scientific question, the collection
of evidence and observations, explanation of observations in connection to the questions,
evaluation of the explanations, and justification through communications of the explanations
(The National Research Council, 1996). Key elements of inquiry-based teaching identified
twenty-three different competencies (Alake-Tuenter et al., 2013). Several studies revealed
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interesting ideas about inquiry teaching (Gee & Wong, 2012; Haddock, 2014; Marshall, Horton,
Igo, & Switzer, 2009).
In their study about teacher’s beliefs, behaviors and motivation, Marshall and his
colleagues (2009) concluded that either graduate programs are not teaching inquiry teaching
strategies, or the programs are failing to implement those strategies. They concluded this since
they found no correlation between the number of years teachers taught, and the percentage of
time devoted to inquiry. Marshall and his colleagues also noted that teachers in higher grade
levels used less time for inquiry activities. When compared to math teachers, the opposite is true.
This leads to questioning why science teachers would lack pedagogical content knowledge to
implement inquiry, but mathematic teachers would not (Marshall et al., 2009).
Gee and Wong (2012) captured student perceptions of application, hands-on, interaction,
and investigation in science among students from the United States, Mexico, Japan, Finland,
Australia, Canada, Spain and Italy. They found that those students with high application had
increased PISA science scores. Hands-on learning showed a positive impact on students from the
United States, Japan, Finland, and Canada, but not in Mexico nor Italy. Student perceptions of
the value of investigations scored lower (Haddock, 2014).
When discussing knowledge of instructional strategies, Sen (2014) suggests thinking
about knowledge of subject specific strategies and knowledge of topic specific strategies. The
former are general instructions to provide orientation, such as the learning cycles that establish
instruction based on discovery, inquiry, and conceptual change. The latter refers to
representations and activities that facilitate student learning. They relate as insufficient content
knowledge affects teacher’s choice for instructional strategies and therefore knowledge of
learner (Sen, 2014).
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Another instructional strategy used in science learning relates to cognitive structure,
which refers to the way in which people organize knowledge. Tsai and Huang (2002) compared
five common ways-free word association, controlled word association, tree construction, concept
map, and flow map- of eliciting the cognitive structures. The purpose of their study was to
understand how many concepts were correctly understood, how are the terms integrated to other
concepts, and how are they processed to be able to define, compare, or analyze. This method
provides information about how well learners understand a concept and how can it apply to reallife situation. If teachers reflect about the information revealed by these structures during the
formative assessment, then the lesson plan can be made upon a more-informed decision. In
Tsai’s and Huang’s study concept map and flow map showed to be more effective for all the
variables measured.
Kanter and Konstantopoulos (2010) suggest the use of project-based science for students
to learn science as they build a meaningful understanding and discover the relevance to daily life.
Such strategy needs pedagogical and content knowledgeable teachers. For their study, Kanter
and Konstantopoulos recruited nine sixth to eighth urban science teachers to attend a creditgraduate level biology course for 10 weeks. Using t-test, they analyzed students’ achievement
and attitudes toward science; a regression model predicted the impact degree of the PD on
student’s achievement and attitudes. Findings suggest that teacher knowledge increased
consistently with the use of the program’s content, as well as students’ achievement; however,
the study measured no impact on students’ attitude.
There are several studies addressing the development of different skills through contentbased reading. Liaw (2007) conducted a study to examine the possibility of promoting critical
thinking skills in an English classroom in Taiwan, adopting content-based language teaching as
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the instructional approach. After 32 students aged 12 to 13 years took an English level diagnostic
proficiency test, they attended five instructional units in Language Arts, Mathematics, Science
and Social Studies in three hours of instructional time as enrichment. Results showed no
significant difference between the students’ critical thinking before and after the instructional
units; however, there was evidence of critical thinking skill exercises. Students performed better
in each of the subjects and they gained confidence and motivation to learn.
Akbaşh, Şahin, and Yaykiran (2016) reported the effects of reading comprehension on
mathematics and science achievement. Using PISA 2012, 2009, and 2006 databases, Akbaşh and
colleagues noticed there is correlation between reading classes high performers and mathematics
and science high performers. Findings of their study also suggest that family support plays an
important role in high achievers reading level.
Johnson (2009) concluded in her longitudinal study that students of effective teachers
will perform better than those of ineffective teachers. The study consisted in exploring the
impact of effective or ineffective science instruction would have on student learning. The 11
participants did a three-year intensive and collaborative PD on standard-based instruction in
science. The study also found that teacher motivation and beliefs behave as catalysts for
changing instructional practices.
Science Teachers Learning Through Professional Development
Among all subjects taught in school, science classes might give teachers a feeling of
deficiency in terms of deep content knowledge (Drake & Burns, 2004). For this reason, PD
training is rarely sufficient to dramatically improve teachers’ science teaching expertise and
strategies and enable them to make equally dramatic improvements in student science learning.
Increasingly, studies on changing teachers’ science teaching competency suggest that teachers
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need working models they can follow to translate professional learning into actual change in
practice (Jeanpierre, Oberhauser, & Freeman, 2005). Some studies suggest that, although the
relevance of leadership to support teachers’ practice and the acknowledgement of
unpreparedness to teach science, instructional leaders, such as principals, may not be aware of
the need of improving pedagogical content knowledge that is specific to science (Sherman &
MacDonald, 2008); therefore, no professional growth is offered to provide these teachers with
learning opportunities.
Science teachers, in general, are perceived as having poor content knowledge (Ralya &
Ralya, 1938; Rice, 2005). Misconceptions in chemistry topics is common in secondary school
science teachers. For example, Kind and Kind (2009) reported that teachers exposed their
difficulty in understanding the topic of chemical bonding. In general science, Caps and Crawford
(2013) study revealed that only 30% of participants knew the differences among theory,
hypothesis and laws. Heywood (2007) said that elementary teachers rarely studied science,
which contributes to their lack of confidence when teaching science. Another source for lack of
confidence comes from weak content knowledge (Ratcliffe & Millar, 2009). Most science
teachers have their teaching certificate in Biology (National Academies of Science, 2015; Ware,
1992), therefore the need to satisfy the need of knowledge in physical science and earth science.
The chosen way to address this issue is through PD.
For example, Heller et al. (2012) conducted a study to examine the impact of three
distinct models of PD. It demonstrated that PD duration impacts teaching and learning in
elementary school, and also, that teachers need time to process what they learn and what they
implement in class. Findings also suggest that analysis of student learning, pedagogy, and
content impacts more teacher learning than mere content or general pedagogy.
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Teachers learn through different types of methods, including the sharing of experiences
with other teachers in the same school and from another school, observation of colleagues and
networks. Besides the structural aspects of networks, its effectiveness depends on teacher’s
motivation to participate, frequency, and bond among participants (Hofman & Dijkstra, 2010).
Teacher Learning for Teacher Change
Teachers may experience change in their knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, understanding,
self-awareness, and teaching practices. According to Richards, Gallo, and Renandya (2001) preconceived ideas about teacher change include: (a) teachers development depends on teachers’
beliefs, (b) if teachers’ beliefs change, then most likely teachers change their professional
practice, (c) teacher change is triggered by personal factors and by the professional context, and
(d) teachers are resistant to change.
The idea that teacher change is difficult because teachers are resistant to new proposals
comes from the constructivist theories (Richards, Gallo, & Renandya, 2001) and it has widely
dominated education literature (Richardson, 1998). “Teachers often resist change mandated or
suggested by others, but they do engage in change that they initiate: what I call voluntary
change” (para. 2). According to Richardson (1998), the resistance comes from power issues as
administrators, policymakers, and staff developers usually propose the changes.
“Power alone is insufficient to leverage change” (Beach, Henderson, & Finkelstein,
2012). Change will come through learning. Stalling (1989) researched how teacher learning
through staff development connects to change in teacher practice, and in student achievement.
Stalling found that teachers are more likely to change if they are aware of the need of
improvement, if they are personally committed to the change, if somehow it is adapted to their
context, and if there are opportunities to try, evaluate, analyze, discuss, and report success or
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failure. However, Richardson (1998) has noticed in her work that teachers engage in minor
adjustments or changes which not necessarily represent an exemplar to teaching because the
assessment teachers do on the new activity is biased by teacher’s beliefs and assumptions.
The Thailand Research Fund conducted a PD program with 224 science teachers aiming
to analyze teacher change after attending the program. They found that factors influencing
teacher change included internal and external factors. Among the internal factors they mentioned
level of efficiency, ambition, motivation, and effort; goal and process of the PD, the
collaboration among PD participants, the support received during the program, and the value
given to the participants through the process were among the external factors (Wongwanich,
Yamtim, Sapsombat, Tuipae, & Intanam, 2014).
These are reasons for teacher change. According to Bailey (1992) these reasons include:
(a) dissatisfaction with a situation, (b) opportunity to connect something new to prior knowledge,
(c) a change in the teaching context, (d) changes in other areas that provoke professional growth,
(e) a conflict between the new idea and the practice, and (f) the use of experience as learner into
the teaching practice. Richards and his colleagues (2001) found that the three top change
catalysts are in-services courses, conferences and seminars, and student feedback. While the
responses to Bailey’s study can be seen as factors that were creating uncomfortable situations to
teachers, Richards’s and colleagues study revealed a desire of becoming a better professional.
While teachers expressed in-services, conferences and seminars allowed them to choose ideas to
apply to their practice, they also provide an opportunity to meet and share with other teachers
from other schools. Nevertheless, uncomfortable situations leading to change included “tired of
doing the same thing, and feedback from supervisor” (p. 10).
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Guskey (2002) suggested changes to take place in a sequence for a long-lasting effect.
According to his model, teachers attend PD where they learn something new, and teachers
practice it in their classroom until they own it. If it produces change in students’ outcomes, then
it will affect teachers’ beliefs and attitudes. This model is based on the premise that change is “an
experiential based learning process” (p. 384). Desimone (2009) also suggests a linear but
different path, where changes in beliefs affect changes in students; when teachers see positive
effects on students, and then teachers change their beliefs. However, authors like Clark and Clark
(2004) say that change nature is cyclical; therefore, Opfer and Pedder (2011) consider that
change can start at any stage ̶ belief, practice or student ̶ but if it does not occur on the three
stages, teacher learning does not take place. Fullan (2014) on his side, suggests that to lead
change one must challenge the status quo with a sense of urgency, build trust for networking,
communicate a common plan, focus on team over self, and commit to continue improvement.
Changes in teachers who participated in PD were observed in 236 teachers from 11
Catholic primary schools in Melbourne, Victoria. These teachers, during 2008 and 2009,
participated in a professional learning project known as Contemporary Teaching and Learning of
Mathematics (CTLM), aiming to enhance teachers pedagogical content knowledge to improve
students outcome in math. Teachers were fully supported during the two years in their classroom,
in team meetings, and during the 12 training sessions by administrators, colleagues, parents, and
others from outside the school community. Projects’ result showed that most probably teachers
changed their beliefs and practice, without precising which happened first (McDonough,
Clarkson, & Scott, 2010).
Wallace and his colleagues (1999) suggest that teachers’ commitment to stay actively
learning and innovating is what brings change in content and implementation as well,
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emphasizing the need of providing opportunities to enhance knowledge and skills. The
controversy comes when teachers lack pedagogical skills and leadership qualities.
When referring to change due to learning, I am not referring to informational learning
(Kegan, 2009) that “brings valuable new content” (p. 48) into prior knowledge. I am referring to
the transformational learning that produces changes in one’s confidence, motivation, self-esteem,
and development. In concordance with this, Freeman (1989) stated that change can go from
doing something differently; to become aware or to affirm a current practice and that change can
occur slowly over time. Changes reported by teachers include in decreasing frequency, change of
focus, change on teaching philosophy – methodology, task-based learning, assessment, using
other type of materials, more collaborative and cooperative work, and change of attitude
(Richards et al., 2001).
Chapter 2 Summary
Overall, this literature review has revealed research on many aspects related to my study.
The importance of teacher leadership in and out of the classroom is recognized by research
(Collay, 2013; Katzenmeyer & Moller, 2011; Lin, 2014). Teacher leader roles give teachers the
opportunity to use their strengths to keep on learning, to help others learn, and to help their
school improve. Teacher leaders in the classroom leads to the spread of best teaching practices
through reflection, collaboration, and encouragement for teacher learning (Muijs & Harris,
2006).
In the classroom, teachers must have strong content, professional, pedagogical, and
pedagogical content knowledge to effectively promote student learning (Fuller, 2011). Teacher
leaders must also make wise decisions about the best combination of instructional strategies to
meet students’ needs (Dean et al., 2012; Thomas & Green, 2015). For such actions, teachers need
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to consistently work on developing competences (Darling-Hammond et al., 2017), reflecting and
becoming aware of their social and professional identity, context, culture, and purpose (Fullan &
Hargreaves, 1991).
Teachers’ strengths and capacities that support competences of leading encourage teacher
leadership beyond the classroom. Consequently, teacher leaders engage others in cooperative
efforts where team members support and help others increase their knowledge and skills to better
impact students’ achievement. Teacher leaders work with peers in different types of associations,
such as networks and teams (Avalos, 2011a), for collaborative learning (Harrison & Killion,
2007). It includes leading their colleagues while still teaching some students (Curtis, 2013),
collaborating with colleagues to work together on school plans (Wise et al., 2016), becoming
instructional coaches to build skills and knowledge, and allowing for reflection, risk-taking, and
resilience (Aguilar, 2013).
Being a teacher leader requires an open disposition to learn. Inexpensive rates (Hofman
& Dijkstram, 2010), external recognition, enhanced leadership, financial gain (Hildebrant &
Eom, 2011) and self-efficacy judgment of capacities (Fiske & Taylor, 2008), are among the
driving forces for teachers to learn. Generally, teachers improve their learning through PD
(Foster et al., 2013) that allows for effective methods of learning such as sharing, reflecting,
researching (Ross et al., 2014), and integrating new knowledge developed in practice (Van Den
Bergh at al., 2015).
Teacher learning affects student achievement through well-designed PD that enhances
teachers’ knowledge, and helps create well-trained and motivated teachers, and effective
teaching practice (Yoon et al., 2007). However, PD is not the only form of teacher learning.
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Harris and Sass (2011) note the role of experience, while Akiba and Liang (2016) note
collaboration and informal communication as effective forms of teacher learning.
Subject content area teachers, such as science teachers, need to have strong content
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge of subject and topic specific strategies (Sen,
2014), including inquiry (Haddock, 2014), project-based learning (Kanter & Konstantopoulos,
2010), and content-based reading (Liaw, 2007). As a subject, science often gives teachers a
feeling of deficiency in terms of deep content knowledge (Drake & Burns, 2004). Studies
support that teachers need a model to follow to enact their learning into changes in practice
(Jeanpierre et al., 2005).
Changes often enact depending on teachers’ dissatisfaction with the status quo, a change
in teaching context, or an internal conflict (Bailey, 1992). Whether change follow a linear path
(Desimone, 2009; Guskey, 2002) or a cyclic path (Clark & Clark, 2004; Opfer & Pedder, 2011),
it challenges the status quo via the build of trust and networks, focusing on team and committing
to continued improvement (Fullan, 2014).
In closing, understanding how teachers may have developed their leadership and how PD
enhanced such leadership, affords for an opportunity to foster teachers to become leaders in and
beyond their classroom. Now let’s turn to Chapter 3 to learn about the methodology I used to
conduct my study of these issues.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to examine and describe how a sample of fifth through
eighth grade elementary prepared teachers from a school district in Santo Domingo, DR,
demonstrate leadership in and beyond the classroom around improving science instruction. This
was done by examining how such teachers use strategies to actively engage students in science
learning activities, monitor student science learning, adjust instruction as needed to increase
science learning, and collaborate with peers to improve overall learning. The question guiding
this study was: How do a sample of fifth – eighth grade science teachers take leadership initiative
in applying pedagogical knowledge for science teaching including engaging strategies, science
students’ monitor, instruction adjustment, and collaboration after participating in PD training on
effective instruction?
My sub-questions included: (1) How do such teachers translate the new pedagogical
knowledge provided via a professional development program into instructional strategies as they
teach science? (2) How do they monitor student learning? (3) How do they adjust instruction
based in monitoring data? (4) Where, how, and with whom do such teachers share what they
learn as they experiment with new science teaching strategies?
This chapter explains the methodology I used to collect qualitative data within this study.
Utilizing semi-structured interviews, documents and observations of teachers’ performance in
class, I collected information that helped me describe behaviors of a sample of teachers who selfidentified as being leaders in science instructional practices. The specific sections included in
this chapter provide an overview of the context, subjects, recruitment process, consent, as well as
data collection, data analysis and limitations.
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Results of Pre-Dissertation Field Study
In my pre-dissertation field study, I focused on learning about how a sample of fifth
through eighth grade science teachers take initiative in applying teaching concepts and strategies
in their classrooms, after completing a PD program on effective teaching and learning
techniques. I wanted to hear how these teachers decided which learned aspects of the PD they
would apply in their teaching, how they assess the usefulness of these aspects in terms of
students’ learning needs, and how and with whom they share their learning as they try out new
strategies in their classrooms.
After gaining access to schools through the district director, teachers were recruited. In
some schools, the director appointed the participants, while in other schools I personally invited
teachers to participate in the study. Data was collected through one-on-one, 60-minute in-depth
interviews with seven participants who fulfilled the inclusionary criteria.
Findings suggest these teachers feel like leaders, and they are perceived as leaders
because of the way their colleagues and students deal with them, and because sometimes the
school leader tells them either directly or by asking them to lead meeting sessions and in-house
workshops. All participants offered rich information in alignment with my research questions.
This pilot study was useful to fine-tune my dissertation study. It confirmed the general
purpose stated for my research and its findings suggested my approach and design are
appropriate. However, I have made some revisions in my research questions, interview protocol,
and data collection procedures to capture more deeply the issues of interest.
Study Design
I used an instrumental multiple case study approach to describe the case and its setting.
Such a design is appropriate for my proposed study because of its flexibility (Marelli, 2007). An
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instrumental case study is described as “providing insight into a particular issue, redraw
generalizations, or build theory” (Grandy, 2010, p. 474). This design also allowed for both, the
participants and me as the researcher, to play a role in reconstructing the experience as I deeply
explored how teachers demonstrate leadership to increase science learning.
In this multiple case study, I interviewed participants and observed participants’
leadership in the classroom as they taught science and developed teaching strategies. This
allowed me to explore each case as an illustration of leadership demonstration. Each teacher was
a single case, using three data sources for each case: an interview, observation, and document
analysis. Following Stake’s (2006) constructivist and interpretivist approach in case studies,
multiple sources of data were used to seek understanding and meaning of an issue being
investigated, where both the participants and myself, as the researcher, generated knowledge and
richly described findings.
Reflections on My Identity (Reflexivity)
As I developed this study, I thought about the various aspects of my experience that may
have had an impact on the way in which I proposed the design and how I interpreted new
knowledge and findings. By exposing some of my experiences regarding teachers’ thoughts
toward implementation of teaching strategies, their feeling toward attending training programs,
and my own learning while conducting the pre-dissertation pilot study, I allow the reader to
understand my perspective for making the decisions I am making for this study.
Throughout my working experience, some teachers have shared with me that successful
science teaching requires strategies to effectively deliver instruction that will produce student
learning. I also have encountered teachers who attended professional development because they
could not find a way out after accepting the incentives. This experience makes me feel
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empathetic toward understanding that there are times when, as a teacher, I needed to implement
new teaching strategies that work well for my students’ learning needs, while at the same time, I
did not want to attend another training because it may be useful for someone else, but not for me.
As I conducted the field study, I learned more details that helped me better understand the
EFCCE program and the characteristics and peculiarities of the area where I conducted my
study. From conversations, I thought schools in District 10-01 were classified according to
location (urban, rural, tourist), but through direct experience I learned that these schools are
grouped per location (Four networks). Given the heuristic nature of the area, it seems to be a
good way to group these schools since their size, resources, shift and physical conditions are
different one from the other. I also expected the access to the schools to be more complicated
than it was, although the method to recruit teachers varied within schools.
I followed general guidelines to reduce bias, such as being specific and precise when
writing, not mentioning differences between gender, marital status, or sexual orientation, as they
are irrelevant for this study. I also kept log trails, memos and field notes during and after
collecting and analyzing data, to ensure depth and transparency throughout the process.
Sampling, Subjects, Access, and Setting
Site for Study Participants
The study took place in schools belonging to District 10-01, which is located in the
northern part of the Distrito Nacional in Santo Domingo. These schools participated in the
partnership training program between a private higher education institution and INAFOCAM.
This district is the largest one for the country, so the study concentrated specifically on those
located within Network 2.
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Population and Sampling
For this study, each case and unit of analysis was one teacher who completed the EFCCE
PD program conducted for District 10-01, Villa Mella, Santo Domingo, by a private higher
education institution. They self-identified as teachers who are actively attempting to implement
new, engaging, hands-on science learning strategies in their classroom. The participants were
teaching science in any grade between fifth and eighth grade, with at least two years of teaching
experience; they have a teaching preparation college diploma; and during the data collection
process, they should not hold any positional leadership rank in any school. This study did not
include teachers working at two different districts, teachers from the district not included in the
PD program since its beginning until its end, or teachers who were promoted to leadership
positions.
The district is composed of 117 schools, of which 88 offer classes including eighth grade
students during the morning or afternoon shift or on extended shift. I recruited teachers working
within schools located in what the district calls Network #2. It includes 32 schools, from which
only six of them are not considered for this study because they work with adults or they deliver
instruction during the nighttime. The pilot field study helped me learn that out of these 26
schools, four do not have teachers who satisfy the inclusionary criteria, leaving 22 schools from
which to recruit. The pool of science teachers within these schools is 88 possible participants. A
purposeful sampling strategy allowed me to work with teachers who felt they were applying
what they learned in the professional development program.
For my overall dissertation, I recruited 10 participants and I gathered data until I reached
saturation of new information (Ishak & Bakar, 2014; Lincoln & Guba, 1985), which means that
additional participants are no longer sharing information that reveals any new knowledge. I
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conducted my study with 10 participants. The participants received a researcher’s signed letter of
consent that stated the aim of the research, the purpose of the study, data collection method, the
confidentiality promise, and information regarding any possible risks associated with the study. I
asked volunteers to sign this letter and gave a copy for their record.
Access, Recruitment and Sampling
For my study, I needed to obtain access to the district and the schools. Per the
hierarchical structure of the education public system, I need to have permission from the region
coordinator, as well as from the district and the school’s principals. Based on my pilot study
experience, these permissions were not difficult to obtain.
I sent a letter to the district asking for permission to access the schools in network #2.
Once I obtained the permission, I sent an email to school principals in network #2 to inform them
about my intention and desire to recruit teachers for my full study. The email included
information regarding the study purpose, timeframe, criteria for participants’ selection, and
contact information to inform them about the study. Then, I started the recruitment process by
visiting each school to meet the principal.
To recruit participants for this study, I followed these steps:
1. I visited each school’s principal to personally provide more information about the study. I
let them guide me on their preferred method for recruiting participants from their
teaching staff. The options included (a) setting a time to visit the school during a general
meeting to provide teachers with the information and find out who is interested in
participating, (b) carrying with me an informational flyer to place on advertising boards
of schools who serve students during the morning, afternoon, or extended shift (see
Appendix A), and (c) an invitational letter (see Appendix B) provided to each fifth
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through eighth grade teacher who meets the study criteria to participate in this study. On
all materials, I provided my contact information inviting interested participants to contact
me for further question.
2. When teachers indicated that they wanted to be a participant in the study, I first reviewed
the inclusionary and exclusionary criteria with them to verify each qualifies. Then, we
agreed when to meet in the school for data collection. As screening was conducted, I
kept a log to track respondents’ clues (see Appendix C), which included respondents’
name, school, and contact information.
3. The day before the scheduled interview day, I contacted the respondent to confirm the
meeting place and time. I also informed each of them about the need to review and sign
the consent form before starting the interview.
4. On the interview day, I reviewed the informed consent letter with each participant, and
the needed consent signature on both an English and Spanish version.
5. After transcribing the interview, participants set up a meeting time for observation.
These teachers received via email the observation tool (see Appendix D). For this study, I
planned to accomplish the goal of reaching saturation, therefore I recruited 13 participants, but
collected data from the first 10 who fully satisfied the inclusionary and exclusionary criteria.
Instrumentation
Multiple sources allow data to be collected through multiple ways (Marshall & Rossman,
2016), including interviews, observations, and students’ and teachers’ documents (Baxter &
Jack, 2008; Yin, 1981). The multiple sources of data assure the exploration allows for various
points of views to be understood; and serves for triangulation of the data (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016).
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All data collection protocols were in the Spanish language. This is because I collected
data in the DR where the native language is Spanish. Interviews were then translated into English
for the data analysis process. This represents no threat to the study, as I am a native Spanish
speaker, as well.
I sought Human Subject Institutional Review Board (HSIRB) approval for my overall
research. Once I received it, I started recruiting and sampling participants. All participants
acknowledged their rights, risks, and benefits of participating in this study.
Interview
As I am interested in understanding teachers’ personal experiences and perceptions, a
semi-structured interview best fits my study (Guest, Namey, & Mitchell, 2013). For my study,
these interviews were conducted one-on-one, utilizing open-ended questions, and conversational
norms (see Appendix E). I audio recorded the conversations. These helped me not only to build
rapport and to focus on content, but also to pay attention to non-verbal language that might
display during the interviews.
Observation
‘Observing is the most natural of all ways of making data” according to Richards and
Morse (2013, p. 8). Therefore, after completing the interview with each teacher, I then planned to
observe, on a prescheduled day different from the interview day, one of the classes as he or she is
teaching a science lesson. My role during this process was as a nonparticipant observant
(Creswell, 2013; Richards & Morse, 2013), or observer as participant (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
This means restraining my actions to observing people and their actions, recording and then
reflecting on them, while participants control revealed information.
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Through these scheduled observations, I gathered data on what teachers did at least during
20 minutes of instructional time in a science class in terms of engaging students or monitoring
their learning, and on how children responded to teacher’s actions.
Post- Observation Conference
Each observation followed an established protocol (see appendix D) and lasted at least 20
minutes. After the observations, the teacher and I met in a friendly environment in the school to
share notes and ask open-ended questions to elicit information not grasped during the
observation. This meeting served the purpose of auditing my observation, as well as providing an
opportunity to probe on observed behavior and interview responses, without becoming
evaluative on teacher’s performance.
Written Documents
Teachers’ and students’ artifacts and documents also provide data on how teachers
monitor student learning. I allowed participants to choose what type of document they prefer to
share, whether lesson plans, meeting agendas, or journals developed now or during the PD
program. While the first documents may be categorized as “public documents” because they are
naturally occurring in a school environment, journals constitute “personal documents.” Bogdan
and Biklen (2011) refer to it as “any first-person narrative that describes an individual’s actions,
experiences, and beliefs” (p. 133). I assessed the written documents for completeness, purpose,
and for whom it was intended.
Trustworthiness During Data Collection Procedures
For this study, data was collected through interviews, observations, and document
analysis with those participants who expressed their desire to participate in the study. This
research occurred throughout a school semester, spending around three hours per participant in
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each school. This was sufficient time to provide engagement for me to better understand the
context. By engagement, I am referring to be in the site long enough to be able to build trust and
avoid the consequences of having a stranger in the site (Williams, 2011).
To assure a strongly designed study, I have aligned all components of the study. I aligned
research questions with my interview questions to assure that these questions help me understand
better how teachers are translating what they learned in the PD program into their teaching and
learning practice. I also aligned the problem statement, the purpose and the research questions to
keep the study narrowly focused.
To ensure credibility, I took notes to document details about the process experience from
the beginning until the end. After obtaining the participants’ signed consent form, I reviewed
with them the study purpose, participants’ risks, and protection, and confidentiality promise.
Then, I proceeded to conduct the interview following the protocol. I also kept memos to monitor
my own constructs.
All interviews were transcribed in Spanish, to be able to share with participants for
respondent validation (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Such member checks, as they are also known,
are the best way to guarantee I have accurately interpreted the meaning of what participants say
during interviews. In some cases, it may be useful to reveal my perceptions and preconceptions.
Interviews were also translated to English, to be able to analyze data and report findings and
conclusions.
Class observations started after completing the interview with a participant, on a
different day. As expected, the procedure was to arrange for an announced science class
observation after checking interview transcription. Teachers arranging an appointment for me to
go and observe received the observation protocol prior to my visit via email or direct delivery.
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To address issues of trustworthiness, teachers also received a copy of my observations for
member checking, which means, “checking with participants in the research” (Mertens, 2015, p.
269) to avoid misinterpretations and to “identify salient issues” (Mertens, 2005, p. 254). After
each observation, I had a 15 to 30-minute meeting for sharing notes and documents with
teachers.
After each observation, to maintain confirmability, I continued using audit trails for
evidence and reflexivity. Given the emergent nature of data during the collection process, I kept
records of field contacts to “summarize data-collection events” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p.
463), and a document summary form to note types of documents, its content and uses. To ensure
the process is repeatable and dependable, my local adviser conducted an inquiry audit of the data
collection process. The data collection process ended when I felt data was revealing the same
type of information. At this point, I informed any not interviewed remaining participants of the
process’ closure.
Data Analysis
I analyzed the data collected by looking for how teachers describe and shape their
leadership. The operational definition for leadership behavior in this study is the use of
strategies to actively engage students in science learning activities, monitoring student science
learning, and adjusting instruction as needed to increase science learning (York-Barr & Duke,
2004). One of the most important steps in case study analysis is developing a rich-detailed
description of data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008), for which I, as the researcher, need to explore data
exhaustively, keeping self-awareness of biases and preconceptions to avoid contamination
findings. At this stage, it is imperative to address trustworthiness issues as well.
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Data Analysis Approach
The general approach for this study is an interpretive framework to form a description of
data, and to relate it to the existing literature. Tracy (2013) says that an interpretive research
tradition comes from hermeneutics, expecting to obtain a full understanding not only of the
reality, but of the participants’ social construction. An interpretational analysis is a process of
close examination of data to “find constructs, themes and patterns” (Gall et al., 2007, p. 466) that
explains the issue being studied.
I built a table to display the themes and subthemes that arose as I analyzed the data.
Interview questions numbered one through five are linked to teacher’s assessment of an intensive
professional development program they had completed. Interview questions six through eight
and all items of observation tools are linked to how teachers monitor and adjust their instruction
(research questions numbered two and three). Interview questions numbered 12 to 15 and 17 are
related to students’ engagement in class. All of these interview questions helped me to
understand how teachers translate new knowledge into strategies within their science class
(research question numbered one). Interview question numbered nine and ten are related to
collaborative efforts (research question number four); and interview questions 11 and 16 are both
related to Bandura’s theory. A detailed description of each case was developed based on data
collected from the interviews, observations, and documents. The purpose was to be able to
analyze data of each case from the perspective of the constructs and the theories to identify
commonalities and differences.
Analysis and Trustworthiness Procedures
Data analysis includes sketching notes when observing documents, taking notes during and
after interviews and the post-conferences, identifying codes to themes, and naming categories to
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contextualize a point of view. It is important to fully describe the case and its context, and to
establish patterns within codes and themes (Creswell, 2013). I conducted simultaneously data
collection and data analysis, to be able to identify when saturation was reached.
The process of data analysis included (a) establishing case chronology; (b) coding data to
reflect contextual factors and features; (c) writing up each case; (d) adding categories to every
case; (e) identifying commonalities among cases, ensuring categories are well described; (f)
developing a frame to compare the cases; and (g) comparing and contrasting findings. All three
sources of data followed these steps.
To capture the essence of data, the first step was to organize data to be able to pull out
messages or ideas. During this first step on coding, data was split into segments in vivo coding,
which means using the participants’ words. Repeatedly appearing code were interpreted as
emerging patterns. This on-going process helped me better understand data meaning and it also
helped me develop categories (Saldaña, 2013). I foresaw activities, behaviors, strategies,
participation, interaction, settings, and my own reflection as aspects to be coded.
On a second coding cycle, I used the four constructs to identify the most frequent codes
to develop categories using a selective coding, which is defined as “the process of selecting the
theoretical code that functions as an umbrella that covers all codes and categories” (Theron,
2015, p. 6). The umbrella for my study covers theory of Teacher Change and Social Cognition
Theory. At this time, I did a preliminary analysis focusing on content and research questions. To
interpret results and draw meaning from them, I compared, contrasted, noted patterns and
themes, and found negative cases. Some data was recoded.
The last step was to triangulate data to increase credibility on the study. I repeated the
steps several times to guarantee data was analyzed through various lenses. To address issues of
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credibility, I also asked peers with research experience and knowledge on content to debrief my
analysis.
To address trustworthiness, the analysis needs to include linear and nonlinear approaches;
it explains if conclusions have been arrived through any personal experience lens; and the
inquirer makes clear this is a case, so it may not be transferred to others. I also searched for
negative case analysis, to maintain objectivity and confirm data.
Limitations and Delimitations
The study presents some limitations and delimitations in its scope. This study is delimited
to teachers who participated in the study. Given the nature of qualitative research, my findings
will be generalizable to only that small sample. Although District 10-01 is one of the largest
districts in the DR, the recruitment process will take place within just those schools from
Network #2 that participated in the professional development program provided by a private
higher education institution. This means some schools, especially those further apart, are not
considered for the study, with no data on teachers’ leadership performance.
I acknowledge that this study also has some limitations although its design intends to
minimize the effects of these limitations. It includes the possibility of existing factors, which
may limit the teacher leadership practices allowed in each of the participants’ schools. Such
limiting factors may be time constraints, decision-making for adjustment of content delivery, and
assessment policy.
In addition, the study is descriptive, it deals with teachers who self-identify as leaders,
whose conception of leadership is not discussed, and it may vary among teachers. The scope of
focus of this study is also limited to three specific leadership behaviors within the variety
described by the existing literature. I chose these behaviors based on the premise that leaders
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collaborate, innovate and reflect; Marzano (2007) recognize these as effective instructional
strategies.
Another limitation for the study is that participants chose the conditions for the class
observation. I may therefore have observed behaviors that do not represent the daily life in the
classroom. Also, no pre-conference was arranged to discuss the class I observed, and the postconference was intended for me to share my findings, not for coaching or evaluation purposes.
Chapter 3 Summary
Within this methods chapter, details about the context, subjects, recruitment, and consent;
data collection; data analysis, and delimitations and limitations are given to help the reader
understand the study purpose and methods. Let us now turn to Chapter 4, which covers my
participants profile as the initial way to present my data.
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CHAPTER 4
PARTICIPANT NARRATIVES
Chapter 4 offers a narrative summary of each participant’s ideas, thoughts, and behaviors
for 10 Dominican teachers who self-identified as leaders in science instructional practices. Each
teacher had completed an intensive professional development program that started in September
2014 and finished once they have completed the required hours for their grade level. The purpose
of this study is to better understand how these teachers decide which aspects of what they learned
in a common PD experience they apply in their teaching, how they assess their students’
learning, and how they share their classroom experiences with others. They described their
learning process, the implementation of what they learned in the program within their teaching,
the challenges, and the usefulness of the new knowledge. Each narrative also includes
information about observed behaviors in each teacher’s classroom, that teacher’s interpretation
of such classroom behaviors, and documents that teachers shared as evidence of something
different they are doing in their science class to monitor students’ learning.
Each participant was given a pseudonym to ensure confidentiality. My sample includes
teachers from the same network in district 10-01, specifically from six different schools. Table 1
provides information about each participant, including pseudonym, total years of teaching
experience, years teaching in the public system, highest academic level reached, year of
graduation, and the school where the participant works.
Eight of the 10 participants have worked as teachers for almost two decades, with the
other two having more than two years teaching experience. Four of them have worked in the
education public system for a decade or more, therefore they have experienced the changes the
system has been going through.
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Table 1
Background Information of Participants
Pseudonym

Sonad
Dorothy
Nirmala
Deirdre
Chui
Brandie
Adhira
Yara
Joyce
Abad

Total years
teaching
experience
18
18
12
18
18
4
9
16
25
19

Years
teaching in
public system
9
5
10
18
15
4
5
5
25
8

Highest
academic
level reached
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Master
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor

Year of
graduation

School

2005
2010
2008
2000
2018
2014
Pending
2008
2000
2005

1
1
3
4
5
3
6
2
2
1

Six teachers have also worked in private schools and three teachers have only worked in
public schools. An interesting fact is that only three participants started working as teachers
immediately after receiving their bachelor’s degree, while seven of them started working as
educators without a teaching certificate. Five of these seven teachers were in the public system
for a lustrum or so, and one teacher worked with a high school diploma for almost two decades.
Due to changes in the system, (a) teachers who graduated before 2008 studied general
education, which means they could teach any grade level; and (b) only four teachers completed
their bachelor’s degree using a new education program, which means they studied elementary
education. These implied that some teachers experienced unexpected changes in subject and
grade level teaching in order to fulfill the school’s needs.
At the moment of data collection, the 10 participants were working in an elementary
school: one teacher was working in fourth grade, five teachers were working in fifth grade, and
four teachers were working in sixth grade; one of the sixth-grade teachers was also working in
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seventh grade. During the training, three of these teachers were teaching in seventh or eighth
grade, which at the moment were considered elementary classes. To this date, these teachers’
profile includes experience in high school as now seventh and eighth grade belong to high
school. An exemption is one teacher, who has also experienced working in preschool.
Through the interview I learned that although all participants teach science in an
elementary classroom, only half of them prefer this subject. Five teachers prefer social studies,
language arts and art. One of them has no preference on subject, but on group age.
The schools were the participants worked are very different in physical structure but they
share some similar characteristics. The six schools offer elementary school and only four of them
offer elementary and high school. Three of them have separated building for both schools, which
are of relative recent construction. All teachers working in these schools are hired by the
Ministry of Education; however, it stands that one of these schools is managed by a catholic
priest, and another one receives funds from other institutions, as it was created as a foundation.
Participants Profiles
Sonad
Sonad graduated with a bachelor’s degree in education in 2005, and had started teaching
in private schools 18 years ago even before completing her bachelor’s degree. In 2010 she made
her way into the public system as a lead teacher in the elementary level. This has given her the
opportunity to teach all curricular subjects offered for the level. Out of these, she likes to teach
mathematics and science, but she deeply enjoys teaching social studies, as she thinks it connects
with the past, the future, and the present. She claimed to be an ever learner, so she tries to expand
her knowledge by attending a different training every year. Some of these trainings were
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intended to gain content knowledge, but others were geared toward pedagogical knowledge, like
the EFCCE program.
The EFCCE program. Sonad described the EFCCE program as being very effective
because it differed from other trainings in that teachers had the opportunity to practice what they
were learning. She compared the EFCCE program to others and said that mentors were there to
support staff, not to audit, and they always focused on the learning environment for the children
and teachers. Sonad voiced that the EFCCE program had a deep impact on her:
Not only it affected my way of thinking, but also my way of acting, even in my personal
life. One was taught in a different way and one has that pattern, that pattern, that pattern!
At the beginning it was difficult because (it meant) changes, you know, unlearn to learn
but after we saw that learning in children, that a child was capable of inferring, before I
never heard that word, inference, wow! We are doing something. When I see that a child,
after reading something is capable of answering the question I pose, I just say, we got to
continue on this!
The transition experienced by Sonad through this program covered learning the new
national curriculum that at the time was still a pilot plan, planning in a different format,
implementing what was planned, and assessing what was taught more frequently. All this
represented a lot more work for teachers, but Sonad considers these changes were needed to
really improve learning. She said: “It was difficult to implement everything they were saying, I
said wow! Now, it is not only the purpose but also the pedagogical intent…but the competences,
for example, we did not work on competences. Having to own those competences, implement
them, that was hard!”
Several times throughout the interview Sonad claims how hard it was “changing the
pattern,” referring to how she learned to plan and teach via her 4-year college education degree,
and how much more organized and enthusiastic she feels now about teaching. Sonad said: “The
difference is big! Now, I work more but I find it is more intentional. I feel I have more resources,
and I can help the children better.”
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Science teaching strategies. Regarding science, Sonad said she always use the steps
taught through the EFCCE program: exploration, conceptualization, and application; through
these, she uses visuals, objects from the environment, videos, songs, oral questions, written
questions, selected readings from external resources, portfolios, and of course the traditional
testing exams. Choice of resources is made based on what is needed to better support her
students’ language arts development given her school’s improvement plan of increasing
children’s literacy. All subjects are planned to engage students in reading and writing to provide
children with numerous opportunities to practice it. About this, she said:
At [higher education institution name] (the program) we were taught that science has its
steps. For example, exploration. The first thing you must do in exploration is to show…we
always use visuals (images on plates or paper) or objects, whatever we have for the lesson.
From that exploration, they[children] make comments on what they saw, what they
observed, what they liked or disliked. Then, during the conceptualization they get a text,
which we read, we analyze, we ask questions about it, and then finally comes the
application, what are we going to do with it.
Engaging students in the learning process. Sonad uses a variety of resources to engage
students in their work, from the traditional board and chalk, to the colored visuals she keeps on
the classroom walls; from the sitting arrangement to the round tables for individual and group
work/game; from choral repetition of vocabulary to singing songs. She gracefully uses every
chart posted on the classroom walls, and as observed, children know where to go to follow their
routines.
During my classroom observation time I witnessed students’ habits during transition
time. I noticed that while Sonad was providing individual feedback, some students were getting
ready for the next subject, some were sitting quietly reading, some moved to the round table to
play a board game, and others were organizing the classroom library. When she was done with
the individual students, she had to call on the rest of the students several times to refocus them.
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During instruction, I also observed Sonad making a discreet use of time and her voice
intonation. She is constantly monitoring her watch as students take turns to participate in oral
questioning. The teacher’s voice was firm and loud, and I noticed that when participating
students were speaking softly, some others lost engagement. Sonad shows her enthusiasm for
teaching using nonverbal cues, such as smiling during instructional time and courtesy such as
looking at the student who was answering a question and giving thanks to students when they
participate in the conversation.
I asked Sonad about her biggest difficulty in keeping engagement and she said it is

dealing with over aged students. About this she said:
The biggest issue in this school is overage. Once, I had a 15-year-old girl in this grade
level, and she hardly could read and write. She was embarrassed to read in front of others,
so every day I used my [lunch] break to hear her reading aloud. She was so much into it!
In regards to students who are not motivated, she said she uses music and games. Her words
were:
I try to implement strategies that may attract them, mainly games and music. It has always
worked! For example, for language arts I have songs for vowel sounds, for ABC, and I also
have a movable alphabet, a box that teaches the letters through a game. I also motivate
them with grade reporting.
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. To monitor students’ progress, Sonad uses
diverse forms. She keeps a daily registry of attendance, a record of individual children’s
performance per subject, a bank of traditional evaluations, a list of oral and written questioning
and a teacher’s diary to record differentiated instruction. Children keep portfolios, notebooks,
and a student’s diary. She uses them to monitor the learning process, to assess her instructional
strategies decisions, and to keep evidence of students’ academic growth.
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One interesting tool Sonad uses for monitoring progress and for students to self-monitor
is a portfolio. She started using them as soon as she learned about it; and each student’s portfolio
is set on a classroom shelf for easy access for children. About this tool, Sonad said:
They can take their portfolio when they want because they decide what to keep in there.
Sometimes I tell them this is a work I would like to add to your portfolio and you
see them making more effort because they want others to feel proud of them.
They are proud of themselves; you shall see them when they look at something
they did before. As it is personal, it is not the same for everyone, so others are
interested in seeing what their friends have.
As I reviewed a few portfolios as part of the documents shared by this teacher, I noticed
they were all colorfully decorated; some had more content than others, and the students’ names
were inside. The teacher said having the student’s name inside the portfolio was not a problem as
everyone knew whose file was each one. Sonad noted that she also uses the time they dedicate
for portfolios as an opportunity to work on social aspects with students, such as respect and
listening.
Students in Sonad’s school are required to use a notebook per subject for notetaking,
practices, and activities, and Sonad noted this is why teachers in her school invest time to followup on students’ performance through these notebooks as formative assessments. Given the
number of students, teachers must invest a great deal of time grading each activity for every
subject. Therefore, Sonad prefers to use different and quicker methods to find out how well her
students are grasping new content. She uses techniques such as volunteers answering oral
questions, drawing the answer in a loose-leaf paper, writing a word on a paper, using their
fingers to show command, and/or matching exercises.
Sonad also uses the traditional tests for assessment purposes, which are made in
collaboration with other grade level teachers; these are used to compare students’ learning within
the same level. Another form of assessment Sonad uses is a journal for each student. This is a
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notebook, nicely decorated by each child, where reflections on learned topics are written or
drawn, depending on students’ mastery and preference. It is a single notebook for all the
subjects, covering every topic of every subject, and entries are done at the end of a given chapter.
In reviewing one of these notebooks, I was able to see that students showed their learning
through various ways: drawing pictures, cutting and pasting images, and writing short sentences
and paragraphs. Each journal entry had a date, subject and topic title.
For daily assessment, Sonad uses oral guided questions and a daily record she calls
reflective diaries, which are papers that some students complete at the end of each class. About
this, she said:
I ask ‘What did we do today?’ ‘ah, teacher, we did this, we did that’, and that way the
children tell you. And I ask them, ‘For what did we do that?’ They would say it and after I
hear it, I ask them to write it on the papers; however, I cannot say I ask each of them
because they are 40 students. I choose three every day.
Sonad has her own diary, which is completed every week. On this, she writes about
students’ differentiated instruction as a way to keep a record of intentional actions to help
students, and she also comments on the effectiveness or not of the chosen strategy.
I observed Sonad’s science class for twenty minutes as she taught about the states of
matter. My observation started as the teacher began the science class. There were three specific
actions she labeled as monitoring efforts: asking oral questions about previous topic, posing
probing questions using topic’s vocabulary words, and visibly posting informational notes for
students to read out loud.
For the first action, Sonad said she was “assessing prior knowledge;” for the second
action, she was expecting students to use “vocabulary words presented in previous classes;” and
for the third action she said she incorporates reading out loud in every subject, every day as “it is
part of the school-wide goal of improving literacy.” About this goal, Sonad said that considering
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the literacy levels of the students at her school, they created an action plan, where every teacher
had to identify what aspect of literacy was urgently required for their students, and plan
accordingly. Sonad has established as her group’s goals oral expression and fluency.
Students raised their hands to participate in answering oral questions, first they were quiet
but as the questioning continued, they became eager and were asking to participate. When the
teacher invited a student to read out loud one of the informational notes, students’ behavior
changed from being very quiet to be distracted or complaining that they could not see the post or
they could not hear the reader. When I asked Sonad about students’ response, she said that the
students know well the class routine, which establishes that to participate they need to let her
know about their readiness to participate by raising their hands quietly. Sonad also said that she
knows is difficult for students to stay quiet when they feel confident to participate, but that she
still thinks self-control is part of the learning students need to have. About listeners getting
distracted or complaining as a classmate is reading out loud, Sonad said that she is expecting that
to happen because the chosen readers are the slow ones. Sonad explained that to recapture
everyone, when the slow reader finishes with the informational note, she reads it over to ensure
everyone listen well.
Sharing with peers. The opportunities to share content and pedagogical knowledge with
colleagues come mainly informally for Sonad. When colleagues coincide at 2:00 o’clock in the
lounge, they might talk about new content, resources, strategies, conversations with parents,
students’ performance, and any other school related-topic. They also have four to six formal
meetings per year during in-service and learning community meetings, which are organized by
the administration of the Ministry of Education for all teachers in the school. These formal
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meetings offer the opportunity to look at the school’s improvement plan and discuss strategies
based on the group’s assessment of the plan. These are her words:
We also share during in-services and on learning community, as we are giving a time to
share our successes and questions among ourselves but also to the academic director and
administrative personnel; however, what we mainly talk about is how or what to do to
differentiate instruction to certain students.
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. During the interview I asked Sonad if she
sees herself as a leader, and this was her answer:
Yes, they say I work more than what I should, and yes, I work a lot. I like to teach! They
tell me ‘you are always trying new things, inventing something’ but they like it because
when I show them then they also do it…I assume this as God brings it because this is for
the children!
Sonad feels she is a leader, but often she feels that because of her ideas and passion her
colleagues are asked to work more than what they want. She believes all the work she does helps
her to keep organized and knowledgeable of what is happening in her own classroom. This
empowerment is what makes Sonad feel confident to have visitors of any kind in her room,
anytime, even without previous announcement.
Sonad noted that she is well-known in her school by students and teachers. She is
consulted by other colleagues about strategy and resources, and she is used as a model for
external visitors. As the interview and observation went on, some of these activities were
observed, and based on her reactions, Sonad seems to enjoy it.
Dorothy
Dorothy is an 18-year experienced elementary teacher, who commented that she enjoys
teaching science. She received her bachelor’s degree in education in 2010 and has always
worked in the educational field. She has worked at this public school for five years, but her
largest experience comes from working in private schools for 13 years, always as a lead teacher
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in math and science in elementary and high school. Although she has not done any postgraduate
programs, to increase her science knowledge, Dorothy attended some science training.
The EFCCE program. Dorothy viewed the EFCCE program as very useful because it
not only provided content knowledge but also strategies about each of the aspects of teaching,
planning, instruction, monitoring, assessing, and discipline. She said:
Mainly they came to our classrooms, because they also gave us training to prepare us.
First, they came to observe and noticed that most teachers gave their class in an old style,
but they presented a change of strategy that is better for children. They taught us that a
class has three moments: beginning or initial stage, development and closure. They also
gave us various ways of assessing students’ learning, and they even gave us techniques to
re-direct undesired behaviors.
During the interview, I asked Dorothy about what they did during the program and she
said it included teaching strategies which were modeled through content delivery. She said they
did exercises to integrate science into other subjects. She vividly said; “they did everything I am
supposed to do in a class.”
Although reflections were practiced during the training through videos, readings, writing,
and sometimes sharing of ideas, she noted that she no longer engages in writing her reflections due
to lack of time; she does, however, take the time to think retrospectively about her teaching and to
keep herself alert. She mentioned that reflecting on formative assessments results allow her to
change strategies as needed. Dorothy said she questions herself: “What did I do? How should it
have been done?”
About the program’s mentors, Dorothy said they were all accessible and she feels grateful
for having such demanding and authoritarian mentors because they modeled leadership qualities.
These were her words about one particular mentor: “In [mentor’s name], there is character,
authority, personality and knowledge. I really like people who exhibit their leadership qualities!”
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Dorothy also mentioned their ability to notice when she disagreed with them but never let the
occasion pass without further discussing the issue.
As Dorothy talked about other training she has attended, I asked her to compare its
similarity to the EFCCE program. Dorothy considered that she had never before attended a
program intended to work on teaching strategies; she said previous programs were related to
content. She expressed how one of these programs made her aware of the global situation
humankind is experimenting with water, and particularly in the DR. She voiced that no other
training covered the various stages of teaching: planning, instructing, and assessing knowledge
and skills.
The impact the EFCCE program had on Dorothy goes beyond the classroom, according
to her words. She said:
In this program I learned what I did not learn in my undergraduate degree. It was very
beneficial I think for everyone who attended the program. I learned better how to plan and
carry on the plan, how to differentiate instruction, how to explain something in different
ways…it was great!
Dorothy said that through the EFCCE program she learned “better how to plan and carry
on the plan, how to differentiate instruction, and how to explain something in different ways.”
This has helped her be more tolerant with students. The deepest impact on Dorothy is that she
has to try to do things better every time. Such learning made Dorothy feel “renewed, confident”
and she expressed this with her head up and a big smile on her face.
Science teaching strategies. Dorothy plans her class thinking about three different
moments throughout the class period: initial stage, development, and closure. To try to explain
this, she gave me the following example:
I rotate among three classes. In this class I need to know where I left the content to ask
them next time I see them. For example, on Monday I gave them the cell. I have the
same group again on Wednesday. So, on Wednesday I tell them ‘come on darling, let’s
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see, who remembers’ the previous knowledge, the feedback of what was previously
presented on the topic of the cell. ‘Let’s see, on the previous class, what did we talk
about?’ ‘Teacher, we talked about the cell’ and ‘what is the cell?’ ‘This and this and this’
‘what else?’ When I see that the children who usually knows more are the ones raising
their hands or participating, I ask questions to the ones that are quiet to motivate them;
after I am done with the initial stage, then comes the development stage. Here I make
sure that the child who still has doubts gets the needed information. So, I tell them that all
living things have cells, that cells can be animal cells or plant cells, prokaryotic or
eukaryotic cell; I emphasize this during the development stage. At the end, during
closure, I ask them ‘what did you learn today?’ ‘Ah, that the cell so and so.’ Now, if I am
introducing a new topic, the teacher takes a drawing or image, I ask the children ‘What
do you observe?’ and there they start telling me what do they see ‘teacher, I see a body’
‘what else do you see?’ ‘There are organs inside the body’ ‘can you name these organs?’
‘There is a mouth, teeth, stomach’ ‘is this something you’ve seen before?’ ‘Yes teacher,
it is the digestive system’ and ‘how do you know it is the digestive system?’ ‘Because of
the organs it has.’ By this time, the students are all concentrated and engaged. This is
what [higher education institution name] (via the EFCCE program) did with us. During
the development stage we go deeper explaining the function of each organ in the system
and how they interact one with the other. Then, comes some oral questions to verify they
have it all together and finally the homework assignment. This way, children are
enthusiastically learning because they feel they already know it.
When asked about how her choices of strategies and resources are made, Dorothy
consistently answered that it depends on the topic, her depth of knowledge on the topic, and the
possibilities of integrating with another subject. She keeps an open posture for choosing whatever
is available that provides more opportunities for students. She used this example:
If I am going to teach Archimedes’ and Pascal’s principles. I first have to feel
empowered; I need to master the topic deeply in order to choose appropriate resources.
Those resources will be adapted to my class, so I can demonstrate children with examples
the principles’ statements. I need to be able to instruct as I planned.

Engaging students in the learning process. Dorothy thinks she engages students in the
learning process with relatively no difficulty because she has no discipline issues in her class.
Her most used techniques include allowing for choral responses and collaborating teams. The
former is widely used to practice vocabulary words. About the latter, she said: “They also like
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working in groups, be it that every group member is doing the same or that each one contributes
with a different thing to the group.”
About how she promotes learning in students she said:
I look for any mechanism that works. I ask for their assistance on class duties, I meet
with them individually, I teach them one-on-one during the development moment of
instruction, and even to let them do the homework assignment with me.
Dorothy has learned that groups of students learn at different pace. The class I observed,
according to Dorothy, cannot process a lot of information together, so she splits the content in
little chunks and gives the students enough time to practice before moving to the next chunk. She
also uses little time to write in class, and instead uses a lot of oral discussion as she thinks this
group of students are oral learners.
Dorothy also keeps an old tradition to engage students: grade reporting. About it she said:
“I also trick them with class points. I grab my notebook and they think every time I take it is for
writing grades.” Regarding low performing students, Dorothy believes that there are reasons
behind the poor performance that very often are beyond the student’s understanding. Her
technique to engage these students is to guide them in the process of facing the issue that blocks
them for engaging. She believes that if people feel respected and find support to continue on the
path, most likely they will try, and they will be responsive to the support being provided.
I could observe Dorothy for 45 minutes teaching the topic of force and its effects in a
fifth-grade class. The class goal, to differentiate various types of forces, was written on the
board. She showed students a non-moving volleyball on the table and asked how they could
make it move. Students raised their hands to answer. Dorothy explained how the actions they
said (pushing, blowing, shaking the table, and grabbing it with the hands) represented a push or a
pull. Then, she asked the students to write in their notebooks the definition of force, which she
dictated to them. Dorothy continued dictating the meaning of gravity, applied force, air
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resistance, friction, buoyancy, and magnetic force while the students continued copying in their
notebooks. Every given definition followed the same routine: teacher slowly gave the meaning,
students wrote, a volunteer read the given meaning, teacher posed probing questions, students
answers, and finally a volunteer gave an example.
Dorothy then told the students to get into their working pairs to answer a worksheet. The
students started moving with their notebooks in hand and sat with their pre-assigned partner.
They read and discussed the content for 15 minutes; three minutes before the end of the activity,
Dorothy informed time was about to finish and when she said “let’s move on,” the students went
back to their places. A class discussion began about how the force might have impacted the
motion of the object they were looking on the worksheet. Dorothy closed the class by asking the
students to complete an individual paper before they could go to recess. The assessment had four
questions, one to define force, and three to choose from the multiple options what type of force
the example represented. She also informed them there was a homework to do, which she would
write on the homework chart. As the students finished, they turned in the paper, and left the
room.
During the post-observation conference, Dorothy said that she knows students engage
faster when they see things they like, so that was her reason for choosing a volleyball to set her
first question because her students play volleyball during recess almost every day. She also
considered that changing the way new information is delivered, like using a visual, copying,
reading, thinking to give an example, listening to what others say, and moving in one-hour class
allow for more engagement.
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. As I observed Dorothy delivering a science
class, I noticed she made use of handmade diagrams and drawings on papers, and extensively
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and consistently asked oral questions. She gracefully asked a short answer question and then
moved to another student for him to respond a long answer probing question that explains deeper
the concept. The questions were planned, and as the students answered, Dorothy kept a record in
a loose-leaf class list of who is answering which question. She emphasized vocabulary words,
which are posted on the class bulletin board by topic, and she demanded students to use proper
terminology (e.g., stomach, not belly). She said, and I was able to observe this, that every student
gets involved because one way or the other she invites them to be part of the conversation. A
technique she used to involve students into the conversation was to ask the child to read a
specific line from notes taken previously.
Dorothy shared the oral participation record with me. This collection of dated papers was
placed together in a folder. She explained to me that this allow her to see who is going deeper
into the concept or who is not grasping all details; Dorothy explained that this lets her foresee
who will face difficulties to apply the knowledge and then she plans accordingly to ensure each
student reaches the best performance.
Dorothy noted that she enjoys explaining her ideas through examples, and in talking
about assessment she gave an example that covered planning, instructing, and assessing. She
talked about the first time she tried to teach a class using one of the techniques she learned at the
program; it was about magnetism. She said planning was hard because she had great ideas that
could not be implemented in the room due to lack of resources. However, it became more
difficult during the implementation. She planned to have the students explore using the magnets
while she simply actively observed what the students were doing. Dorothy wanted to start
explaining immediately and just observing felt uneasy for her; she felt as if she was not doing her
job. After that first time, Dorothy expressed that she learned that listening to students’ comments
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and questions helped better guide her decisions. At the end, she felt very confident on each
student’s learning.
About assessment, she said that the best results are achieved when students work with
one another. Dorothy said that she not only assesses students’ achievement but also the strategy
used for instruction. She said that she does it every day by observing their engagement,
comprehension difficulties, and transitions to the next level of knowledge. Regarding students,
she repeated several times throughout the interview that her preferred methods are assessing
prior knowledge and application.
Sharing with peers. Dorothy said that the opportunities for interacting with other
teachers are already part of teachers’ schedules at her school. Once per week the three grade
level teachers sit together to prepare lesson plans, summative assessments, and collaborative
activities; sometimes the coordinator, the academic director or even the region supervisor join
the meeting. Dorothy thinks these are great opportunities not only to vent negative experiences
but also “to support each other, to prepare material, to organize the class agenda and to readjust
the annual plan.” She explained that every year the school sets academic goals to reach and
sometimes the steps to reach these goals fail to be achieved and the plan must be readjusted. To
provide more opportunities for teachers to share time for academic purposes, the school
organizes two full day in-services during the year, usually at the beginning of the school year and
when teachers return from Christmas break; these are occasions where teachers listen to a guestspeaker, share with colleagues, and reset and decorate the classroom, if needed.
Dorothy mentioned that she has co-taught several times and she finds this interesting. The
last time she co-taught, they were teaching the continents using maps. About this, she said: “The
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experience was positive because after carefully planning our interventions, it was implemented
well, and children learned the names relatively easy.”
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. Dorothy seems to feel proud of herself; she
claims to be responsible, hardworking, and dedicated. She says she loves teaching, enjoys her
work, and it seems that she enjoys it more as it demands more from her. These are her words:
I feel to be a leader not because I know more than others, or less, but because I do things
the right way. I feel I am a leader within my space, in my classroom, with my students,
because I do this with love, I feel like a queen! And I feel this way because they let me
guide them, and I like it, I like leading them, teaching them. When I see that these children
can apply the knowledge I taught them, that they can infer, discern, I feel airy, triumphant,
as an accomplished person… I feel high!
Nirmala
Nirmala is a fifth-grade teacher, who has been teaching for a total of 12 years, 10 of those
in the public system. She expressed that after 2008, when she graduated with a bachelor’s degree
in education, she has faced a new challenge every year; she is convinced that is the reason for her
not feeling sufficiently “confident” on her teaching role. She has worked in preschool and
elementary school, for the most part in small community schools in the area of Villa Mella. After
the government built the school where she works now, many teachers from those small schools
were able to come work here (in the city). The new work setting represents a challenge for
Nirmala because it is bigger and therefore it has more spaces to take care of, there are more
students in the classrooms and in the school, and the processes are more complicated.
The EFCCE program. Nirmala describes the EFCCE program as good. She said that
during the training, participants were trained on teaching strategies for language arts,
mathematics, social studies and science, with the purpose of “help[ing] students learn more.”
Nirmala said that besides training teachers, there were sessions to motivate them. She explicitly
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said: “The face-to-face classes were every Saturday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. We did theory
and practice. Teachers usually modeled a class using the strategy they wanted to teach us.”
When asked about other trainings, Nirmala said she has attended subject-content training
and pedagogical approaches related to subject, but she did not mention attending a training
where subject content was used to model teaching strategies. Nirmala considered the mentor was
accessible, but that sometimes she disagreed on her method of assessment or timing given to
activities.
Nirmala thinks that the program positively affected her because it changed her
perspective on working with others and working with the students. Now, she feels more
empowered because she has a deeper content knowledge, and she not only feels better supported
by her team but also feels she contributes to their feeling of support. During the observation I
noticed Nirmala asked students many short answer questions, which she claimed was something
she learned on “the Strategy”, as she called the program, to allow everyone to participate at some
level. Nirmala said this was something she did not do before because she thought that as a
teacher, she had to “spend more time talking than the children,” and for that to occur she could
not use time listening to students. Something else she claimed to be a change in her instruction is
giving students the time to process new information, so before choosing who is answering, she
will “give them time no matter how many students are raising their hands to participate.”
Nirmala feels good about these changes as she thinks more students are learning, and all are
learning more.
Science teaching strategies. Nirmala said that to teach science she has to do the same
things she does for other subjects:” plan, teach, assess, and grade.” A challenge she faced was
planning the new way; for it she said:
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The new way of planning was very challenging because before we only had to
write the book number page of what the students were doing. With the strategy
we must do more things than what is in the book. It’s a lot more work so we
need to dedicate more time to plan each class.
But planning was not Nirmala’s only challenge. She said that overall this whole new
knowledge brought many changes all together, which required “a greater effort;” she said: “I felt
it was way too much work.” Nirmala found no difficulty in developing the lesson in class, nor in
choosing resources. On this aspect, she said she follows the guide and resources given by the
textbook, which was elaborated by the Ministry of Education in accordance to the subject and
grade level curriculum.
Engaging students in the learning process. Nirmala noted that she believes in the
power of teaching through the example. She claimed that her number one tool to engage students
in the learning process is by her acting accordingly, showing deep and sincere interest for
learning and dedicating time to study. Nirmala said that although she is working with fifth
graders, they are big enough to understand some life issues. She said: “they see their parents or
tutors working hard, and I talked to them about rendering tribute to that effort they are making”.
She motivates them using quotes and using her own life and famous people’s life as examples of
growth. She said: “I invite them to think about their future, their goals, and how can they set
goals and work for them.”
When asked about specific strategies used to engage students in learning and to keep
them on task, Nirmala mentioned the use of visuals and videos. She said she prefers these to help
students capture better and retain information for a longer time. During the observation, I noticed
students using an image to explain content. They seemed very comfortable, which Nirmala said
is because they use images from posters or internet on a daily basis.
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Nirmala said that the practice section after delivering new information consists on oral
questioning. She said she uses some questioning techniques to engage students such as calling on
students randomly, sometimes allowing for choral responses, and waiting before assigning who
is answering the posed question.
During the instruction, Nirmala’s voice was strong and loud, which she said is because
the room is opened and her voice escapes before students get to hear it. She said she likes to keep
a relaxed face, a positive attitude, and an enthusiastic tone; however, she recognizes it is not
always possible, causing a direct effect on students’ engagement. Nirmala blames the number of
students in such a small room, which limits the class spatial distribution and makes her be more
concentrated on discipline than on content and strategies.
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. Nirmala’s preferred way of monitoring
students’ achievement is through questions, be it oral or written. As there are many students and
she teach various groups, for the most part she implements oral questioning. She claimed this
allows her to identify if the goal was reached, so she can plan how to re-insert it without teaching
one-on-one. Nirmala considers that because she has 46 students in her classroom, it is very
difficult for to keep the class working while she is dedicated to just one child. She also said there
is a side effect benefit: “being able to reconnect the new topic with the past one helps children
refresh their knowledge.” Nirmala also thinks that self-reflection influences how she monitors
students’ learning. She said when she reflects, it is usually a mental process because it is not
expected or supervised; she thinks about how she talks to students, the words she uses, her tone
and gestures, and how she begins a class. Nirmala considers the way a teacher begins a class sets
the tone for everything else that takes place during the instruction. She said:
When I enter to a class and I find that children are misbehaving, it takes some time before
I can begin. Now, because I have less time available to teach, I rush either the initial stage
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or I do not assess all the students. If I had planned to collect their notebooks for grading
but the formative assessment extended beyond the plan, then I can’t grade the notebooks.
Those are decisions I have to make at the moment, as I monitor the class.
Nirmala uses assessment to validate or not a chosen strategy and she does it based on
students’ work. As she demonstrated during her modeled class, Nirmala uses questioning to
monitor and assess students’ knowledge, and very often she connects or invites students to
connect the content to other areas. She cites as an example when she taught students about the
circulatory system and students had to write a short story as if they were veins, arteries, the heart
or the lungs.
When we talked about feedback, Nirmala immediately thinks about grading. She said
they not only grade class participation but notebook completion (quantity and quality of work
completed on time in the notebook), written tests and group projects. Very often Nirmala writes
feedback in students’ notebook because she knows that is something parents will see; however,
she thinks that students may hide from their parents a low-marked exam. She also said that
feedback on projects is usually given orally to all group members.
During my observation, Nirmala’s feedback consisted mainly on corrections. As I
observed, a group of four students were explaining the digestive system. They were using an
image from the projector to name each organ of the system and their function in the process of
digestion. As the students presented, Nirmala corrected pronunciation and general format of
presentation. Some students from the audience were taking notes, but the majority were talking,
listening, asking questions as they presented, or distracted with something else. The class had 46
students sitting in boardroom style, all facing to the whiteboard, which was located to the left
side, right as you entered the room.
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Nirmala shared a child’s science notebook with me and I noticed every page had her
signature. Corrections to content were made in many colors but red; I did not observe any
correction on formats, such as subject name, goal, or date. There were no numerical values
ascribed to any assignment; some had comments such as “good work,” “excellent,” or “neat and
organized.”
Sharing with peers. Nirmala briefly talked about sharing with others. About it, she said
that teachers plan together, in informal opportunities where sometimes the grade level teachers,
the coordinator, or the school’s director participate. She said that this not only saves time, but
that teachers learn more and “we learn from each other.” Although Nirmala mentioned the
cooperation among teachers is given mainly during informal opportunities, she also mentioned
that sometimes the district and the school decides for formal meetings. On these few occasions,
teachers are informed who is coming, purpose of visit, and time. About collaborating with others,
she said: “Yes, I feel I am artistically talented, so very often teachers ask me about ideas to insert
art in their classes as children love art.”
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. Nirmala feels that instead of co-workers
looking at her as a leader, they see her respectfully because of her responsibility and
concentration; however, students see her “as their leader to guide their learning.” She talked
about her effort and dedication to become who she is now, so she uses her life story to inspire
students to keep on trying. She said she promotes learning by: “try[ing] to make them feel
enthusiastic, promot[ing] the idea of being someone on this life, to ask them about their goals,
and I talk to them about how did I become a teacher by myself.” For Nirmala dreams and
imagination play an important role on goal setting and motivation. She claimed the use of two
distinct techniques to motivate and engage; “I give children the opportunity to share interest on
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what others do.” And “I use images, videos, for them to desire to study and to help them imagine
how would it be in the future.” Nirmala believes in her power to influence others, so she listens
to the students, she helps them, she feels interests in what they do, and she hopes to awake the
desire of studying and learning in each child in her room.
Deirdre
Deirdre is a teacher who graduated with a bachelor’s degree in education in 2000, and
since then has worked as a lead guide for 26 years, mostly in sixth, seventh, and eighth grade.
Although she has taught all curricular subjects, she enjoys science the most. The school where
Deirdre works serves all grade levels, separated in two scheduling blocks. In the morning, it
serves almost 600 preschoolers and elementary students; in the afternoon it serves almost 600
middle and high school students.
During the interview, Deirdre constantly shows through her voice intonation her passion
for life. She claimed “God is the center of my life;” she said her mission in life is to help others
as much as she can. She believes struggles bring learning opportunities so she tries to maintain a
positive attitude and a smile, no matter what she might be going through. She affirmed loving
people, especially children.
The EFCCE program. Deirdre considered the EFCCE program a great learning
opportunity. Besides the challenge of changing the way teaching took place, Deirdre thinks it
helped everyone involved by making them aware of the important role a teacher has. About the
program activities, she said:
They modeled a class using various strategies to achieve the class goal as if we were
children. It included the three moments of introduction, development and closure.
Teachers use everyday material to deliver instruction, showed us techniques for grouping
students, and we always ended the classes discussing what we noticed from the
perspective of a teacher.
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Deirdre considered the closure for each training session was always the time where she
took more notes because it represented the aspects she had to work on. The face-to-face classes
were arranged so participants could see, through a given content, how to implement some
teaching strategies, but the discussion during closure made those strategies clear for her. Deirdre
considered that the key element of the program was the assistance provided by the mentors.
About it, she said: “Mentors were here to observe what we do to teach, to plan, to assess, to
redirect students toward work, to discipline students, and then gave us more effective ways to do
it without creating a harsh environment because mentors were not reporting on us.” The mentor
visited the school once per week, and during the visit he was very easy to contact. Deirdre thinks
they developed a good working relationship.
Although Deirdre is not actually using the reflective notes the same way they were used
during the “Strategy”, as she refers to the EFCCE program, she believes journals help keep
records of events. Her words were: “What I wrote in my journal were the evidences of what
happened through the process. This exercise started after the mentors started coming to the
school, so we recorded what happened when they were not with us, questions we had, doubts,
and successes as well.”
Deirdre considers her open attitude toward change helps her link up with the program
goals. This seems a very interesting process for her because although she had previously
attended trainings on science content, workshops on collaborative work, and lectures on number
sense and measurement, she had never experienced the change in her teaching dynamic. She said
the previous learning experiences simply brought new knowledge but not new skills. As I asked
her to give more details about it, she said that the program was “comprehensive” because they
not only provided new content knowledge by actually teaching something that was part of the
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curriculum, but they modeled several strategies to do, used the resources with them, and then
provided opportunities for teachers to try it in class, with the students, in front of mentors. Then,
this was followed by a discussion about the strengths and weaknesses shown during the class,
and write ups in the journal about the evidence.
Deirdre thinks she is a better teacher now because she feels more capable of engaging
students into her class. Deirdre said that now she covers all curriculum with the certainty that
most students really know it, and because of more engaging classes, she has no discipline issues
in her class.
Science teaching strategies. Deirdre said she loves teaching science because it helps
people understand “life’s marvelous things.” She said she has always enjoyed much science, but
now that she feels confident trying new tools, such as the microscope and magnifying lens, she
feels it is even more charming. She narrated her first experience using a microscope. She said:
It was the first time I saw a microscope; I feel no shame to express it. You know that
when you graduate from college, they simply show you an image; but in this program I
learned how to use it. When the science teachers arrived, and gave us that lesson, I
enjoyed it a lot! The onion epidermis! I was very happy [with the experience]. I have
done it every year with my students since then. Before having a real one, we built one
using magnifying lenses and cardboard, but later, the school director bought one.
To choose instructional strategies Deirdre thinks about the topic, the resources and the time
available. To explain what she does, she presented this example:
…our topic is Charles Darwin’s theory. So, I introduced the topic by going out to our
patio to observe living things, their characteristics, and their environment. As we were
out, the easiest and most appropriate technique is oral exposure, with a few of them
taking notes to complete the discussion in the classroom.
Deirdre explained that even the choice of who is a notetaker is decided ahead of time to
make sure the class dynamic is not affected, and also ensuring they all feel they have the
opportunity. She knows the strategy choice was appropriate based on students’ achievement.
Although the system establishes a monthly exam, Deirdre does not wait until that exam to assess
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the strategy, she does it every day through short answer oral or written responses, or a closure
quiz.
About strategies that have already been shown as positively impacting her students
Deirdre mentions several:
Give ahead the vocabulary words and demand students to answer questions using the
correct words, sketching or drawing, using a two-sided note taking strategy, where in one
side they write what I said and in the other what they understand, and assessing their
previous knowledge to connect with new content.
Engaging students in the learning process. I was able to observe Deirdre for 45
minutes as she covered the circulatory system topic with her sixth-grade class. Through my
observation, I noticed Deirdre starts the class by maintaining the rapport she has already built
with the students: warm welcoming words, a salutation for everyone with direct eye contact to
each child, and a song. Then, she continued with a different self-made song to access students’
prior knowledge. This song names the different topics they have seen. Some students sang along,
demonstrating that the song is familiar. After the song, two different moments accounted for
students’ oral participation. Both stances were intense and enthusiastic. The oral discussion
dynamic seemed to flow naturally from short answer questions that required just one possible
right answer to open-questions that required students’ judgement.
At the time of presenting new knowledge, Deirdre placed a water pump on her desk. I
later learned that students are familiar with the pump because, as the water service is not fluent,
everyone in the neighborhood needs to fill their water tanks using one of this. She asked many
questions about the machine, and most students knew the answers. She also compared it to
previous class content. She connected the conversation to the topic of the day and started her
explanation of the circulatory system. Deirdre then placed some colorful posters on the board
and re-explained the circulatory system. By this time, students were taking notes, some of them
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using the two-sided note taking strategy. Conversation about the system started between the
students and the teacher, so she gave a third explanation, this time using her body to show how
blood circulates around. The teacher invited the students to complete a worksheet in pairs and all
visual information remained available for them. I noticed that Deirdre motivated students to do
the next activity and then asked if they “would like to do it.”
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. Deirdre claimed that she monitors her
performance and students’ achievement. She thinks that if students are performing at a good
level it is because she is performing well. About her monitoring process, she said: “everything
gets recorded in my anecdotal registry where I write marks that means participated, absent, did
not participate, partially wrong, needs help…I have my own code to make marking during class
time fast and easy.” During our conversation, Deirdre showed me a notebook she uses as a
journal to keep records of factual information, including students’ follow up, her observations,
parent conference data, and parents’ and director’s input.
Deirdre believes every child needs the opportunity to learn. In this aspect she said: “I do
what it takes: extend my working time in school for an individualized class, offer another
opportunity to try, use different strategies to teach and assess, find a partner who can help the
child, communicate with parents…support the child as much as it is possible.” She thinks that
the purpose of finding out how are students performing is to make better decisions to keep on
providing the opportunity to learn. In that sense, Deirdre thinks motivation is a key element.
About motivation she said: “I always keep class motivation high by introducing new strategies,
singing, memorizing words using rhythm or rhyme, a lot of visuals during class time although I
do not like a classroom that is decorated from top to bottom.” And “Very often I paired them [the
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students] with classmates who are stronger. Although some teachers say this technique may
cause jealousy among students, it has worked so far.”
During the interview, I asked Dierdre to share about a time when she tried a new strategy.
She said:
The first time I try to implement a class discussion, it became a chaos, and it happened in
front of the mentor! The children were already loud, and it started to heavily rain. The
children had to talk even louder because of the thunders and at an instant, a child shouted
that it was hailing, and right away the child took out his phone. I ran to the child to
request him to put it away, but the mentor intervened and told me to allow it. I felt lost
but regained by the time the child was back. At that moment, I decided to share the
picture with children and then directed their attention to explain the atmospheric
phenomenon and then linked it to our previous conversation. At the beginning, I felt very
embarrassed as I thought the mentor was going to reprimand me; but the way he behaved
in front of the students relaxed me. Then we talked about it and he expressed my flaws
but also praised me for recuperating the learning environment despite the conditions.
Deirdre considered the lesson plan, the delivery, and the class management were difficult
as they were different from what she was used to do. As she received the feedback from the
mentor and together, they assessed the strategy, Deirdre finds it was worth the effort. She said:
Talking about what I did with the mentor was very useful because I was not aware of
many details I missed as I conducted the class. I think I got too much into the topic and I
lost control of children’s emotions, so they became loud. I also expected a debate in a
silent room (laughs) so the minute I started hearing some voices raising up, I became
nervous because I wanted to look good in front of the mentor. Now I know some
techniques raise the level of noise in the class, and it is just enough to ask them to recall
that we have another class next door who might need some silence. The key is that
everyone is engaged in learning.
During the observation I noticed Deirdre gave immediate feedback occasionally. While
the students were talking about previous content, Deirdre did some corrections and commended
some students for the use of proper terminology; however, she did not give feedback during the
presentation of new content. Instead, she provided another explanation using a different tool.
About trying something else based on assessment results, Deirdre said there were two
specific strategies she had to practice several times because students very often failed to do well:
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I had to try several times brainstorming and concept mapping. Before, my guiding
questions for brainstorming were either too focused and I would get one or two possible
answers, or it was too vague, and students would give me ideas completely off the
expected. About concept maps, I never included guiding words, so students felt they did
not know how to complete it.
Sharing with peers. Deirdre discovered during the EFCCE program that learning with
colleagues can be beneficial. She comes from the tradition that emphasizes the idea that talking
with others disturbs the learning process. Now, she strongly believes in sharing knowledge and
expertise to learn and to help others learn. In that sense, she said: “After the strategy, the school
manager made schedules for everyone that include planning periods. During this time, we plan
together, we build materials or resources, we coordinate activities, we call parents. I can plan for
a class, and my colleague prepares the resources, and so.” The participants include mainly grade
level teachers, and occasionally the coordinator, director, or regional supervisor may join in.
Deirdre finds it very helpful because not only do they share good strategies, but “the best
of it is that our relationship really shows good communication and cooperation among all staff
members.” Deirdre thinks that the opportunity of sharing their experiences serves the purpose of
growth and gives room for group support.
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. Deirdre considers herself a leader, and she
thinks people in school look up at her leadership. She defined leadership as “a virtue for which
some individuals have naturally while others work hard to earn it.” Deirdre thinks others see her
leadership because:
They say that I am always helping others, working, looking for alternative ways to make
sure things get done, to allow everyone to get a chance, to learn new and right things, to
remove my flaws; I am always ready to listen for people’s advice because that makes me
better. As you get better, in that same way I get better too.
Regarding students, Deirdre thinks that the fact that they express their desire of being like
her is meaningful. She said her inner happiness is authentically transmitted to everyone around
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her, and she feels no better than others. Also, she is always invited to attend meetings in school;
therefore, she thinks that the fact that they want to listen to her say means they consider her input
important even if they decide on something different. Besides feeling trusted, Deirdre said: “I am
a happy person, I really feel love for everyone, I think we are all the same. When I come in the
morning, I always come smiling, ready to work, and this is authentical. I believe I am full of
Christ’s love.”
Chui
Chui is a teacher who completed her bachelor’s degree in education in 2018, although she
has worked as a teacher for a total of 18 years, of which 15 years were on the public sector. She
started the EFCCE program at the same time she started working as a head teacher at a medium
sized school. This is a different school in the area since it is a private initiative that receives
funds from the public and private sectors of various countries to help Dominican children who
could not attend public schools in the area because of their high density. This school holds
around 320 students in the afternoon shift and around 400 students in the morning. The school
offers all grade levels during both shifts, except for preschool that is only offered during the
morning shift. There are two classrooms for each middle school grade level and teachers at this
level teach all subjects. Although Chui prefers to teach language arts, she teaches all subjects in
fifth grade in both shifts, having 32 students in each grade.
The EFCCE program. Chui said that the EFCCE program modeled how to teach using
different resources and how teachers could evaluate if students were learning. They engaged
teachers in self-reflection by providing them with readings that were later discussed during faceto-face classes. Chui said that during these classes, teachers modeled and explained content
knowledge; sometimes to facilitate reflection and out loud reading served for participants to
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write their thoughts without sharing, or they were given a question to answer at home which was
voluntarily shared during next class.
Chui thinks the EFCCE program helped her make classes more attractive and fun for
students. She said: “I learned different strategies to engage students when they get distracted
without having to call on their names.” This is something I observed during her class. Chui
redirected some students who were finished with their seatwork by asking them if they wanted to
help some other students, whom she named. When I asked Chui about why she named those
students, she said that they had previously expressed their preference of working with someone
else.
Chui has not had various opportunities for attending other professional development
programs, except for one prepared by the school on planning and teaching strategies. She said it
was given during the program as an in-service, and it consisted basically in resuming what the
Strategy proposed. Chui thinks all teacher should have the opportunity of attending trainings like
the EFCCE program because they are more effective than just listening to a speaker.
Science teaching strategies. To teach science, Chui chooses strategies depending on the
topic and resources available. She said: “In science I try to use posters, or I ask the students to
draw because that way they learn more.” During the observation, I noticed students used 25
minutes to copy information from the board, and then it was discussed. Chui said that these
students were very slow in writing, and with a low level of reading comprehension. Another
impacting factor is that they have no textbooks, so Chui thinks it is important for them to have
notes written down to study at home.
Due to this reality, Chui uses her new knowledge to provide information that does not
always require copying from the board. As an example, she said:
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We use the free newspaper as a source of information. It means I first plan carefully,
identify any unknown words and find its meaning if it is also new for me, find an image
that goes along with it to help the students understand better. Then, I must make sure I
have several samples for the students. The rest is what normally happens: choose group
members, reorganize the room, place scissors for them to cut the article we are reading;
this avoids them getting distracted with other content, read aloud, and discuss.
Chui said that every time she varies strategies, although she needs to use some time to
explain how to do the activity, students get more enthusiastic, pay more attention, participate
more, and she has less discipline issues. One of the techniques Chui thinks has the greatest
impact on the students is singing. The day I went into Chui’s classroom, I observed her singing
to transition from the ending language arts class to the beginning science class. Students who
were turned back in their seats talking to friends simply faced forward and started singing, and
those who were changing notebooks in their backpack continued their action but started singing
as well. Chui said she uses the rhythm of songs students know and inserts new lyrics for the idea
she wants to convey.
Engaging students in the learning process. Chui said that to promote learning she
motivates the students to work in the classroom, and she presents the idea of homework as an
extension for not completing work in class. This is different for mathematics and language arts,
subjects in which students get an assignment to do at home every day. “They all need to practice
their math, their handwriting, their reading comprehension, and their spelling,” she said.
Chui also uses objects from the environment, visuals, and activities to engage students in
an experiential learning. Chui gave me this example:
We went outside around the garden, and they had to observe ants. They had to take notes
and they could not disturb what the ants were doing. We were out for some minutes, and
then we came in and presented the observations in small groups. They wrote what they
thought was happening, and then, one child from each group shared the notes with
everyone. The conversation went on very well, and all the students were engaged because
they all had something different to say.
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Chui feels that an important aspect to engage students is to make them feel part of the
group. She said that as a student she suffered a lot because although she was an average student,
she was not outspoken, and teachers considered her silence as ignorance. Now that she is a
teacher, she tries to make everyone feel they belong in the group because she thinks that helps
students participate in the discussion.
Chui also believes in empowering students. She said: “I motivate them by creating selfawareness of how much they have in their hands, and that it is only up to them to become
someone in the future.”
For 35 minutes, I went into Chui’s fifth-grade science class. Students copied from the
board during 25 minutes, which was followed by a class discussion about electricity and its basic
concepts. Beforehand, Chui prepared the excerpt and during class time she wrote it on the board
for students to copy into their notebooks. After 25 minutes, Chui asked a volunteer to read. She
stopped him to explain and ask questions, and then another student continued reading. This was
done until the whole excerpt was read out loud. Class ended by Chui asking students if they have
questions, and then, she asked another student to say what was the main idea of the class.
During the post-observation conference, Chui explained that she must dedicate a great
deal of time to prepare material and make it accessible to her students, so she uses different
sources of information to gather facts to present content in class. The day a new topic is
introduced is mainly taken to gain access to information, be it copying in notebook or cutting and
pasting from a source. The discussion is intended to ensure students understand the vocabulary
words associated to the topic, and for grasping the main ideas. The following classes delve
deeper into the concepts and application.
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Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. Chui monitors students’ achievement
through the traditional forms of oral and written questions and written exams. She said she
makes her own exams because she adapts the questions and format to her group. She includes
matching, multiple choice, underline words, labeling, short answer questions, and never more
than one long answer question.
Chui said that because she has many overaged students in the classroom, she constantly
needs to engage them into what they are doing:
I change the routine, I use objects, posters, we go out to the yard to observe nature, to
discover in real life what books show…I constantly lecture them on how important it is
that they grow in the sense of becoming responsible, how being what you want to be only
depends on you, and they listen and ask questions when I talk about these things.
About monitoring her own performance, Chui thinks the key resides in reflecting.
Although she no longer keeps a written reflecting journal, she does the exercise because she
thinks it is “useful as one think about what was done and how to improve it.” Planning, which
Chui defined as the area that brought her the greatest challenge, has been deeply influenced by
the reflection exercise. She said: “One plans and so often one cannot do it as planned, or the
students ask you not to continue because they do not understand.” When I asked Chui about
reasons for not following the plan, she mentioned “low attendance, previous class extended
beyond the schedule and next subject suffers, students were supposed to bring a material (an
empty plastic or glass bottle, yarn, or buttons) and the majority did not, or the initial stage
demonstrated students were not ready for the new information.” About students asking not to
continue, Chui said that they do not directly state it but the type of questions they ask, or their
level of engagement gives her information about their readiness to get and process new
information.
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Chui’s most frequent assessment format are oral and written questions, either during class
discussions or during assessments. She plans for weekly formative assessments and a monthly
summative assessment as mandated by the school’s director. Chui said that the reason for this is
to be able to give parents a monthly report card and to have objective sources of information
regarding students’ performance.
Chui mentioned that something new she learned during the program was how to make
fair assessments. Throughout the conversation, Chui shared some instances of her own student
life and how she reflects on them to avoid repeating the pattern in her classroom. She said she
knows teachers tend to teach as they were taught. Her experience as a student taught her that to
be a good student you need to participate in oral discussion, you need to finish fast, and you need
to do all your homework. This background affected her because she considers she is not
outspoken; now, Chui said, she tries to know each student in her room before labeling him or her
as “not learning.”
Chui tries to make assessments that target the learning goals she told the students, and if
she finds that a goal was not worked or reached, she sets it aside for later. She gave this example:
Before, I used to write questions like ‘describe the function of the digestive system’ but
the lesson just covered the function of the system and the organs involved, without
expecting them to know the process…the question should be ‘what is the function of the
digestive system?’, or ‘name the body organs belonging to the digestive system.’
About feedback, Chui said that she reinforces positive behavior using frequent and short
feedback, such as “good work,” or “you named all the organs of the digestive system,” but at the
same time she lets them know if something is missing, like “you named almost all the organs of
the digestive system, but you missed one. Maybe someone can help you with that.” Chui said she
is aware that there are times when feedback just interrupts the learning process and creates a
competitive environment in the classroom, especially when there is a student who is always
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ready and knows the right answer. She said: “This is an occasion when I have to decide who to
ask to participate, and if feedback is needed.”
Sharing with peers. Chui feels sad about the few opportunities that are available during
the school year to share with colleagues. She claimed that the schedule is fully packed, and they
can only talk during recess or physical education class (which occurs once a week). During my
observation, a teacher came to discuss their next monthly project, and this conversation was
going to take place during students’ work time, which means Chui had her students working in
class, while she was planning the project with the other teacher.
Sharing content, resources, ideas, and projects is done between the two grade level
teachers. School-wide scheduled meetings are mainly informational, and just at the beginning of
the school year they dedicate some time for teamwork. However, at the end of the afternoon
shift, the grade level teachers leave home together and they take advantage of this time to share
positive and negative experiences in the classroom because it helps them identify what can be
repeated and what to avoid.
Teacher’s self-perception of leadership. Chui does not consider herself a leader,
although her school director does. She said she participated in the study because her director
asked her. To the question of why she thinks she is not a leader, her answer was “leaders are
authoritarian, and they impose their beliefs and ideas. I do not have that character, and I believe
people are different.” Chui thinks every teacher is a leader in the classroom because students
look up at them; she said: “They do see teachers as leaders because one knows more than they
do, one guide them about school stuff, and even about life issues and perspectives. They are
aware that we want to help them grow as good citizens and as good-hearted human beings.”
According to Chui, she has been able to create a positive atmosphere between her and the
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students, they feel confident to talk to her about their problems, and they feel respected. Chui
believes that is the reason why most parents support her, and she knows because parents’
presence in activities is notorious, compared to other classes.
Brandie
Brandie is a young woman who comes from a public service office work experience.
After she graduated with a bachelor’s degree in education in 2014, she has worked as a teacher
for four years in the public system. She is part of the generation who completed her studies using
the nation’s new revised curriculum for education, which means that before graduation she had
to complete a certain number of hours teaching in a classroom setting as a student teacher.
Brandie thinks she had excellent teachers who modeled and taught teaching good practices. She
likes technology, and this is something she keeps on practicing to ensure her classes are
innovative and attractive to students. She defined herself as highly organized and self-aware of
her impact on her students. Brandie believes everything about her need to send students a
positive and constructive message: how she dresses, how she talks to children and adults, how
she walks, how she eats, how she behaves.
The EFCCE program. Brandie said that the EFCCE program was very positive. She
described her experience as being a little different than for others because she had to be out of
the program for several weeks for personal reasons. When she returned, she felt welcomed and
fully supported by her school team and by the hosting institution. She claimed she has “no selfesteem issues” but she changed her ideas about herself as a professional as she discovered she
was doing many things the right way.
Brandie described the program as being a three-leg table: face-to-face classes, mentor
guidance, and implementation. She said:
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During the face-to-face classes, they showed us a class. At the beginning they gave a
different subject every Saturday, but this changed later as the biggest concerns were
coming from Spanish language arts and mathematics. During this classes, teachers taught
us a content, as if we were students, using various techniques and resources; then, we had
to switch the role and see it as teachers, always in oral and open discussions at the end of
the day. The mentor guidance consisted in a companion, always the same person, coming
to our school to observe, model, co-teach, and share.
When asked about the mentor, she said that there was only one mentor coming to her
school twice per week, and there was so much to do that they ended up working together through
notes. They agreed that as other teachers in the school needed more help and support, the mentor
would spend more time with the others, and would leave the comments in writing for her to work
on them throughout the week. Although the mentor was not physically with her, Brandie feels
this worked better for her because she felt no pressure on having someone in her room every
week. Brandie explained that at her school the mentor observed any class, because it was more
about teaching strategies than about subject content.
Brandie has participated in other professional development programs, but never in a longterm program that included so much support. About these programs Brandie highlighted training
about diversity in nature, inclusion in the classroom, and the use of internet in the classroom. She
said all these training had helped her, and she plans to attend others. About the EFCCE Strategy,
Brandie said that at the beginning she felt some resistance because she had to dedicate so many
hours during her spare time, and she was expecting them to directly tell her the strategy. When
she realized that the technique was to demonstrate how to do things in class, Brandie started
feeling interested because she had to pay attention to those details. She said:
The program was challenging in many aspects, and mainly because it left me with just a
few hours for everything else I have to do. Working from Monday to Friday, until 4:00
pm (considering transportation time), and then also on Saturday until 3:00 pm, was
simply too much time dedicated to work. Besides, I knew most of the content, so sitting
there to listen for so long what you already know can be tiresome; but, when I realized
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that I could concentrate on how they were teaching the content, I decided to adapt to the
schedule and started valuing the program.
About the benefits of this program, Brandie said;” I started connecting what I learned at
the university with these new ideas, and I feel I became creative, something I thought I
lacked…definitely the Strategy made a positive impact on me as a professional.”
Science teaching strategies. Brandie said that she made changes in her teaching method.
Particularly in science she said: “Before, I was the savvy, children knew nothing, and I had to
provide them with all the knowledge. Very often classes were full of note taking and little
discussion.” She said that students had to rely mostly on their imagination because if the
textbook had no picture, students would not see anything. Although Brandie did allow for brief
class discussion during my observation, these were mostly guided by one short-closed answer
question and one long-opened answer question. The latter was mostly answered by the same
students, those who had more vocabulary and who were outspoken.
After participating in the program, Brandie incorporated three different aspects to her
science class: “observation, reading, and experiments.” About observation, she said:
Children are natural observers, and we adults limit this ability since early age. Observing
means using all senses to capture as much as possible to be able to describe. Anything
can be observed, so I bring objects, posters, videos, living things. Sometimes, I also
provide them with tools, like magnifying lenses. The fun part comes when they share
their observations.
Brandie said that when she first introduced observation, she had to re-teach students how
to observe. She said she did one sense at a time to ensure they were using appropriate descriptive
words. For that purpose, she worked with the Spanish teacher to create a word bank.
Regarding reading, she said it is a difficult process for various reasons:
Children do not read at the same level so finding already made texts that fits them is
really hard. Very often I create my own paragraphs by taking ideas and quotes from
various sources. The easiest source to incorporate reading is the newspaper but there are
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only two local newspapers that bring science articles periodically, and those newspapers
are not free.
One of those newspapers some time ago made a series of booklets about various topics,
and Brandie keeps many of them, although their format is not attractive to children.
About experiments, Brandie thinks she tries little experiments whenever it is possible.
The school does not have a designated area to function as a laboratory, but Brandie sets up the
experiments in the classroom or outside in an area were people have little access. Some of the
students’ experiences with these strategies include the observations of a butterfly metamorphosis,
a lizard’s skin, a fish’s skin, how magnets work, simulation on the effect of defrosting on the sea,
and a volcano eruption simulation. Brandie said that an immediate effect of the incorporation of
these strategies is that students are easily focused on working, and by this time they already have
created expectations that something “nice is coming today”. During the observation, I noticed
that students were highly engaged in the class discussion.
To the question about how she decided for strategies, Brandie said that she tends to
implement the one she likes the most, which is reading. She also said that she considers the
students’ need and the resources that are available. For Brandie is not so easy to build things
from scratch, so she prefers to buy resources or better, that the school buy the resources. So far,
she had used some resources from the environment, but mainly plastic cups, straws, plastic
bottles, glass jars, and plant leaves and flowers.
Engaging students in the learning process. Students in Brandie’s class seemed very
engaged all throughout my 20-minute visit for observation. She redirected students’ attention by
singing, and they effusively sang along with her. As soon as an image is projected on the board,
she orally said the day’s goal. Then, she asked about the previous topic, and many students
raised their hands to answer. As she listened to some answers, she invites other students to join
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the discussion. This is followed by inviting a student to read out loud what is projected. As the
ideas were expressed, Brandie explained in a simple way, allowing for students to contribute
with statements or questions. Then, she pasted a cardboard with a list of sentences with empty
spaces to be completed. Brandie explained that together they were going to complete the ideas,
but that a volunteer had to come to the board to write the missing word. Immediately after, a
student raised from his seat and went to the board, read the sentence, and the rest of the students
started helping by giving him the word that would complete the idea.
For Brandie the fact that students sing along with her means they clearly understand what
is happening and they feel they belong to the group. She thinks her students already know the
class routine. Brandie said she see things happening in her class without her having to tell
students, such as taking notes, raising hands to participate but also knowing they are free to
speak when is practice time.
To the question on how does she promotes learning Brandie said that working together
with the family is a priority. She said about those students who are poorly performing:
I first try to identify what is the situation having an individualized conversation with the
child. Then, I confirmed with the parents or tutors and together we design a rescue plan.
Sometimes just speaking to the child solves the issue, but sometimes it is not enough. All
this is done with the counselor allowance.
Brandie makes her best effort to have the majority of the students participating one way or
the other. She said:
I have a question or task for every child in my room, so I get to hear their voices every
day. I create commitment by making the less committed have responsibilities that
everyone will be expecting results, such as having the board ready for writing the day’s
goal, or setting up the projector, or helping set up the experiments materials. I have
notetakers, speakers, and mediators. As they engage in the school life, they end up
engaging in school work.
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Brandie believes children and adults have a real need of belonging somewhere. She wants
every child in her room to feel welcomed, valued, and loved in her room. She said she takes the
time to get to know each child to be able to list their qualities and she uses that knowledge to
motivate them, to let them see that even when they fail learning something, that can be
overcome.
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. For Brandie, monitoring is an essential
element of everyday class. She said:
Teachers must monitor discipline, concentration, assessment results, relationship among
children, strategies, everything! When you monitor, you know what is happening and
most likely, why is it happening, therefore you can intervene on time. The method of
having a monthly exam to find out that a child does not know the topic is incorrect, and I
think that teachers who falls into this habit must find another job.
Throughout the observation, I noticed Brandie moves all around the classroom, always
with a notepad and a pen in her hand. Class topic and content is projected on the board, and she
commands from where she is at the moment. Students actively move their heads around looking
for her.
Later, Brandie shared her notes and they included many different things. For example, it
had some students’ name and some marks that she uses when she observes discipline issues. To
that regard, she said that to redirect discipline issues her first attempt is to engage the child into
the work by inviting the child to read aloud, or by asking a related question that she is confident
the child knows. On the notepad, Brandie also had a drawing of the class seating chart with
circles around some pairs to reflect on how she could re-arrange them. She said that she reassigns seats when students get too comfortable around the other students and lose focus. On
these notes, Brandie also wrote about a child who did not participate during the class, for which
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she wrote: “[John Doe] is very quiet today, although he is not so absent as yesterday. He took
notes on today’s class.”
For Brandie assessment and feedback are needed but she disagrees on how they are used.
Brandie said: “When I went to elementary school, teachers used a red pen to mark poor grades.
Everyone could tell from the distance who did bad and who did good.” Assessment occurs
several times throughout the week in her class, and she differentiates assessment from
monitoring. She said: “One thing is that the student is practicing for the first time, and you help
them through the process, and something else is that you finish the lesson and you want to know
how much knowledge a student has retain and how she or he can use that knowledge.” I
observed Brandie asking students to complete a written exercise on the board, for which they
were helped by the classmates who were seated. She said that was a practice, not an assessment.
For Brandie an assessment includes a judgement, which can be a comment or a grade.
Brandie believes feedback is positive but that it should be carefully used. She thinks that
as adults we receive feedback by the consequence of our actions. For Brandie, people tend to
create dependence on feedback, as a form of approval. That is why Brandie tries to provide
students with feedback about the work, not about them. As I observed her, I noticed that when a
student answered a question, she repeated the answer, articulating the words and emphasizing the
vocabulary words used by the child. When the student was partially incorrect, she just repeated
the portion that was correct and re-stated the question for another child to continue. Brandie did
not directly tell the student if the answer was correct or not.
Sharing with peers. Brandie said that there are little opportunities for sharing work with
colleagues, except during in-services. These days are selected at the beginning of the school
year, and they are mainly organized by the school direction for workshop, informational
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sessions, and catch up work. Informally, during recess and lunch time, Brandie shares
experiences and plans with other teachers, but on the few formal meetings, the coordinator
participates and contributes to the meeting purpose.
Working with others is something Brandie learned in her previous non-education work
experience. She thinks sharing helps distribute work, releases work tension, sets the ground for
professional growth, and allows one to develop friendship. For Brandie a friendly work
environment is beneficial. She said: “I like coming to a work where I find friends to talk.”
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. For Brandie everyone has leadership traits.
She does not believe that all leaders are authoritarian and imposing, and personally she prefers
those leaders that guide by the example.
In that aspect, she said: “I think each one of us need each other, more than one and only one
leader. It’s better if we all share our strengths and support each other on our weakness. At the
end, the school, as a team performs better, and children get better results.”
Brandie feels respected by everyone because she respects everyone. She said: “As
Confucius said, ‘respect yourself and others will respect you.’” She believes that children are
amazing, that their learning ability makes them incredibly outstanding. She said children are “so
malleable that you can hurt them so badly without even noticing it.” For this belief, Brandie
models and speak about respect to her students, she said she wants them to understand what
respect oneself means.
About her influence on school decisions, she feels she has no input because the school is
centralized, but that she is free to make decisions regarding her teaching, and she feels fine with
that. Brandie said she knows her influence as a teacher reaches up to a point, so she deals with
students up to where it is permitted; she
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Does not invade the family environment. I talk about the child’s issues, what I am doing
to support the child, and what can be done at home in terms of academics, but I never tell
parents how to raise their child, or how to deal with certain family problems.
So far, Brandie feels supported by parents and she keeps a close contact with them either
through parent-teacher conference, emails, phone calls, or text messages.
Adhira
Since Adhira graduated with a bachelor’s degree in education in 2010, she started
working as a teacher. Four years later, she joined the public education system, working as a lead
guide in a school that is now transitioning to the extended shift, meaning she covers the extended
shift schedule, but only teaches during the morning. When she started the EFCCE program, she
was teaching elementary and high school, for a total of eight groups. Now, she teaches all
subjects in fifth grade, she does not have to switch rooms; however, she enjoyed more going
from one group to the other.
Adhira prefers to teach mathematics; for that reason, she only attended the math sessions
during the program, as teachers were given the options. About math, she said that connecting
mathematics to the everyday life is straightforward, and students make sense of new concepts
much easier than with some science concepts, such as climatic change.
Adhira understands that her life goal is hard to reach given the issues that exist worldwide, but she aims on hitting the new generation: she dreams on a society whose citizens live a
peaceful life. As we talked, Adhira informed about the violence level in the country, and what
programs exists to help develop a non-violent environment. She said she is implementing some
of these ideas to the class setting, being the most widely use the resolution of conflict among
peers and the awareness of vocabulary that instigate violence.
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This is a challenging school year for Adhira because her 32 students have a resistance to
follow the class routine. “They think they only have to copy from the board or the easel”, she
said about the students, but she wants to create an atmosphere where activities flow smoothly.
The EFCCE program. Adhira said that she personally liked the EFCCE program
because she learned strategies that help her identify what she wants to achieve and how to
achieve it. She said that to teach mathematics, teachers must follow a five steps plan, which are
not always completed in a 45- minute session, but the summative assessment for the topic must
come after all the steps have been taken. For science is different. About the steps she said:
It’s practical! With the steps, you really make children learn. It is not so much theory that
children cannot take to the real world; it is something that they can actually apply to
something that is relevant to them. For example, we learn about geometric figures and
they identify that some figures are flat, and they give examples of things around them that
are shaped like it, and they learn that some others are tri-dimensional, because a square is
not the same as a cube.
When she started at this school, the EFCCE program was already running. At that time,
she had a third grade during the morning shift and a seventh grade during the afternoon shift. She
attended the face-to-face language arts and mathematic classes on Saturdays. During the three
years the program ran in her school, Adhira faced several class changes to accommodate the
school needs. These changes affected her follow-up in the program because she had a class that
was not included. About it, she said; “they did not followed-up on eighth grade, which was my
biggest interest because I felt knowledgeable and confident about seventh grade content;
anyhow, it was helpful because the same teaching strategies that are used in seventh grade can be
applied to eighth grade content.”
Adhira laughed when we talked about the invitation to the program. She said:
It was not so much as an imposition from the district or the school, but surely at the
beginning we all struggled to persevere on attending on a regular basis. [Higher education
institution name] was very strict about attendance, and we had to express how hard it was
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for all of us, with families and other responsibilities, to dedicate such a long time to the
program. Consequently, they reduced the Saturday’s class schedule.
About the accompaniment, Adhira said she found in her mentor an inspiration to continue
studying. This person told Adhira “you cannot stay here; you must continue your academic
preparation.” This is the part of the program that she enjoyed the most, not her presence in the
classroom, but the reflection about how to do things, how to improve them; Adhira felt the
mentor’s job was to empower teachers, to value their strengths and work on the weaknesses. She
also said:
In general, I dislike intensity. I like to work, and not because I have someone sitting in
my classroom, I am going to do things differently. That is why I enjoyed this part more,
because my mentor got to know me so well, that she knew exactly when I needed
support. I did well in all teacher’s performance observation, therefore my mentor
dedicated to others that needed her help. The times she was with me, there were too
intense for my desire, but surely it was effective and positive.
The EFCCE Program has been the only professional development program Adhira has
attended. She has dedicated her time to work on her master’s degree in mathematics, which she
is just missing thesis presentation. She said there is no point on comparing the EFCCE Strategy
to in-service training prepared by the district or the school because they both serve different
purposes and require different time; “how can you compare a 4-hour workshop to a 3-year
program?”
Science teaching strategies. Adhira feels competent to teach science because of her
math background. She said: “The connection I see between math and science is not merely
understanding things from the real world, like machines or budgets, but more on developing
thinking skills.” As I observed Adhira during her science class, I noticed she asked students to
justify their answers or to explained how they arrived at that answer. About questioning, she
said:
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I like to ask questions, I just do not want to hear the vocabulary word, or the concept
definition, I want them to explain why, I want to hear how it relates to something, they
always have to relate it to a previous knowledge, I explore how deeply enrooted is their
knowledge.
Choosing strategies based on her likes is a very honest answer. Regarding teaching
strategies, Adhira said:
Ok, in reality I like people to develop their thinking skills because people must be logical
individuals…yes! I like it! I like to relate because it makes learning long lasting, I like to
differentiate because it helps you make choices, I like to compare, for the same reason.
That is very difficult for children; they are simply not used to think. Children are always
told what to do. I tell them, ‘you know how to compare because when it is related to
things you like, you do it confidently’.
Adhira gave three examples of strategies she chose during the week for science, math and
language arts. About science, she said:
Past weeks we worked on changes on state of matter. I planned to observe each state of
matter, describe them, classify several items based on their state, use observed details to
infer the state of matter of object, and graph the temperature changes as an object pass
from one state to the other. We observed and described a lot of items from the classroom
environment, and water too. After I explained the theory and children were familiar with
the vocabulary words, I worked on changes of state of matter. We measured the
temperature of several ice cubes and recorded it on a graph, then we placed the ice cubes
in a pan, and heat it for several minutes. We also recorded the time on the graph. We heat
it and recorded the temperature until the ice cubes were melted and boiling. During the
process we orally discussed the observed characteristics of ice cubes as a solid, melted
water as a liquid, and water vapor as gas. So far, it was good. I wrote the observations on
the easel for them to see. When I asked them about the differences between a solid and a
liquid, they could not answer the question. The teacher gets frustrated because one says
‘but I included all the steps, what happened? It is that the students do not want to think!
All they want to do is to copy from the board and complete sentences using vocabulary
words, especially if they are just like the definition. It’s so frustrating!
Engaging students in the learning process. Adhira said that she engages students
through the most traditional way of engaging people: by talking to them, talking between them
and she, and talking among them. She says that as a routine, students in her class share what they
know, and together they build what they do not know. For Adhira, classes should be active, and
she has not pretention on having a quiet room with 40 students sitting in it; therefore, talking
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comes as a good solution to her students wanting to talk. Now, she has rules on how to talk, and
when to talk.
Adhira said that at the moment of the interview she was implementing decision making.
About it she said:
They worked in language cause and effect, so I thought on having them practice
identifying cause and effect and also introducing decision making with an assignment in
which the children had to find something in nature that has a cause-and-effect
relationship. Whatever they bring as an example, they should be able to identify the cause
and the effect. As an extension, and as an opportunity to practice other skills, they can
present their choice either in a written or oral format, or in a demonstration.
For Adhira, this is a way to engage students in class because they feel they can choose
some things, and they learn about things they are interested in, not only about what is in the
curriculum per se. She said: “I use theoretical knowledge to develop skills.”
Adhira said that she set up the class tone at the beginning of the school year. They did it
by creating together the class rules, what was accepted or not socially among students. They
talked, discussed, compromise, and committed to it. After that, it is very easy to handle discipline
issues, as a lot of things happening in the class among students is solved by them. Adhira
considers that the environment helps students engage more and faster.
“Something I want to try, is to have students track their own learning,” said Adhira as she
refers to other ways of engaging students in learning. She said she keeps an open registry policy,
which means she can show students her grade registry any day after or before class. “It’s just that
the way the registry is created, students see another student grade, and then they start comparing
to each other, and that is not what I want. I want them to take control of their learning process.”
I went to observe Adhira’s science class for 25 minutes. She was teaching the concept of
buoyancy to her fifth-grade class. She presented on her desk a plastic transparent medium size
bucket full of water and a small metal ball. She invited students to come around the desk in such
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a way that everyone could see the bucket. Then, the students passed around the metal ball. As
students looked and touched the ball, Adhira asked them to describe the ball, and then asked to
predict what will happen if she drops the ball into the bucket. She hears their answer without
making corrections and asked a volunteer to write answers on the easel board. Adhira did the
same with a wine cork, different sizes buttons, and various wood pieces. After writing on the
board their observations, Adhira explained why some objects sank, others slightly sank, and
others floated. She wrote the words upward push on the board, and then explained buoyancy
using a paper where she drew the object’s weight force and the water’s upward push acting on
the object. The forces were represented with arrows. The students listened and asked several
questions as the teacher explained.
During the post-observation conference Adhira informed me that she intentionally kept
the class completely oral to force students to pay attention because they all know that at the end
of the class there is an assessment. Adhira noted that these students think that every assessment
is graded and that it affects their report card so they pay more attention because they know they
will not learn if they do not concentrate. About the pace, Adhira thinks touching allowed them
to better predict but she thinks that a smaller group will benefit more students. In general, she
feels comfortable with the level of engagement of the majority; however, she recognizes some
students still need more practice.
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. Adhira claimed to constantly monitor
students. She said it starts early in the morning when they arrive that she likes to start the day
with some sort of reflection. She tells the students “I want clear desks, no lunchbox, no water
bottles, no notebooks, no pencils, no cases…”; she does it to avoid distraction. Then, right after
setting the class objectives and during the exploratory stage, she makes sure everyone gets to
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participate. She mainly uses oral interaction from the students, but she records what they say on a
chart. Sometimes she uses a chart to complete what they know about the topic, what they want to
learn about the topic, with everyone required to have at least one thing they want to learn. The
same chart is revised at the end of the lesson, not only by stating what they learned but
identifying if they learned what they wanted (K-W-L chart). The chart stays visible all
throughout the lesson as sometimes students cannot state what they want to learn when the topic
is introduced.
For disciplinary issues, Adhira likes to use contracts. These are decisions upon which
students agree to improve their behavior in class. When Adhira shared this document with me, I
noticed these contracts are signed; she also informed the contracts are filed for follow-up
between the teacher and the student, and to show parents during parent-teacher conference.
Adhira feels that this disciplinary method has worked on students who exhibited “typical class
misbehavior, such as excessive talking, careless movement, or lack of courtesy” but it does not
improve students that exhibit violent behaviors such as “curse language, body movement, and
even fist fights.”
Adhira thinks that monitoring helps her provide effective feedback, assess when students
are ready, and re-plan. About planning, she usually trusts her plan will work well because she
follows it as stated. If something goes wrong, she simply makes a different plan to target the
same goal.
Adhira assesses students every day. These formative assessments are mainly recorded for
low-performing students or for those showing difficulties. Adhira’s records consists of a folder
labeled by subject and month. Inside it contains dated lined papers where she writes short
sentences about the student, or some marks. The sentences briefly described her conclusion
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about a student’s behavior or interaction; the marks stand for “excel, performing, shows some
difficulties, needs help, lost, or absent.” About assessments, Adhira said: “As we are working
through competences, there is no need of regularizing through an exam but day per day, with
their participation and discussion, with their assignments, one can see if they are reaching or not
the goal.”
The type of strategy used depends on the subject, the type of assessment, and the learning
goal. The list includes a few oral or written questions that ask the main idea of what is being
taught, ask students to apply their knowledge to a new situation, use concept maps to highlight
vocabulary and connections, to justify a choice, observe and then record their observation
without the observed object in front of them, and draw or make models.
About assessing her own performance, Adhira said that the school has an evaluation
system where teachers are observed several times throughout the year. So far, her assessments
have been good, although there are always areas of improvement. As an example, Adhira
mentioned: “during the Strategy the mentor suggested me not to dedicate class time to draw on
the board for students, but rather to bring the visuals already made from home.” Personally, she
assesses herself by looking at students’ performance, their depth of thoughts, and their ability to
judge and evaluate.
About feedback, Adhira believes praises should be simple and directed toward an action
or answer, not to the person. She feels it is very important given the self-confidence level in her
students, and their tendency to bully the struggling ones. In the grading system, Adhira has some
points allotted for study habits, which target effort, dedication, cleanliness, and attendance.
Sharing with peers. An untargeted goal of offering an extended schedule to students has
helped teachers work together in her school every day. About teachers teamworking, Adhira said
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the following about her and another colleague: “ I am much better in mathematics and science
than her, and she is much better in Spanish and social studies; what we do is that we complement
each other in the sense of helping out where the other one is weak.” She added that because
before each teacher just taught the subject in their area, they are experiencing a transition. She
said:
Look, I taught mathematics for three consecutive years, and so she did for Spanish.
Although we both graduated for elementary school, we concentrated our practice to one
area. I found it benefited children more when the teachers were per area. A teacher who
has only taught social studies, now must teach mathematics. That teacher will reflect his
or her weaknesses, and children will pay the consequence of those weaknesses. To go
above it, requires time because it is a process.
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. Adhira thinks “an educational leader is
someone who can positively influence collaborators; it is not someone who imposes herself, is
not authoritarian, but through her actions, involves and get others involved to achieve a common
goal.” However, she considers that the reach of a leader is not only to colleagues. She listed
leader qualities including:
Visionary, good strategic planner, able to sustain good personal relationships, focused,
knowledgeable of the people working around to be able to take advantage of their
strengths, and knowledgeable of himself, to make good use of the strengths and work on
the weaknesses.
Given these qualities, Adhira considers she is a leader, and teachers and students perceive
her as a leader for her ability to motivate others, to empower them to believe in themselves and
go for their dreams. She says that the fact that students repeat phrases she frequently uses, or
motivational phrases she had used in class, such as “I can, I want, and I am capable of” send her
the message that she is being listened to.
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As a human being, she thinks trust is a key element for individuals to develop to their
fullest capacity. She complained that mentors and supervisors visited too often during the
program, and for her that means distrust. She said:
Let the teacher work… I know there are many irresponsible teachers that when observed
they do things as they never do. But supervisors should not be fool! The learning
environment, how students express themselves, how they behave, everything in a class
talks about what the teacher is doing every day. It is not about what is a teacher doing
today!
Adhira declared herself as an intelligent teacher who is always looking for new ways of
teaching her class, and who sometimes feel anxious and frustrated with the system and with the
student body. She ended the interview by inviting readers not to negatively critique teachers so
often because teachers working in massive public schools need to deal with many more than just
the curriculum and new teaching strategies.
Yara
Yara is a 16-year experienced teacher who graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
education in 2008. She has worked for the past five years at a public school where the secular
administration hires teachers from the public system. This is a large school that serves more than
1000 students in elementary and high school. To assist the students, the school has two separate
but close locations. Both schools are managed by one director, but each school has a subdirector.
Since the day of the invitation to participate in the study, Yara showed her desire to be
included because she still “feels the need to express her gratitude for the lessons learned and her
desire to maintain the mentoring from [Higher education institution name].” She acknowledged
the program for the new teacher she has become and for the motivation to stay in the classrooms
because she feels now that she “know[s] how to help the children focus on learning.”
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Throughout the conversation, Yara showed a positive attitude; she described herself as
happy, energetic, funny, and positive. Although she had trouble remembering certain terms that
were used during the Strategy such as exploration, EFCCE, or application, she demonstrated
confidence in her work with students.
The EFCCE program. Yara answered the question about the EFCCE program with a
wholehearted “I loved it!” Although she could choose which class to take, she went to each one
and never missed a class. Once she started going to each one, she could not miss any without
losing track of its sequence; losing a 5-hour class meant missing a lot of information in just one
day.
Yara joined the school after the program had started but rapidly, she joined in. She knows
that it was designed to improve the quality of education nationwide and to train teachers to be
more knowledgeable, and she knew they started with the biggest district. Yara claimed she does
not know if the goal of improving the quality of education has been achieved, but she knows the
program personally helped her identify her professional and individual strengths and weaknesses.
Yara said: “I felt satisfied, because in regards to content, strategies, and activities that I use, I
saw they were positive, and I enriched my knowledge.” She added:
Not everything was new. I felt I had a good base, but the program helped me put together
pieces, it helped me understand the reason for some things. I just think about constructing
some contents around certain strategies, some resources that were always there but we
never used because or I did not know how to use them or because I did not know in what
context to use them. I regret it ended, and I wish they would have continued because one
learns more and become better.
Yara said that something new she learned on the program was about “attention to
diversity.” About it, Yara said that truly every child in the class is different, and they learn at
different rates given their characteristics. During the program she learned many strategies to
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engage distracted students at different levels, of which she has embraced two: “the magical
questioning wand and the hats.”
The program taught Yara many things, some were easy, but others were hard. One of the
hard ones was how to articulate among subjects. She also gained useful knowledge on the use of
resources. She told me this: “I was shocked twice! In one of them was using some weights and
another one was using a plastic bag, a straw, and soapy water to demonstrate the function of the
respiratory system. These were ideas that never occurred to me!”
Science teaching strategies. Yara enjoys teaching science. Through the program she
enhanced her conceptual knowledge and learned to make science classes a permanent learning
laboratory. She feels no intimidation to try out with students an experiment that fails because
“that is the essence of science: to experiment to find out how or why of things.” During the
observation, Yara wanted to demonstrate smoking effects by using damp paper inside a bottle
and a cigarette placed so its fumes go inside the bottle. The cigarette smoke went outside, so the
paper showed no change. Yara showed no distress, and instead asked the students what their
thoughts were, if they had seen the video that showed cigarette effect on lungs, and what they
thought was wrong. Neither Yara nor the students seemed nervous or discouraged because of no
results from the experiment.
One of the aspects that dramatically changed in her science class is the use of a notebook.
Yara said that because some students do not have the textbook, she makes sure everyone has a
complete notebook to serve as a document from where to study for school exams and for
midterm exams. Before, she dedicated a lot of instructional time to copy on the board
information for the students to pass into their notebooks. Now, she uses various forms of
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documenting the content: drawings, note taking, concept maps, printed or photocopied sheets,
and short questionnaires.
Engaging students in the learning process. Yara said she keeps students on task all
throughout the 45-minute class. She said: “As soon as I come in, I wish them a good day, and
immediately after I start singing. I have around five different songs I use for salutation; and they
join me if they want. Most of the time, they end up singing along.”
Yara believes that her key to keep students always engaged is by carefully planning her
activities and the transitions between these activities. “It is a combination of creating routines for
students to know what to expect, and at the same time, bringing new things to keep them
interested. She said she also combines the type of activities: from an oral questioning, to
notetaking, from talking to the classmate sitting behind to reflect upon an answer and formulate
an opinion; from working in teams to working alone.
During the class I observed, I noticed students were actively engaged in discussions that
went between two classmates and among several students. During that same class, I also
observed some students taking notes, some students participating in oral discussion, and some
doing individual work. The transition between the activities did not mean loss of engagement or
momentum to the group of students.
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. As I observed Yara conducting a science
class about the respiratory system, I had the opportunity to see her using a fancy decorated stick
as the wand. Two students were speaking to each other during class discussion. Yara made eye
contact with each one on different occasions but the students kept talking. She then, took the
wand from a table, and said some nonsense words, simulating the magic words, and pass the
wand in front of the talking students and gave it to the student sitting next to them. She then
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asked a question that the child answered immediately and proceeded with the explanation. After
the class, she explained that she first makes eye contact to see if that makes the students refocus
the behavior. Passing the wand in front of them serves as a warning that they may be asked a
question and if they cannot answer it, they will not gain points for participation grade.
I also saw how she used one and two hats during class discussion. Throughout the
delivery of new information, Yara is actively repeating new words, copying those words on an
easel, moving from one side of the room to the other, while students are taking notes and actively
participating. It means students discuss an answer with the neighbor behind or in front, or with
the teacher. Just as active as Yara are her different signs: (a) raises hand to talk after team
discussion, (b) copies on easel to emphasize concepts and vocabulary, (c) a magic wand that
appears unexpectedly, and (d) a flying hat that reaches someone’s lap. A student raised his hand,
caught the hat, and placed it on his head. Then, he heard the question. As the student could not
answer the question, he threw it back to Yara, who threw it out again, and another another
answered the question. During the post-observation conference, Yara explained to me that the
two hats are used when a student asked another student a question related to the topic. For
assessments purposes, Yara keeps records of those questions, and they are accessible to students
in the classroom. As she shared the record with me, I noticed the questions were simply written
in a notebook grouped by topic, each question separated by a single line.
In general, Yara thinks teachers must monitor the students’ progress. For that purpose,
she keeps a record of attendance, discipline, and performance per subject. Yara also notes
parents’ or tutors’ contact- date, time, and purpose-, and main points of conversation during the
parent-teacher conference. About self-monitor she said her lesson plans are extensive because
she includes all possibilities. She said:
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I write everything, even what to do in case of disciplinary issues, because I do not know
when I would have to redirect a child. If they come to supervise or mentor me, they will
see I am not improvising. If it happens that I do not have to use it, then I add a post-it,
make a note aside, or I write it on the journal explaining the reason for not using it that
day.
Yara considers that having to re-read a lesson plan helps monitor her class performance because
in order to write the notes she must reflect.
Sixth grade has summative evaluations according to the Ministry of Education. For this
school, the evaluations serve as a monitoring system among teachers. Yara explained that
teachers work together to develop this summative assessment at the end of a unit. The end-oflesson assessments are considered formative assessments and teachers are free to decide what
strategy to use to assess students’ progress through the lessons.
They also have what Yara called school formal assessment. About this she said:
When talking about school assessment, then we elaborate a list of items. Grade level
teachers work together to list the items related to the given content, and we send this list
to the school office, where they write a small evaluation.
The purpose is to have a source of feedback for the level, as an external audit. Yara
mentioned that, although she has not been informed of such idea, she thinks this audit also serves
the purpose of assessing teachers’ performance.
About assessing students, I observed various ways of assessing and providing feedback to
students. After collecting previous knowledge among students, and introducing the new
information, she asked questions which were answered by volunteers who followed the class rule
of raising quiet hands and waiting for their name to be called. Another child had to re-state what
was said and add more details. Correct answers were praised by a group single applause. Yara
said that her favorite closure strategy is passing a paper for students to write the answer to a
question, paper is collected and then volunteers raise their hands to share the answer.
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Other forms of assessment I observed consisted on completing sentences using specific
words and taking notes about something observed in a video. Every question formulated during
the class I observed was followed by a feedback, which was delivered through an applause, a
chanted poem, or repeating the given answer. The class environment seems to allow for students
to give feedback to each other in a constructive way, as observed when they were working in
pairs to explain possible reasons for failure of experiment.
Sharing with peers. During the interview, Yara mentioned that grade level teachers
work together to make yearly plans, unit plans, and assessments. She considers it is a positive
experience as they learn one from the other, and everyone benefits when the work is evenly
distributed among participants. They have a scheduled meeting where teachers gather in groups.
This is what she said:
Well, monthly we do pedagogical groups. This is a teaching staff meeting to discuss
pedagogical and psychological issues we are facing; very often other topics arrive. The
purpose of these meetings is to jointly find solutions. The psychologist and coordinator
participate, and sometimes the district’s tech [supervisor]. As we know most of them, it
does not feel uncomfortable to have them in our meetings. Sometimes they come and
participate in the discussions and decision-making, and others are just observers.
Yara considers this experience as fruitful because they all have built positive and
constructive relations for the well-being of the students. Other aspects dealt with during this
meeting has been the group dynamic in terms of socialization and affectivity. The times they had
done this “it felt as if we attended a retreat and returned renewed.” Yara thinks that the school is
everyone, and when its members do not have a positive attitude, or when the community faces
difficult times, rebuilding the community sense and strengthening the connections among
members helps keep the “train going on the rail.”
Teacher’s self-perception of leadership. Yara defines herself as a highly motivated, and
effective person who loves to teach and learn. Her religious believes serve as the basis for feeling
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positive to face whatever comes. She considers herself a leader because she has the “ability to
guide people into her ideas and projects to work toward a goal, meaning make people work to
achieve a goal.” She is a leader not because she says so, but because she has earned it “through
hard work, dedication, and time.”
About how her students perceive her, she said: “I would say ‘yes’ because they know
about my path, the moment” and other teachers know about “children’s participation in class and
in school-wide events, how they give themselves to the school.” Yara feels very well-respected
by the school authorities and the community members. She said most parents respond when she
needs them to intervene in their child’s learning process. For Yara, her most outstanding
characteristic is her inner happiness and positive attitude toward life.
Joyce
Joyce is a 25-year experienced teacher who self-declared as “an old guard teacher” in the
sense of working with students until they reach the goal. Joyce has been working in the public
system for 25 years, and it is at this school where she found her religious beliefs coupling in the
school environment. Part of her teaching experience was achieved when she was a high school
graduate, but changes in the education system demanded her to complete her bachelor’s degree
in 2000.
Joyce is an early bird, who likes to start the morning meditating and planning for the day.
As soon as she arrives to school, she looks for any opportunity to share with students, even those
not in her room, as some of them are related to students she taught before. She also sets the
classroom for the students: open the windows, write a motivational phrase on the board, ensure
boards are decorated, change sitting arrangement if needed, and prepares class materials.
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As a team member, Joyce is highly esteemed by her colleagues. During the interview, she
was interrupted several times by students and teachers who were looking for her usual support.
Joyce considers responsibility is one of the most important characteristics she has. She said that
during the program she faced some difficulties to attend some classes due to personal reasons,
but that “a friend took her laptop and used it for notetaking, so I could then study everything
given on Saturday’s class. I had everything they gave us.”
The EFCCE program. According to Joyce, when the EFCCE program started, everyone
disliked the idea of completing a program on Saturdays. Having no option but to comply with the
requirement, she started the program and now she says there is no regret for all the learning.
Joyce said that the program came to radically change teaching for many. She said:
I learned a great deal! I like learning, knowing; one always learns from anything.
Something I disliked about the program is about science and social studies because there
are not enough resources. They always emphasize mathematics and Spanish; I know
there are essential, but science and social studies are always forgotten, and these are basic
for understanding planet Earth.
Joyce liked some of the weekly classes and the mentor’s support. Some teachers
were boring, according to Joyce, who thinks that teachers at the hosting institution needed to
consider that the classes lasted four hours, and they should have given these classes more
interactively. Although some teachers at her school complained about having the mentor so often
in their classroom, she never felt threatened by his presence. About the mentor, this is what she
said:
Having a mentor is a lot better than attending a class. You learn more with the mentor
because if you fail on something, that person will tell you right away, he will teach you
strategies and competences. What you learned in class, your mentor will see if you
learned it or not, and he will also see how you did your planning.
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Although she claimed to have had a lot of trouble with the mentor, she now laughs
thinking that what happened was that she always wanted to go further when the group was not
ready.
“I give the program a commendable evaluation” said Joyce when asked about her thought
about the EFCCE program. She thinks teachers tend to fall into routines very easily, especially
when they last many years teaching in the same school and the same grade levels. She said;
“teachers sometimes even repeat the same planning they did the previous year without
considering it was done for a different group of students, who might have different
characteristics.” Joyce thinks the program made teachers evolve into better teachers.
Joyce shared that everything you learn impacts you sometimes beyond the expectation.
She cites as an example a conference she attended a year ago, where she learned how much harm
humans are making to planet Earth. Joyce said that after that conference she has made some
changes in her life, like using less plastic, reusing glass bottles, and not burning garbage in her
backyard. About the EFCCE, Joyce thinks it made her a better person because as much as she
can help her students be better prepared, the better citizens they will be.
Science teaching strategies. Joyce only teaches general science to elementary school
students. As she goes from one room to the next, she carries her resources in a cart, and she asks
homeroom teachers for a space on the bulletin board. She highlights two important inputs she got
from the program: (a) the use of a microscope, and (b) the use of resources from the
environment.
Joyce thinks that many science topics are too abstract for the students, therefore the use
of visuals and connecting to prior knowledge are very useful to help them grasp the concepts.
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She complained and still complains about the lack of already made resources for science. She
said:
Resources sold at X store, such as posters, microscopes, binoculars, magnifying lenses,
test tubes and racks, are much better than those we can make in the classroom. Children
have fun making them, but we lose time in making the tool, rather than investing the time
using it. Very often I must use my time to get materials for the class, because there are no
materials in school. For that reason, I have been making my stock of science resources,
and you see me going from one room to the other with all my materials.
Joyce feels proud when she talks about her students, who are now in high school, being
congratulated by the science teachers, attending a national science fair, and preparing an
outstanding project to celebrate the Space Week. She said her classes are dynamic, and highly
based on mutual help. She said: “we sit on the floor, we get wet and/or dirty, we experiment, and
if it does not work, it is fine. We then think about the possible reasons for not working out.”
Joyce claims that after the program, her classes are even more active. Using mostly
resources from the environment, they have done observations of physical and chemical changes,
plant and animal cells, tissues, density, Archimedes Principle, among others. She makes great
emphasis on making classes dynamic to ensure her students “do not learn science the way she
did when she was in school, through questionnaires.”
After seeing how a planned class failed because of lack of materials, Joyce gets prepared
on time. Very often she asks students to help her gather the materials for a project, a week in
advance to guarantee it happens as planned.
Joyce chooses resources and teaching strategy based on content. She cites as an example
her choice for working the fossils:
I worked that theme through the museum. I scheduled a visit for each group, I did not
take the whole group together as they wanted because that was not going to lead to true
learning. There we listened to the guide, who answered their questions, and then children
view a set of slides they had for them. But before I took the students, I did it myself, so I
prepared the questions to guide their inquiry. Then, after arriving back to school, I
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opened a forum to foster the discussion, and I intervened only to redirect the conversation
toward the lesson goals. The assessment’s performance for that lesson was very high
compared to others.
Joyce prefers to listen to the students; she thinks a lot of time is invested in “writing and
then the children very often do not even look at it.” She says that she knows her students learn
more and faster if they see, if they listen, and if they talk about it. To push those shy students
who rely on the outspoken ones, she said she also has her way of listening to them; for Joyce her
number one strategy is “getting to know each child.”
Engaging students in the learning process. Joyce said she keeps all students on task
because she is constantly supervising what students are doing. She said that generally they begin
a class by asking oral questions, and she poses the questions so everyone could have an
opportunity to participate. She notes the non-participant, and during the practice time, she gets
close to them to clearly identify the reason behind the silence or lack of participation.
For 40 minutes, I went to observe Joyce teaching her fourth graders to differentiate
between a solid, a liquid, and a gas using observable properties. One of the boards had 12 cards
taped on with descriptions of each state of matter. The teacher asked the students to sort the cards
by characteristics of solid, liquids, and gases. Joyce read the cards one by one, explained each
idea, and used guided questions to help students understand the meaning. As students grasped it,
they called out whether the characteristic described a solid, a liquid, or a gas. After 10 minutes,
Joyce wrote the words solids, liquids, and gases on top of each group, and explained each
characteristic described on the cards as students gave their input.
Then, Joyce invited two students to help her display other cards on a wall. These cards
represented examples of each state of matter for students to place under the corresponding
category. When the short exercise was over, Joyce drew a Frayer Model chart and asked students
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to do so in their notebooks working in pairs. In the chart, students had to define each state of
matter, write the general characteristics of the state, give three examples not shown on the cards,
and write their doubts, questions, or ideas. The students started working in what seemed a regular
method, while Joyce walked around and joined each pair for a couple of minutes interchanging
with them.
During the post-observation conference Joyce said she liked the way the class went
because what I saw was exactly what happens on a daily basis without visitors. She understands
that calling out is not a sign of lack of control but of engagement and eagerness to participate.
Joyce also said that the use of charts allows for a lot of information to be recorded, for students
to interact one with the other, and for students’ own thinking to be reflected.
Joyce considers herself strict, and she thinks that even when students cannot see it at the
beginning, then they understand that “I am demanding because I know they have the potential.”
Joyce said she follows up on each of them on a daily basis. One thing that helps Joyce is that she
has been for a while at the school so she knows most students, and identifying something is
happening comes easy for her.
Joyce also claims to use different teaching strategies, although sometimes this is limited
due to the resources that they have available. She said that when deciding what to do, sometimes
she thinks about students’ learning style as well. For the most part, Joyce uses visuals as posters
and collages, models, and practices that require home or environment materials. Her preferred
strategy is experiential learning, which is not always possible because “you cannot take children
out of the school every day.”
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. Joyce thinks that since the beginning of a
class, a teacher is monitoring learning. “What did we work on yesterday? How did we do it? For
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what did we do that? What did you learn?” are some of the questions Joyce uses to find out how
much students know about a topic. After the oral discussion, then she formally presents the topic
and the class’ goal(s).
Joyce has clear expectations and class rules, and she feels strong about the importance of
maintaining them all throughout the school year; “many teachers begin with a set of rules, and
then, when the students and the teacher are tired, discipline problems begin, for not being
consistent.”
Students’ participation in the class discussion guides her monitoring process. For the shy
students, she gives them the opportunity by asking them directly when she knows they know the
answer. She said;
When they do not respond, later I tell their neighbor, ‘let me sit here next to you’ and I
pose the question in a low tone, and very often he answers. I ask him ‘why don’t you say
it so your classmates can hear you?’, and I confirm him if his answer is right for him to
gain confidence and try next time. Very often, the neighbor says ‘teacher, listen. He said
so and so’. If the answer is correct, I tell the shy child that the answer is correct, to please
share it with everyone in the class. I think we achieve at least something.
Joyce thinks monitoring is essential for her because she is ‘an old guardian teacher.” To
my request of explaining the meaning of that description, she said: “it means I place a lot of
emphasis on the students, I do not let them free. They come to school to learn, and they must
learn.”
To closely monitor students, Joyce walks between the desks and she looks at their
appearance. She notes signs of carelessness, dirtiness, or lack of resources. She keeps in school
shoe polish and toothpaste. She also looks at their notebook or work on the desk. About writing
she said: “as I walk between the lines, I see their notebooks, what they are writing, how are they
writing. Some of them pretend to be writing, but they won’t fool me, I’m too old for that.”
Joyce’s purpose is for students to learn the concepts because she believes having the conceptual
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knowledge will help students understand better what they are doing. “I like to work, and I work
hard!”
Joyce’s monitoring efforts are reflected in two ways, students in leveling and post-it in
her plan book. Leveling is a space during the weekly planning period where Joyce works with
students who, for any reason, are behind in their learning. Changes in the planning are reflected
on post-it notes she adds to the plan book. She calls the post-it notes “unexpected.” They are
used in the yearly plan to note changes in dates; in the daily plans these notes include the date,
group, change, and reason for change.
Class diversity guides Joyce to identify the goal achievement. She said:
You know one has a lot of children in the classroom; some can do this, but others cannot.
In the plan book, I write the title ‘Attention to diversity’ but I do not write anything until
I actually do it because you will do different things depending on the child who is
showing the difficulty to achieve the goal. It has worked better for me this way.
Joyce answered that she bases her assessment on notebook grading and practices. Some
of these practices consists on loose-leaf paper exercises, group dynamics, or laboratory practices.
She differentiated them by saying:
A loose-leaf practice is a worksheet I prepare with matching exercises, or crossword
puzzles, complete the sentences, concept map, and similar type of work. They are
intended to reinforce vocabulary and they are easy to grade because questions have only
one possible answer.
About group dynamics she mainly referred to the activities done during class time where
many students are involved in the final product. For the laboratory practices, Joyce sometimes
prepare a worksheet with questions that must be turned in.
Joyce likes to have students’ feedback on her teaching, so she frequently asks them what
they like about the class, what they did not like, and if it was boring or not. She likes to give
positive feedback in public but reserves the recommendations for specific occasions. If the group
is not achieving a goal, or is trying to avoid the class rule, Joyce will talk about it in class. If it is
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an individual feedback intended to talk about areas for improvement, she decides if the student
needs adult’s help or if she or he can do alone. In the latter case, then she asks the student to see
her during her planning period where they talk about the issue. Cases requiring adult’s
intervention are treated through the school director and psychology teamed with her.
Sharing with peers. Joyce said she prefers to plan alone although she has no problem
sharing after and accepting other’s advice. She said when she starts planning a new lesson, she
looks for everything she has, including reference books and resources. She said: “When I plan, I
need a lot of space because I use many things. You know that people plan according to their
preferences and their knowledge. I am a maniac writing! I write everything!”
Joyce understand that teacher’s performance evaluation provided the ground for teachers’
mutual help; however, the school schedule and the students’ need leave little time for formal
occasions to share. Joyce said: “Personally I plan with a teacher with whom a share a lot of
things, including group of students and teaching style.”
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. Joyce tried to be modest when describing
herself as a leader. She said teachers at her school likes to ask for her guidance and support; she
has been responsible for many academic projects and they all have been assessed as well
organized and effective. Joyce thinks that as a leader one must help people develop their own
competences, one must show good manners and be authentic.
Joyce said she has lots of ideas and she likes sharing them with colleagues; however, the
greatest satisfaction for Joyce is not how her colleagues perceive her, but how her students see
her. She said:” I do not want rewards, nothing! I cannot express to you what I feel when I find
former students out in the street and they, so lovely come to me and they tell me how much they
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recall my teaching.” For Joyce teaching represents the opportunity to contribute to make this a
better world.
Abad
Abad is an experienced elementary teacher who graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
education in 2005; she has been working in the public sector for eight years. As many others,
Abad started working as a teacher before completing her career, and so far, she has accumulated
19 years working in education. Her low tone of voice and pace does not hide her determination
and conviction Her desire is to teach her favorite subject, science, with more resources, but she
takes advantage of what internet brings in terms of information and classes already prepared.
The EFCCE program. Abad learned about the EFCCE program when various
authorities from the hosting higher education institution visited the school to promote the
program. They explained that it was an initiative of the Ministry of Education, but that they were
commissioned for its preparation and conduction. She said it was a mandatory program that took
place every Saturday at the hosting institution’s classrooms, and during the week mentors from
the hosting higher education institution came to the school. Depending on the grade level,
teachers had a schedule that was placed at the school’s main office. Abad said that the purpose of
the program was to improve the quality of education.
Abad said:
There was no waste. Even though we were there for so long, time flew because there
were many different class dynamics and a lot of teamwork. I met several teachers from
other schools, and now I have people around me with whom I can discuss ideas and share
resources because we teach the same subject at the same level.
Abad described the EFCCE program as good and helpful; however, she did not last long
to express her discomfort with all the learning that cannot be fully adopted due to lack of
resources. She said:
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At least, when we went on Saturdays, they [facilitators at the higher education institution]
had all the needed resources to teach; this made it easier to teach because one knew that
not everything depended on writing, but that one could explain students a topic without
using a board and chalk. I remember I saw a math facilitator using a measuring tape,
something we do not use in public schools because we do not have it. If they were going
to do a science experiment, they had all the resources with them to make learning easy,
and it helped you write less because you experienced it.
Abad also complained that written resources were prepared by the hosting institution for
math and social studies, but not for science. This affected her because she has no science
textbooks, which forces her to dedicate a lot of time finding sources of information to prepare
her class. Very often Abad must adapt the content found to the level she teaches.
About its benefits, Abad said: “the most important benefit is that now we can teach
better.” She said that organizing the class following the three moments’ format allows teaching
to flow smoother. For Abad classes are now better structured and more fluent for students. To
explain how students have benefit from it, she said:
…when we were doing mixtures, we dissolved salt and sugar, common substances that
we can easily find, in water at different temperature. This made the class more active,
more dynamic, and there was less to copy because it is part of their daily life. Children
would tell you ‘teacher I made it at home, and it worked just as we did it here’ and one
realizes that children grasp the content taught.
The EFCCE Program and personal episodes in her life has taught Abad about the
importance of planning and organizing. She said that teaching begins way before the teacher
arrives at the classroom. About life she said it is not different; “you must plan every step you
make if you want to increase your chances of doing it right.”
Science teaching strategies. Abad thinks that after she has introduced small, practical
life resources into her teaching, students are more engaged. She narrated what she did to teach
the difference between a mixture and a compound:
We burned a candle, a paper, incense, and sugar dissolved in water. The previous week I
asked students to bring a candle, and some sugar. I brought the paper, the incense, the
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water, a metal flat pan, and a portable electric stove. We arranged the class in a circle so
everyone could see what I was doing. They created a lot of expectation ‘we are cooking,’
‘the teacher is cooking,’ ‘we are sharing some food,’ they said. Two students needed to
write the observations provided by classmates. The class was great!
About planning for science, Abad said she does every week. After she plans, she gathers
resources, and elaborates the assessments. As she is also a homeroom teacher, she has a lot of
things to do, therefore her planning period is always short to complete all tasks. When she has no
idea on how to make the class practical, she looks for support from a high school teacher who
has vast experience working in schools with a science laboratory. Although the one in the school
is not available because it does not fulfill the requirements, Abad makes great efforts to bring the
lab to the classroom as she thinks many science phenomena occurs out of a lab. “I want to only
teach science to be able to prepare every class as a practice. This is the most effective way of
learning, by doing!”
Engaging students in the learning process. Abad keeps students on task by preparing
sound classes with a variety of resources and strategies. She thinks that students now, more than
before, are visual learners and they require a longer exposure time to learn new content. So,
Abad takes these into consideration to ensure they learn.
In one class, students were asked oral questions and later, they answered questions in
their notebook. To answer these questions, they had to use visuals that were available in the
classroom, although sometimes Abad said they have to find other resources to answer questions.
It all depends on the content and depth of questions given to the students.
To ensure everyone gets involved, Abad pays attention to how she projects her voice in
the classroom and where she stands. Another aspect Abad considers is the seating arrangement in
the classroom. For her it is a disadvantage that teachers rotate because it gives teachers less time
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to prepare for their next class, and it limits how much resources can be used to explain something
in science.
Monitoring learning to adjust instruction. Abad monitors students’ learning through
oral discussion of the given topic; however, she believes that to consolidate new knowledge
students need to write. Very often Abad will look at notebooks to verify it is complete because
although there is no formal assessment, she has to be able to say if the child knows it or not. “To
know is to remember on time,” said Abad, so as a monitoring technique she asks questions about
previous topic, especially during the first moment of teaching (assessing prior knowledge).
During my class observation, I noticed the class went oral for the most part, and
sometimes Abad or the students would refer to the visuals around the room. Other activities done
during class time included orally completion of five sentences, which were written on an easel;
teacher writing a list on the board, which was provided by students, and restating what others
said, with the purpose of keeping everyone attentive to others’ contribution. At the end of the
class, Abad took a chart and made small comments about students’ participation.
The ministry gives grade registry where teachers must record various information
including attendance and achievement. She also uses a journal to keep track of some students
who experience difficulties, be it academic or disciplinary. This journal is dated, and it contains
detailed information of the event: what happened, when it happened, action taken at the moment,
child’s response to action, further action. The information in this journal is then shared with the
coordinator for further action if required, as well as to keep everyone involved in the loop.
The Ministry removed formal assessment for lower elementary numerical grades. Instead
teachers must record students’ progress and at the end of the school year they must informed
which goals were reached, which ones are in progress, and which ones must be worked. This
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does not mean there are no assessment for elementary students. Abad thinks that in reality it adds
more work for the teachers because
…with this method we must write how is the child performing rather than putting a
grade. A child with an 80 is doing well and everyone understand that by looking at the
grade. Now, we must describe how is the child doing, and as much as possible, keep
evidence of their work.
For this reason, Abad has created files, which she asks the student to fill in with the work
they both want. She makes sure everything is dated, and on a regular basis she takes some out
and writes the description to avoid compilation. Abad shared with me a journal she keeps to
record students’ difficulties, be it academic or disciplinary. Each event is dated and detailed
described to register what happened, when it happened, action(s) taken, student’s response to
action, and further action taken or required. The journal is a notebook that is not shared with
students but with others in school, such as the coordinator or psychologist.
About feedback, Abad thinks positive reinforcement is good; she believes it helps build
confidence. During the program she learned to give feedback about the work and to avoid giving
feedback about the person. So, before Abad used to say, “you are an excellent student,” but now
she says “this is an excellent work.”
As she is very strict, she knows some students might get scared of her. At the beginning
of the school year, Abad talks a lot about the rules and her expectations, and at the same time she
provides frequent feedback to individuals and to small group of students. She thinks this
technique lets them learn that her discipline is part of her way of showing her love.
Sharing with peers. For Abad planning goes better when you first organize your ideas
alone and then you share. She thinks that when ideas are not clear, sharing with others can lead
to chaos and unproductive work. She feels she is opened for both, sharing her knowledge and
asking others for help. She said:
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When I have doubts about a topic, I ask another teacher for help. For the practice of
physical and chemical change, I asked a science high school teacher for ideas. Then, I
tried it at home. When I saw how easy it was, I planned it my style. He also gave me the
idea of inserting sodium bicarbonate and vinegar in a balloon. This time I could not
practice it at home, but I dare to try it with students and it worked great.
Teachers at this school share time during the learning communities. These are spaces to
discuss school wide plans and projects. Also, the director, coordinator or psychology meet with
them to listen and share their ideas. As an example of what they do during these meetings she
said:
For example, when they first introduce the new registry, we did not know how to use it.
The coordinator held two or three meetings to guide us on how to use it. As we were all
together, we helped each other complete the registry with the required information.
Teacher’s self-perception of being a leader. Abad sees herself as demanding, strict,
responsible and cooperative. These are all characteristics she also uses to describe a leader. She
said that a leader wins that position through the knowledge and actions. “In a school
environment, a leader is the one that knows the most. The class leader is always the child with
better grades.”
Abad thinks she is a leader although she does not know what teachers think about her.
She knows that when she finds former students who are already adults, they show her how proud
they feel for having her as a teacher. “You feel proud of yourself when those people say, ‘she
was my best teacher’. That tells you that you helped this person find their path in life, that you
were not a stone on their way.”
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Chapter 4 Summary
All participants narrated their experiences attending the EFCCE program with details and
examples. Overall, they all feel they learned many things through the journey and are now left to
apply it all to their teaching practice. Now, in Chapter 5, let us look at the themes and subthemes
that arose as part of an inductive analysis.
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CHAPTER 5
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
To examine and describe how a sample of 10 fifth through eighth grade elementary
teachers demonstrate leadership in and beyond the classroom around improving science
instruction following the completion of a common professional development experience, I
captured data through interviews, classroom observations, and teachers’ and students’ documents
and artifacts and analyzed it through an interpretive framework. Such an analysis is a process of
close examination of data to “find constructs, themes, and patterns” (Gall et al., 2007, p. 466)
that helps explain the issue being studied.
Demographic data for participants provided some interesting insights about these teachers
teaching experience. Eight of the 10 participants have accumulated almost two decades of
teaching experience, four of these eight teachers have worked in the public education system for
more than 10 years, and three of these four have only worked in the public system. Seven started
teaching before completing the bachelor’s degree, five of these teachers started working without
a bachelor’s degree in the public system, and one of them worked for almost two decades with a
high school diploma. Considering the modifications the public education system has gone
through the last decade in the DR, these teachers might be in a mindset for adapting and learning
as they cope with the new standards and regulations. Another aspect that appeared through the
interview is that five of the ten participants teach science, but it is not a subject they like to teach.
As I analyzed data, six categories of themes were identified: (a) the EFCCE program, (b)
science teaching strategies, (c) engaging students in the learning process, (d) monitoring
students’ learning to adjust instruction, (e) sharing with peers, and (f) teacher’s self-perception of
being a leader. These categories were developed in accordance to the sub-questions posed in the
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study. Each theme is supported by direct quotes taken from the interviews, notes taken from
class observations, and a review of documents shared by participants.
The EFCCE Program Themes
Under the category of the EFCCE Program, I found themes regarding participants’
description of the program. Data collected through interviews revealed that all participants
experienced the same structure regardless of the grade level they were teaching; however, the
exposure time for science content differed. The interviews also exposed the learning experiences
participants had during the 3-year program, and while most were very positive about the
program, some mentioned their animosity toward schedule, support material and instructors. One
theme and two sub-themes emerged from within this category: (1) Participants positively
described their experience in the EFCCE Program; (1.1) Participants identified different
professional learning of value from the program; and (1.2) Three participants expressed some
concerns about the program.
Theme 1: Participants Positively Described Their Experiences in the EFCCE Program
Most participants used positive descriptive words when they described the EFCCE
program. Interesting, beneficial, effective, transformational, good, positive, and useful were
among the words used to describe it. Besides learning teaching strategies and improving their
content knowledge, all participants expressed that the program provided them the opportunity to
learn a new curricular design in all of its aspects. The program worked on supporting teachers in
their planning efforts, and their delivery of instruction to make classes more impactful for
students. Although some teachers restricted their comment on the program’s effect to the
educational field, for most of them the EFCCE program brought a change in their ideas about
teaching, about sharing with others, and about themselves.
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As illustrative comments, Dorothy said: “It was very beneficial I think for everyone who
attended the program,” while Sonad said: “At the beginning it was difficult because changes,
you know, unlearn to learn (laugh) but after we saw that learning in children, that a child was
capable of inferring, before I never heard that word, inference, wow! We are doing something.”
Yara shared this comment: “I judge it as a positive experience. It’s as I told you before, the
school is each and every one. When each one contributes a grain of sand, then we can have a
better education.” Joyce valued it as rewarding by saying: “I give it all its merits. Teachers really
needed it because we were always doing the same.”
All 10 teachers described the program as consisting of mentoring, modeling classes, and
keeping journals. Participants referred to the classes given at the hosting higher education
institution every Saturday as face-to-face classes. The mentoring accounted for an
accompaniment whose purpose was to observe, guide, and support teachers planning and
instructional delivery. The journal activity was called by some participants as recording, and as
reflection by others.
Weekly classes at the hosting higher education institution were intended to model
teaching using resources from the environment, and implementing a variety of strategies to
improve students’ learning. It also included assessing and giving feedback to students. At the end
of the classes, teachers discussed the strategies implemented on the modeled class.
For example, Deirdre said the face-to-face classes served as a standard for teachers
participating in the program to replicate in their classrooms: “They modeled a class using
various strategies to achieve the class goal as if we were children… and we always ended the
classes discussing what we noticed from the perspective of a teacher.” Dorothy said: “They gave
us a class where they modeled the strategies, monitored the time and evaluated…they did
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everything I am supposed to do in a class.” For Adhira, Saturday classes were useful: “Saturday
classes, I mean the training, really helped because they gave us strategies to do things [in class
with the students].” Abad briefly said that they did “theory and practice,” meaning that teachers
from the hosting higher education institution modeled the strategies they wanted to teach. Sonad
expanded the explanation of what they did during the face-to-face classes by saying:
…when they had to give a pedagogical model, like how to do a reading report, that
didactic part, they will give us a class where they modeled how we should do it, and they
used the strategy they were suggesting.
All 10 participants described the mentors as accessible; some participants voiced that
mentors were open to discussion, demanding, and many exhibited leadership traits. For Adhira,
the mentor was the person to empower teachers in school; about it she said: “ She [My mentor]
highly motivated me. Thanks to her I completed my master degree in education.” Some also said
mentors were there to observe teacher’s strength and help them work through their weaknesses.
For example, Dorothy said: “We were not always on the same page, but it was ok to express it.
Sometimes I would simply stay quiet but the mentor would notice and initiate the conversation.”
Sonad said:
They taught you with love, they did not come to audit, but in anything you fail, they
would ask you how do you think the class went on today, how did you feel, what did you
miss, it was not like “you did not do this or that” but in such a way to promote selfreflection.
All participants agree their mentor support was outstanding and well-balanced.
Throughout the program, teachers were required to keep a journal. For some teachers,
this journal recorded events and data, for others it was to record reflections of readings and
questions posed during the face-to-face class. Nirmala referred to the journaling activity as a
motivational session. Now, only Sonad and Yara still use journals as part of their teaching
practice, although all 10 participants agreed that journaling was very beneficial for monitoring
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your own work. Six teachers said they do not have the time to write it, and two teachers said they
are not required to use it in their schools.
Sub-theme 1.1: Participants identified different professional learning of value from
the program. Each participant identified a different aspect learned from the program. For
example, Yara said she identified her strengths and weaknesses as a teacher and really learned to
pay “attention to diversity,” and overall, she said: “I felt satisfied, because in regards to content,
strategies, and activities that I use, I saw they were positive, and I enriched my knowledge.” She
added:
Not everything was new. I felt I had a good base, but the program helped me put together
pieces, it helped me understand the reason for some things. I just think about constructing
some contents around certain strategies, some resources that were always there but we
never used because or I did not know how to use them or because I did not know in what
context to use them. I regret it ended, and I wish they would have continued because one
learns more and becomes better.
Brandie discovered she was already implementing good teaching practices; about the
benefits of this program, she said; ”I started connecting what I learned at the university with
these new ideas, and I feel I became creative, something I thought I lacked…definitely the
strategy made a positive impact on me as a professional.”
Abad learned a variety of work dynamics, while Chui learned how to make classes more
fun for students. Sonad adapted many of the organizational and monitoring techniques learned
through the program, and Adhira learned to make her teaching more practical and goal oriented.
Deirdre recaptured the essence of teaching and its importance, Joyce and Dorothy use more
resources to teach, and Nirmala said that after the program more of her students are learning and
they are learning better and more. Overall, they think that because their classes have improved,
they have less or no discipline issues.
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All participants were able to express an area where the program impacted them
personally as individuals. Brandie said that the program inspired her and this helped her creative
side flourish. Abad met colleagues with whom to share and keep on learning, and she feels she is
a better team member. Nirmala considers that she appreciates better when people support her,
and she feels she can also support others. Dorothy thinks she is more dedicated now because she
puts more effort in what she does. Joyce thinks the program changed her concept of teaching,
and that it changes teaching for many others. Deirdre feels more capable due to the content
knowledge learning, and this affects how she feels about herself. Yara knows herself more
deeply, and Chui values her strengths. Adhira was inspired to learn more, and because of that she
enrolled and finished a master’s degree. Sonad said now she thinks and acts differently; she is
more aware of the consequences of her actions, and she knows that actions derive from thoughts
and ideas.
The 10 teachers said that through these classes they learned many things. For example,
Yara and Deirdre said that they learned about using resources from the environment to make
their classes more active and enthusiastic for students; Abad and Nirmala said they learned
various work dynamics; Sonad learned to be coherent between what is planned and what is
implemented; and Dorothy learned about differentiated instruction. Specific techniques for
delivery learned through the classes, include giving students time to process ideas and concepts,
grouping techniques to maintain the learning environment, and organizing engaging and
respectful class discussions. Teachers also said they learned about content and planning.
Teachers learned that planning needs to include three moments during the 45-minutes
class: (a) introduction or initial stage, (b) development, and (c) assessment or closure. Abad and
Dorothy emphasized that they understood the impact that a good lesson plan has on the learning
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process. Dorothy and Sonad agreed that a good lesson plan is followed by an active class and the
day ends for the subject when there is an exercise to allows for new information’s assessment.
Sub-theme 1.2: Three participants expressed some concerns about the program. I
must also note that there were some critics to aspects of the program. Brandie mentioned that the
class schedule represented a big challenge for many teachers who had to attend classes on
Saturdays for almost eight hours. Joyce strongly voiced that the main support was given to
language arts and mathematics, even after they started working with all the subjects and some
classes were unattractive and boring. She said: “On the other side, I did not like it because there
were people, the instructors, who did not have deep knowledge, and sometimes we got bored.”
Adhira considered the frequent presence of mentors in the classroom meant distrust, and she
thinks that opened a fracture between some teachers and the mentor in her school. She said:
Let the teacher work. The teacher is working. For me, they are not trusting us…when
they observe you, the process talks, the students talks…when you know what you’re
doing, it does not matter, but sometimes one takes it as inspection due to the high
frequency.
During the interview, four teachers expressed the EFCCE program’s purpose, and I
noticed it was slightly different. Teachers in the DR have been informed through various
channels of the drastic changes the educational system has undergone. When the program
started, as described by Yara, people from the hosting higher education institution visited the
schools to explain the purpose of the program and to invite elementary teachers to participate at
no cost by their time. During the interview for this study, teachers listed four reasons for this
program: (a) to improve the quality of education in the DR, (b) to help students learn more, (c) to
train teachers on the four core subjects, and (d) to provide teachers with content and teaching
strategies. Although these are not apart from the purposes of the program, the main focus was to
strengthen teachers’ capacities to innovate their practice, and therefore improve students’
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achievement in reading, mathematics, and writing in the elementary school. At the institutional
level, the purpose was to foster management and leadership for sustainability of the learned
process in the school (INAFOCAM, 2015).
Overall, Table 2 summarizes key findings and offers supporting information for various
aspects of theme one and its Subthemes.
Table 2
The EFCCE Program Theme and Subthemes
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Table 2 – Continued
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New Science Teaching Strategies Themes
The theme and subthemes within this category describe the new knowledge in science
participants in this study acquired through the EFCCE program. These themes and subthemes
also describe what participants think about this new knowledge, how are they using it, and what
effect they see it has on students’ engagement and learning. The three themes and two subthemes
are: (2) All participants acquired new knowledge to teach science; (2.1) To teach science,
participants rely on various activities learned from the program; (2.2) Science planning is a daily
activity that requires more work and more time; (3) Teachers choose similar resources and
instructional strategies; and (4) Most viewed strategies and resources chosen as having a positive
effect.
Theme 2: All Participants Acquired New Knowledge to Teach Science
All 10 participants expressed they learned something new from the EFCCE Program that
allows them to teach science better. Such new knowledge is primarily related to planning or
instructional delivery. They all agreed that teaching requires well organized plans to guide the
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delivery of instruction, and in the DR, such plans include written unit and daily plans. For the
unit plans, Sonad now uses the three steps taught in the EFCCE Program for science teaching:
exploration, development, and application. Similarly, Yara said: “I like the ECA [Acronym in
Spanish for exploration, development and application] strategy.” For Dorothy, major new
knowledge acquired was that the lesson plan has to be focused on the three moments during the
class time. She said: “They taught us that a class has three moments: beginning or initial stage,
development and closure,” and she gave an example of how those three moments are shown in a
class. Nirmala noted that now after being in the program she asks more questions and allows
everyone to participate. She said: “For example, when I am explaining a lesson, I ask a lot of
questions and I ask them to raise their hands for me to choose who is answering. That way, I give
everyone the opportunity to participate.”
Some of the documents teachers shared were linked to the new knowledge they acquired
to teach science, such as students’ portfolios, a teacher’s notebook, or students’ science
notebooks. These are all documents related to ways of monitoring or engaging students to
learning.
Sub-theme 2.1: To teach science, participants rely on various activities learned from
the program. When questioned what they do to teach science that makes it different, most
teachers agreed that science requires different activities. For example, Deirdre elaborates science
plans that include detailed activities to address class goals and transitional activities. A specific
example of a goal mentioned by her is to enhance the use of vocabulary words. She said:
[I now] give ahead the vocabulary words and demand students to answer questions using
the correct words, sketching or drawing, using a two-sided note taking strategy, where in
one side they write what I said and in the other what they understand, and assessing their
previous knowledge to connect with new content.
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Brandie includes in her planning and delivery observations, readings, and experiments,
which Adhira called hands-on activities. Brandie said:
During the classes I noticed teachers had several activities to present the same topic, and
each activity included different resources. This allowed for all types of learners to
understand the new information, and it provides an opportunity for everyone to engage.
During delivery, Abad teaches by doing, and she uses resources surrounding the
environment to explain how things work in nature. For example, she recalled when she taught
her students the concept of mixture and solution. About it, she said:
We made a hands-on activity in the classroom using vinegar, water, salt, and oil. I asked
them to bring the products from home expecting to have several groups working
simultaneously but they thought we were going to cook something. Once in class, I
instructed them to measure the substance, to mix them in plastic cups, and to note their
observations. Then, they shared these notes and I explained the concept of mixtures and
solutions. When we did this, the guys really enjoyed it!
For Joyce, science classes must include activities that keeps the class actively engaged
and that permits students collaboration to each other. Excitedly, she talked about one of her
classes:
We sit on the floor, we experiment, we get wet, we dig our hands into soil. Last year, we
made a project called The Planets in the Universe inside a classroom. When you entered
there, you thought you were really in space! And it was not me, it was designed and made
by my students.
Sub-theme 2.2: Science planning is a daily activity that requires more work and
more time than other subjects. Most teachers mentioned the fact that planning for science very
often requires for them to do it a week ahead of time to guarantee the resources will be available
and/or to have time to practice the experiment or hands-on activity. These were Joyce’s words
about preparing a class: “[Once] I asked some students to bring some materials to class but they
did not bring it. After that experience, I learned I must look myself for the materials a week in
advance.”
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Sonad said that planning the unit is essential not only for resources, but also for timing
and integration to other subjects. About the difficulties she said: “Now, I work more but I find it
is more intentional. I feel I have more resources, and I can help the children better.’ For Nirmala,
the challenge comes from planning, while for Brandie it comes from identifying appropriate
readings on content. About this resource challenge, Brandie said: “Children [in my science class]
do not read at the same level so finding already made texts that fits them is really hard.” Dorothy
said she is careful to ensure every class has a closure, but that she is still struggling on
calculating how long an activity should be.
Theme 3: Teachers Choose Similar Resources and Instructional Strategies
When asked about the resources and instructional strategies used to teach science, all 10
participants named similar resources and instructional strategies. Participants listed as resources
widely used in their science classes: the board, computer, videos, compact discs, objects from the
environment, school supplies such as papers and scissors, worksheets, laboratory settings and/or
its tools and substances, models, print sources such as newspapers and books, visuals (drawings,
posters, or projected images), and songs (See Table 3 for the resources described by each
teacher).
Table 3
Resources Chosen by Teachers
Resources

Sonad Dorothy Nirmala Deirdre Chui Brandie Adhira Yara

Board, chalk
or marker

x

x

x

x

Computer

x

x

x

x

Projector

x

x

Videos

x

CD Resources

Abad

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Joyce

x
x
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Table 3 – Continued
Resources

Sonad Dorothy Nirmala Deirdre Chui Brandie Adhira Yara

Joyce

Abad

Things from
environment

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Paper

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Scissors

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Worksheets

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Science Lab

x

School’s
library
Classroom’s
library

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

Newspapers

x

Measuring
tools

x

x

x

x

Visuals

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Table 3 shows that all 10 participants use the board, chalk or marker, things from the
environment, paper and posters as resources to teach science in their schools. Nine use a
computer and projector, but two use these without access to internet. Teachers were not asked to
differentiate if they use the internet to obtain information or resources, or if they use the internet
to access websites with the students. Only three teachers have a classroom library and two
teachers have access to a science lab.
All 10 participants noted that the topic or content that needs to be taught and the
availability of resources are their reasons for choosing specific resources and/or strategies. Three
teachers said they choose them based on the type of text used in language arts suggestion from
the textbook, two teachers mentioned time for teaching and gathering materials and depth of
knowledge, and one teacher said she chooses resources and/or strategies based on personal
preferences or what a textbook suggests. For example, Deirdre said:
I basically choose the strategy based on the topic and resources available. For
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example, our topic is Charles Darwin’s theory. So, I introduced the topic by going
out to our patio to observe living things, their characteristics, and their environment.
As we were out, the easiest and most appropriate technique is oral exposure.
As another example, Dorothy voiced:
I choose whatever provides me with more opportunities for children to learn about
the topic. Basically, it depends on the topic. For example, if I am going to teach
Archimedes’ and Pascal’s principles. I first have to feel empowered; I need to
master the topic deeply in order to choose appropriate resources. Those resources
will be adapted to my class, so I can demonstrate children with examples the
principles’ statements. I need to be able to instruct as I planned.
Among the instructional strategies listed, visualization, oral questioning, demonstrations,
lecture, graphic organizers and writing are used by all teachers who participated in this study.
The oral questioning reduces the writing and copying or these questions are intended for
monitoring learning. In regards to oral questioning, such questions may be intended to engage, to
recall information, to connect with other subjects or with previous knowledge, while written
questioning is intended to assess and grade. The 10 teachers strongly believe writing helps
students’ root knowledge and three of them taught their students to use note-taking strategies.
Two teachers perform experiments in a science lab, while the rest of the teachers do
hands-on activities either in the classroom or outdoor. All 10 teachers believe lectures are
inevitable as they all need to explain the concepts; readings, portfolios, observation exercises,
vocabulary work including cards, drawing, crossover learning, singing and justifying an answer
are other choices of teaching strategies used by the participants. Drawing is used to summarize,
explain, or record information. Four teachers differentiate instruction and only one teacher
incorporates technology, meaning students use applications and software to practice new
knowledge (See Table 4 for instructional strategies chosen by teachers).
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Table 4
Instructional Strategies Chosen by Teachers
Sonad

Dorothy

Nirmala

Deirdre

Chui

Brandie

Adhira

Yara

Joyce

Abad

Visuals

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Oral questions

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Differentiate

x

x

x

Experiments

x

x

x

Collaborate in
teams

x

x

x

x

x

x

Demonstrate

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Graphic
organizers

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lecture

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Science text
cards

x

x

x

Portfolios

x

Vocabulary
work

x

x

x

Crossover
learning

x

x

x

Reading

x

x

x

x

x

Writing

x

x

x

x

x

x

Drawing

x

x

x

x

x

Strategy

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Observation

x

x

Songs

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Theme 4: Most Viewed Strategies and Resources Chosen as Having a Positive Effect
Nearly all participants specifically noted how using new strategies have impacted their
teaching and student learning. Abad and Chui emphasized that the changes brought to their
science classes have had an effect in that students are more deeply engaged in the content, more
enthusiastic for learning, and more inquisitive learners. For example, after working a topic
through an experiment and using inquiry-based instruction, Abad said: “The class is more active
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and dynamic, and there is less to copy. Sometimes students tell us ‘teacher, I did it at home and it
worked’ and one realizes they learned the lesson.” Dorothy shared: “I explore each and every
student in the class to help them adapt and flourish,” meaning that she sees the students
performing at a better level. Joyce enjoys seeing her students excel in their oral skills. She said:
“they express their ideas more fluently and they feel more confident.”
Deirdre said that she takes notes in her journal about students’ performance, and this
serves for monitoring herself. As she has noticed that students are performing better in science,
now she feels more relaxed. She said: “I am not so concentrated on grading children, but on
children’s learning.” Sonad believes the use of visualization has helped because “children pay
attention, you talk less, and children understand better.” Yara praises God because “most
students accomplish all goals, there are only a few of them that are in the process of acquiring
the goals.”
Engaging Students in the Learning Process Themes
In this section, I describe the engaging activities teachers in this study said they
incorporate in their daily plan. The emerging theme and its sub-theme are: (5) All 10 teachers
use various strategies to increase students’ level of interest; and (5.1) Some participants believe
feedback can also foster engagement.
Theme 5: All 10 Teachers Use Various Strategies to Increase Students’ Level of Interest
Teachers’ engaging strategies can be clustered into groups, depending on a teacher’s
purpose, as transitioning activities, which are those miscellaneous activities done between two
main activities; showing enthusiasm, which refers to the various actions teachers do to model
enthusiasm for learning; building positive relationships with students and their families, which
are shown inside and outside of the classroom; and providing feedback. These strategies are
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implemented during any of the three moments of a 45-minute science class: initial, development,
or closure.
Whether teachers change rooms or a teacher changes subject to teach, they all experience
a transition. Teachers and students need to adjust to each change, and sometimes the transitional
moment can cause the class to lose order and intention. Five teachers voiced that having a clear
class routine and rules allows students to know what comes next; therefore, they used the first
days of school to create these routines and rules with the students. For example, Sonad has the
routine and rules posted on the wall, at students’ eye level so they can refer to it as needed. They,
just like Adhira’s students, created these routines and rules. Deirdre and Brandie created their
own routines and class rules, but they were socialized with students. Abad said she does not have
a large set of rules, but she makes it clear to students what is not allowed in her classroom nor in
her presence: lack of respect. She believes routines are created with time, so it is something she
observes and allows or stops depending on its effect.
Besides expecting students to know what to do during a transition, some teachers
implement other techniques to keep students engaged. I observed seven teachers relying on songs
as they transition to science class, including Sonad, Dorothy, Nirmala, Deirdre, Chui, Brandie,
Yara, and Abad. Although few teachers specifically mentioned during their interview that they
sing with and to their students, Deirdre voiced: “I always keep class motivation high by
introducing new strategies, singing, memorizing words using rhythm or rhyme, a lot of visuals
during class time…” Besides singing, Sonad also has established in her class routine various
options that students can do during transitions, such as organize the class’s library, review their
portfolios, or join the round table to play a quiet table game.
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Five teachers voiced that keeping motivation and enthusiasm during the instructional
time is as important as at the initial stage of a class. Motivating students by showing how others
have succeeded is inspirational and enthusiastic for Nirmala. About it, she said: “I invite them
[the students] to think about their future, their goals, and how can they set goals and work for
them.” Chui said that because of her experience as a student, she tries to make every child feel he
can do well in school: “I motivate them by creating self-awareness of how much they have in
their hands, and that it is only up to them to become someone in the future.” Adhira uses
motivational quotes, such as “I want, I can, and I am capable of.” Sonad shows her enthusiasm
for teaching using nonverbal cues, such as smiling during instructional time, and showing
courtesy by looking at the student who is answering a question and giving thanks to students
when they participate in the conversation. Deirdre, as observed, starts her class by giving
students some short, inspirational welcoming words, wishing everyone a good morning while
establishing eye contact, and singing a morning song.
All participants voiced the importance of sustaining engagement during the instructional
time, and for this purpose they use visuals, games, class discussion, questioning, various
strategies combined, and feedback. Of these engaging strategies, all 10 teachers voiced that they
use visuals (posters, drawings, projected images and pictures), oral and written questions, and
feedback to engage students; two use songs; four use games; and six use a combination of
strategies.
As noted, a key engaging instructional strategy voiced during the interviews is
questioning, which is used by all participants during the three moments of a 45-minute science
class. To engage everyone in the activity, Deirdre combines short answer questions and open
questions that requires judgement while Sonad, Dorothy, Brandie and Adhira ask about previous
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knowledge. As observed, for some, the ritual of questioning needs to follow certain rules, like
not yelling out the answer or raising the hand to participate, but there are instances were choral
responses are reinforced. Nirmala said she calls on students randomly but that she always gives
them time to respond. Questioning in some classes is not a one-way exercise as some teachers
allow students to pose questions to other students, during oral explanation, and to teachers.
About this Dorothy said: “the plan was to let them explore and bring up questions to me.”
Teachers participating in the study also increase the level of interest of their students
during instructional time by discussing the topic and using games. Class discussion is highly
used by eight teachers, and it always starts by the teacher posing an open-ended question and
letting students develop the topic. Dorothy also likes small group discussions as it keeps a
relatively low level of noise. Four teachers use games to engage students. Sonad said, for
example:
I try to implement strategies that may attract them, mainly games and music. It has
always worked! For example, for language arts I have songs for vowel sounds, for ABC,
and I also have a movable alphabet, a box that teaches the letters through a game. I also
motivate them with grade reporting.
Combining different strategies throughout a 45-minute class is also used by six teachers.
To better understand, Chui voiced that she used observation, note-taking, discussion in small
groups, and writing in this example she provided me:
We went outside around the garden, and we had to observe ants. They had to take notes
and they could not disturb what they were doing. We were out for some minutes, and
then we came in and presented the observations in small groups. They wrote what they
thought was happening, and then, one student from each group share the notes with
everyone. The conversation went on very well, and all the students were engaged because
they all had something different to say.
Some teachers voiced that besides the strategies chosen to keep students motivated and
on tasks, teachers need to do some things to ensure the environment is appropriate for learning.
For example, Chui and Nirmala include the projection of their voice as an important aspect to
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keep every student on task, clearly hearing instructions and content. Brandie also considered the
students’ seating arrangement is important, and although she did not mention it, she did keep
track on it with her notes she shared with me. Four teachers voiced that using attractive resources
helps engage students. Joyce strongly believes the way you start a class sets the tone for the rest
of the class period, so she likes to use attractive resources to access prior knowledge or to
introduce new topic. Deirdre, on her side, thinks that by inviting the students to work with her,
she creates a compromise that is difficult to elude, so she uses this technique to motivate them to
try something new in class.
Although not a teaching strategy, four teachers voiced that building a positive studentteacher relationship is very important to create bonds and compromise. For example, Brandie
thinks her goal is for students to learn, and she relies on all support that is available to reach this
goal, including reaching out to the family. About this, she said:
I first try to identify what is the situation having an individualized conversation with the
child. Then, I confirmed with the parents or tutors and together we design a rescue plan.
Sometimes just speaking to the child solves the issue, but sometimes it is not enough.
Joyce builds rapport by talking to students. About this, she said: “Every morning I arrive
very early, I am always the first one to come. I go to the patio and talk to students as they arrive,
I ask them for their parents because many of them are descendant from former students.”
Dorothy, on her side, is very demanding and at first students feel she is too strict. These are
Dorothy’s words: “they say ‘You are the best teacher, I was wrong. Is that you have a bitter look
on your face’ and I would answer “is that I have an ugly face. I keep a hard face for you to
awake and to focus on studying.”
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Sub-theme 5.1: Half of the participants voiced that feedback can also foster
engagement. All 10 participants use different techniques for feedback through the learning
process, but only five of them use the feedback to foster engagement. For example, Nirmala likes
to write comments in children’s notebooks so students can go back on it, and for parents to read.
The type of written feedback provided by teachers as they review students’ notebook is mainly
for grading purposes.
This is opposed to other purposes, as Yara expressed. For example, when a student
answers a question correctly, a volunteer classmate counts one to three and the class uses a group
single applause to inform the answer was correct. Feedback coming from Yara consists of verbal
commendations, a brief chanted poem or simply repeating the correct answer. Yara said that it
not only keeps everyone on the loop of what others are contributing, but that it increases respect
among students.
About when to give feedback, some teachers say there are appropriate times to do it.
Deirdre said that sometimes feedback is needed immediately, and that she gives no feedback
during the delivery of new information. Joyce think that whenever she wants to give a positive
feedback, she does it in public, but when is time for negative feedback, like disciplinary issues,
she does it individualized; however, Joyce clarified that when it is important for everyone, she
talks to the total class, but for her that is not feedback.
Table 5
Strategies for Engagement
Strategy

Sonad

Dorothy

Nirmala

Deirdre

Chui

Brandie

Adhira

x

x

Yara

Joyce

Abad

During Transitions
Clear class
routines
Sing
Give options

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
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x

x
x

Table 5 – Continued
Strategy

Sonad

Dorothy

Motivation
and
Enthusiasm

Songs

Uses
non
verbal
cues
and
courtes
y
x

Visuals

x

Games

x

Class
Discussion

x

x

x

x

Questions

x

x

x

x

x

Combined
Strategies

x

x

x

x

Provide
Feedback

x

x

x

x

x

Nirmala

Deirdre
Chui
Brandie
During Instructional Time

Talks
about
people
who
inspire

Talks
about
human
kindnes
s and
God’s
will
x

x

x

Yara

Joyce

Abad

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Uses
words

x

Uses
motivational
quotes

x

x

x

Adhira

x

Environment Appropriate for Learning
Voice

x

x

Seating
Arrangeme
nt

x

x

Attractive
Resources

x

Relationshi
p building

x

x

x
x

x

Feedback to Foster Engagement
Written
comments
in notebook

x

Verbal
commendat
ion
On Specific
Times

x

x

Should be
about the
work not
the child

x

x
x

Some teachers, like Joyce, Abad, and Chui expressed that they think feedback can act as
a motivation but that it has to be used carefully. Joyce thinks that not every feedback has to be
given in public; Abad said that feedback is about the work, not the child; Brandie said that
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feedback should not create dependence; and Chui said that it should not interrupt learning neither
of the child receiving the feedback nor the audience’s learning.
In addition to the many engaging activities summarized in Table 5 and its associated
narrative, as I way to offer illustrative engaging activities from each teacher, Table 6 shows
different activities I observed in the science classes and that were mentioned by teachers as being
intended to engage students in the learning process. It shows only one action from each teacher,
the students’ response to that action, and a short note of the post-observation conference about
what the action was intended to do and how the teacher interpreted the students’ response.
Table 6
Engaging Activities Observed in Science Classes and Discussed in Post-Observation Conference
Observation Notes
Teacher

Teacher Action

Post-Observation Conference
Teacher’s idea for
Observed Teacher Action
Engagement During Instruction

Student Response

Teacher Interpretation of Student
Response

Sonad

Teacher asked oral
questions about
previous topic

Raised hand quietly to
answer

Assessing prior
knowledge

It is a class rule to be quiet to be
able to participate; also raising
hands is their way to express
readiness to participate.

Dorothy

Teacher posed
probing questions
using topic’s
vocabulary words

Eagerly asked to
participate

Expectation of use of
vocabulary words

They feel confident about the
topic.

Deirdre

Showed a printed
image on the board

Children observed
quietly and as they
noticed something,
they either raised their
hand or commented
with classmates.

Use of visuals attracts
their attention

They want to speak and share
their findings; they know we
share with classmates.

Adhira

As a student passes a
paper to each student,
the teacher posed an
oral question.

Students answered the
question (it required
only one word), no
name.

It is a closure activity for
assessment.

They feel comfortable not writing
their name because maybe they
are still not sure of how much
they know about the topic.
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Table 6 – Continued
Observation Notes
Teacher

Teacher Action

Chui

Teacher sings a song

Brandie

As the teacher sets up
the projector, she
sings a song

Post-Observation Conference

Teacher’s idea for
Observed Teacher Action
Engagement During Transition
Students sang along
It is a way to redirect the
and settled down
students’ actions
Student Response

Students sang along
while they were
getting ready to start
the class

Teacher has a repertoire of
songs for class transitions

Teacher Interpretation of Student
Response
Students get too excited during
recess, and many of them need
more time to settle than others.
The song was made by the class.
They know singing in the class
means “get ready we are about to
start” and teacher do not wait for
anyone after the song finishes.

Provided Feedback
Yara

After listening to an
answer, teacher asked
students to give him
one applause

Joyce

Teacher explained
topic in a very simple
way

Abad

When teacher asked:
“What do you
observed?”. Teacher
did not correct
answers.

A student said: ‘one,
two, three’ and
immediately they all
did one applause
looking at the
respondent student.
Some students were
looking forward,
others were copying in
their notebooks from
the board.
Children yelled out
their answers

It provides positive
feedback; they also learn
to value their classmates’
capacities.

They like to do it.

Teacher presents topic in a
simple way to provide
confidence; as they
manage it, she makes it
more complex.
Teacher’s desire was to
engage. She actively
listened to what they said
and clarifies if needed.

Students are too used to copy
from the board.

Students’ confidence and lack of
control of their emotions

Monitoring Students’ Learning Themes
In this section I describe the monitoring activities teachers in this study said they
incorporate in their science classes. Two themes and three sub-themes emerged from the
category of monitoring students learning to adjust instruction: (6) Participants voiced that
through monitoring students’ learning they can adjust instruction; (6.1) Participants monitor
students’ learning through various assessments; (6.2) Assessments are created collaboratively;
(6.3) Assessments are implemented at different moments during the learning process; and (7)
Participants voiced that monitoring students’ learning provides an opportunity to monitor the
instructional decisions they make.
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Theme 6: Participants Voiced that through Monitoring Students’ Learning They Can
Adjust Instruction
All 10 participants voiced that teachers need to monitor many different aspects during a
45-minute class period. Teachers mentioned it is mandatory to monitor attendance and planning.
The former is required in case someone is absent and the class has to be re-scheduled or rearranged with another teacher; the latter is monitored to record changes. Teachers also voiced
that students’ performance monitoring is also mandatory, but it takes different forms depending
on the teacher. For example, teachers in this study use portfolios, observation records, and
journals to monitor students’ participation on class discussion and discipline.
All participants also mentioned other aspects of teaching and learning monitored. This
includes factual information from parent-teacher conferences, a parent’s input regarding a
particular need, recommendations from counselor to better serve the student needs, students’
relationships with peers, and class content delivered and questions asked during instruction.
All teachers voiced they monitor unit and lessons through planning records to capture
information about the instructional strategies and activities done in the class. Nine teachers use a
notebook where they write a unit plan that establishes the fundamental competencies to target,
the subject competencies, the goals, the summative assessment(s), and the time frame; this is
followed by the lesson plan, which is a weekly plan that includes the goals to target, the
activities, the resources, and the formative assessments. For Joyce, planning records take place in
a planning book. Her unit plans are written on paper and stapled to the planning book; her lesson
plans are organized according to the three moments of a 45-minute class, describing what
teachers and students should do at each moment; and her resources are listed in a post-it note,
indicating the date when they are needed within the week. Yara, Brandie and Sonad also use post
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it notes within their notebooks to explain any changes, the effective date of change, and the
reason for the change.
All teachers voiced they monitor their planning and actions through teacher reflection,
which is conducted by seven teachers as a personal thinking process without keeping record,
while three teachers keep a written journal. Sonad and Yara keep journals about the instructional
decisions they make and the reason(s) for the change.
Monitoring what happens in the classroom also helps teachers to make decisions
regarding appropriate learning environments. Clear expectations and class rules also serve as a
monitoring tool as they inform teachers when an intervention is required. For example, Sonad
and Joyce voiced that students’ adherence to rules and expectations inform teachers about
students’ discipline. For Yara, the purpose of monitoring is to decide when an intervention is
required; for distracted children, she uses “a magic wand” and hats to redirect them to classwork.
Based on the different types of monitoring records participants voiced they use, I inferred
monitoring students’ learning is considered important for these teachers. About the importance
of monitoring, Brandie inquired:
Teachers must monitor discipline, concentration, assessment results, relationship among
children, strategies, everything! When you monitor, you know what is happening and most
likely, why is it happening, therefore you can intervene on time. The method of having a
monthly exam to find out that a child does not know the topic is incorrect, and I think that
teachers who falls into this habit must find another job.
Sub-theme 6.1: Participants monitor students’ learning through various
assessments. Through the EFCCE program teachers were taught to assess students’ learning
through various activities, to be conducted at the three moments during a 45-minute class:
beginning, development and closure. Throughout the marking period, all teachers are to formally
assess children during and after the presentation of a unit; assessments used during the unit are
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known as formative assessments, and those given at the end of the unit are known as summative
assessments. The general structure of these assessments depends on the subject, the category, and
the learning goal. The assessments are used to obtain information for parents and for decision
making, and based on results the students receive feedback in various ways.
Participants use a variety of strategies, techniques, and tools to assess students’ learning,
and they are basically grouped into observations of content memorization and social interaction
in the class, and children’s production. All teachers use the oral participation of children in class
discussion, recall information exercises, and creating or completing graphic organizers as the
main forms of assessing learning. Seven teachers voiced they like to implement collaborative
work, be it lab practices, making models or projects, as they allow for teachers to observe not
only content knowledge but behavior as well. For example, Joyce voiced that she observes
children’s interaction during laboratory activities and group dynamics organized in the
classroom. Another form of monitoring takes place when teachers supervise children’s notebook,
looking for completeness and organization of content. Joyce, Adhira, and Sonad follow up on the
notebook not only for accuracy of content, but as an evidence for timing and quality of work.
Only two teachers use self-assessments and problem solving as assessment tools.
Some teachers do not like to use worksheets at this level, but Adhira prepares her own
sheets to assess children on paper; to have written evidence of assessment Yara, Chui, and
Nirmala prefer to use questionnaires, which are also created by them. On a daily basis, as a
closure activity Deirdre likes to use a one question assessment; sometimes it is a multiple choice
question written on the easel for children to write the letter of the answer on a loose-leaf paper,
other times it is a one word answer question provided to children orally for them to write the
answer on the paper and to lift up when done. Sonad likes children to self-assess their learning
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using their fingers to show how strongly they feel about the new content. Other methods used
include drawings and solving a problem based on given content.
Teachers participating in this study voiced that they keep different types of records for
monitoring students’ performance and as evidence of teachers’ efforts. For example, the Ministry
has established the grade registry as a mandatory record. This record contains each child’s
general information such as name and last name the way it is in the birth certificate, age, name of
parents or guardians, contact number(s), and address; it also contains a section for attendance,
and a grade reporting, which is now done in a descriptive form.
During the interviews, teachers noted that they also record their observations on students’
attention, behavior, social relations among classmates and with adults, use of written and oral
language, length of concentration, among others, depending on what the teacher considers
important to monitor and to inform about the learning process. I inferred teachers make decisions
regarding discipline, relationships, and others based on their monitored observations; however, I
was only able to see notes about changes on planning, and due to time constraints, I could not see
any other evidence of adjustments made based on monitoring efforts.
All participants also said they use formative and summative assessments to identify
learning goals reached by the children. DR Order 2-2016 names three types of assessments for
elementary school: diagnostic, formative, and summative. None of the teachers mentioned if they
use or not the national diagnostic assessment, although they all said they assess children’s
knowledge when presenting a new content. Formative assessments are implemented daily by
seven teachers, while three teachers implement them on a weekly basis. Summative assessments
may be unit test, quarterly test or semester exam, and they are implemented monthly, at the end
of the unit, per quarter or per semester accordingly.
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As a summary table later in this section, Table 7 provides an overview on assessments
used to monitor the students’ learning process. It shows the different tools teachers use for
monitoring learning, and what are teachers using to monitor discipline. Four teachers, Sonad,
Yara, Joyce, and Abad, use tools for monitoring learning and discipline; however, six teachers
just use some tools to monitor learning. These teachers are Dorothy, Nirmala, Deirdre, Chui,
Brandie, and Adhira. All teachers use the Ministry record, eight teachers review students’
notebooks, and four teachers keep records of facts such as meeting minutes, communication with
parents or list of students leveling.
Sub-theme 6.2: Assessments are created collaboratively. Just as Sonad said, the design
of assessment for children in elementary school is a collaborative effort of grade level team, and
sometimes the coordinator. Yara makes her own assessment at the end of a lesson; at her school,
grade level teachers make a list of items and give it to the coordinator for her to prepare the midyear and end-year assessments.
During the interview, Yara explained to me the procedure established for creating the
different types of assessments. After finding out about Order 2-2016 on assessment and
confirming with the school coordinator or a teacher from each school, I put together the different
types of assessment implemented at the teachers’ schools and the person responsible for their
creation (See Table 7 later in this section). It is interesting to note that although the national
curriculum is based on competences, teachers still think about assessing per periods, be it
monthly or by semester.
Sub-theme 6.3: Assessments are implemented at different moments during the
learning process. DR Order 2-2016 establishes that assessments should be continuous, and this
message was clear for all participants. Adhira, Sonad, and Deirdre said they assess children
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daily, Brandie does it several times throughout the week, and Chui implements formative
assessments every week, and summative assessment every month. Dorothy was specific stating
that she assesses children’s learning during the initial stage and at the end of the lesson or unit
when they have to apply the new information to another area; Sonad, as well, stated that children
self-assess when they are ready to complete their diary. See Table 7 for a visual of these data.
Theme 7: Participants Voiced that Monitoring Children’s Learning Provides an
Opportunity to Monitor the Instructional Decisions They Make
All participants acknowledged that the purpose of assessing the children is to obtain and
value the information about the quality of their learning. However, some participants considered
the assessments serve other purposes too. Yara said that summative assessments help monitor
teacher’s performance based on the assessment’s result. Nirmala, Dorothy and Deirdre think the
assessment results help them validate and choose teaching strategies. Adhira focuses on the low
results to assess the assessment, and prepare alternative ways to assess learning in those children
who showed difficulties in their performance. Sonad added that in her school, summative
assessments are used to compare achievement within the same level, and make decisions to keep
them performing as a group at the same level.
When I asked about assessments, some teachers first thought about their teacher
evaluation system. This confusion comes from the translation, but interesting ideas were
mentioned. Abad and Adhira said that they file the students’ assessments for various purposes,
including that they use it as an evidence of objectivity and transparency. Adhira said that
teachers are assessed by coordinator through a national standardized evaluation system; and Chui
said that teachers are assessed by parents through the children’s monthly report. Deirdre also
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thought about teachers receiving feedback, and she thinks it allows teachers to see through the
process in a better way.
Overall Table 7 summarizes data for sub-themes 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and theme 7. It first lists
the typical exercises teachers said are included in the different types of assessments implemented
(sub-theme 6.1), it shows when each type of assessment is implemented and who is responsible
for creating such assessment, as voiced by teachers (sub-themes 6.2 and 6.3). Finally, it also
includes the various purposes teachers said assessments serve at their school (Theme 7).
Table 7
Summary Table for Assessments to Monitor
Assessments
Sonad

1
Dorothy Abad

2
Yara

Joyce

School
3
Nirmala Brandie

4
Deirdre

5
Chui

6
Adhira

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Typical Exercises used to Assess Learning (6.1)
Recall

x

x

x

x

x

Collaborative
projects (group
practice)

x

x

x

x

x

Children’s
Production
(models)

x

x

Oral Participation
in questioning

x

x

Lab activities/hands
on

x

x

Completion
Notebooks

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Written
questionnaires

x

x
x

x

Traditional exams

x

Self-Assessments

x

x

Drawings

x

x

x

x

x

x

Creating/
completing graphic
organizers

x

x

x

x

x

x

Problem Solving

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 7 – Continued
School
Assessment
Sonad

1
Dorothy

Abad

2
Yara Joyce

Nirmala

3
Brandie

4
Deirdre

5
Chui

6
Adhira

Daily Daily

Weekly

Daily

Daily

Weekly

Weekly

Monthly:
teacher
UT: GLT
QT, SE: coor

Monthly, UT:
teacher
QT: GLT
SE: coor

When are Students Assessed? Who creates them? (6.2, 6.3)
Formative

Daily

Summative:
person(s)
responsible to
create it

Daily

Daily

Monthly: teacher
UT: GLT
QT, SE: coor

UT:
teacher
SE:
coor

UT: GLT
QT: coor

Monthly,
UT:
teacher
SE: coor

Purposes of Assessments (7)
Get data about
learning for
reporting(parents)

x

Obtain data to
validate strategies
and make decisions

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Monitor teacher’s
performance based
on results

x

x

x

x

Prepare alternative
ways of assessment

x

Compare
achievement among
students within
same level

x

Provide feedback to
students

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Provide feedback to
teachers

x

x

x

UT: Unit test; QT: Quarterly test; SE: Semester exam; GLT: Grade Level team; coor: coordinator

Finally, Table 8 shows the various documents teachers chose to share with me as
examples of what they use to monitor instruction and students’ performance and discipline.

Table 8
Recording Documents Shared by Teachers as Monitoring Tools Used
Teacher
Sonad

x

Type of Document
Children’s portfolio

Observation
A colorfully decorated, dated and organized by subject folder where each child
saves work that has been chosen by him or by the teacher. Inside is the child’s
name, its content- drawings, paintings, cut and paste images, sentences or brief
paragraphs about a topic., which is different for each one; some feedback,
stickers, or nothing.
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x

Table 8 – Continued
Teacher
Dorothy

Type of Document
Daily participation
record

Observation
Class list in a loose-leaf paper on clipboard where teacher writes the number of
the question the child answers.

Nirmala

A student’s science
notebook

No track of goal or date. Feedback is mainly corrections. These are handwritten
in all colors but red. No numerical value is written. Some commendations are
written, such as “good work,” “neat” “organized.”

Deirdre

Teacher’s notebook

Teacher records factual information. Page shown has a dated call log, including
time, child’s name, reason for calling, and person contacted.

Chui

Teacher’s content
notes

This paper had a paragraph about the class topic. Orally teacher said each
sentence was linked to a goal, an objective, or a competence. Sentences were
written in a very simple language.

Brandie

Class notes

A notepad with dates and group on written pages with some children’s names.
The marks next to names indicated her observations regarding discipline. At the
bottom, a class seating chart with some circles around pairs of seats, referring to
need of re-arranging it.

Adhira

Discipline contract

A dated and signed loose-leaf paper with a child’s manuscript where he or she
abides to certain behavior in class.

Yara

List of questions

Paper stapled to daily plan with the list of questions posed orally in class.

Joyce

Daily plan

A very detailed daily lesson plan in a lesson book. It includes the three moments
of a class, and what the teacher and the students do during those moments. A
post-it indicated date to obtain resources.

Abad

Journal

A three subject notebook where teacher records children’s disciplinary or
academic difficulties. It is dated and it includes details on what happened, when
it happened, action taken, child’s response to the action, and further action done
or required.

Table 8 shows a document shared by each teacher and a brief description of what I
observed as I examined the document. Sonad shared a child’s portfolio. It includes a presentation
front page and content for every subject in the form of drawing, painting, cut and pasted images,
or brief writings. Dorothy showed me her clipboard paper and her binder, where she keeps the
clipboard paper with a dated class list and numbers next to the child’s name; the number
represents the number question the student answered during class participation. Nirmala shared a
student’s notebook, which shows big marks for teacher’s comments. Deirdre has a notebook
where she keeps a dated call log. Chui keeps a notebook where she copies the class topic copied
on the board. It includes the source of information. Brandie has a notepad to record discipline
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and sitting arrangement. Adhira shared her discipline contract, and Yara showed me a list of
questions made during the initial stage and the class discussion, with this list stapled to her
planning book. Yara also keeps record of communication with stakeholders- parents or guardians
contacted via phone or during parent teacher conference, coordinator, director, and district
supervisor’s comments. Joyce shared with me her lesson plan, while Abad shared her journal,
which is a three-subject notebook to record disciplinary issues.
Sharing With Peers Themes
All participants agreed that sharing with colleagues affords opportunities to grow
professionally. One theme and two subthemes emerged from the interviews and observations: (8)
All participants have some opportunities for sharing; (8.1) Sharing serves different purposes; and
(8.2) Sharing with colleagues has positive effects.
Theme 8: All Participants Have Some Opportunities for Sharing
All participants noted having some opportunities to share teaching experiences with
others in formal or informal sessions. These opportunities afford for sharing various topics,
depending on who else joins the meeting. All participants agree that these sharing with
colleagues results in good effects for them.
Table 9 shows the opportunities for sharing the teachers voiced they have at their schools.
They described formal within school opportunities as the times established in their weekly
schedule for completing managerial work such as planning, preparing resources, contacting
people, or getting ready to teach. They voiced informal within the school opportunities allow
sharing when teachers coincide at a given place and they take advantage of such opportunities to
talk about school-related matters. Formal within the district refers to the time established in the
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school calendar where all staff members meet with authorities from the district for training, to
present new information, or to follow up on specific matter.
Table 9
Opportunities for Sharing
Shared at

Sonad

Formal within
school
Informal
within school
Formal w/District

Dorothy

Nirmala

x
x
x

Deirdre

Brandi

x
x

x

Chui

x

x

x

x

x

x

Adhira

Yara

Joyce

Abad

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

The formal within school opportunity 45-minute period was referred to different names:
free period, planning period, and pedagogical hour by six teachers. Yara, Deirdre, Dorothy,
Adhira, Joyce and Abad noted they get a scheduled period every week for these formal meetings
within the school. Brandie mentioned that although she has no pedagogical hour in her schedule,
she does get scheduled in-service school dates, where some time is reserved for sharing. Other
formal within school, sessions for sharing are the monthly learning communities and in-service.
Informal within school sessions mainly occur during lunch time, recess, or room change
and five teachers noted this occur in their school. Some teachers include the clock out time at the
end of the day as an informal session. Among teachers who voiced they get only informal
opportunities are Sonad, Nirmala, Chui, Brandie, and Abad.
Sub-theme 8.1: Sharing serves different purposes. All teachers agree that formal and
informal opportunities for sharing is mainly used for planning, however, many teachers said that
the teaching job include other aspects besides what is done during delivery of instruction, such as
preparing resources and activities, searching or providing support, and building relationships.
Table 10 shows the variety of purposes sharing serves at these teachers’ schools.
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Table 10
Purposes for Sharing

Planning

Sonad

Dorothy

Nirmala

Deirdre

Chui

Brandie

Adhira

Yara

Joyce

Abad

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Socialization
and Affectivity
dynamics

x

Sharing
experiences
Support each
other

x
x

x

x

Build
relationships

x

Prepare
resources

x

Coordinating

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Call/meet
parents

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Work with
students

x

x

x

x

Nirmala, Brandie, Joyce, and Abad mentioned that during the time established in their
schedule for planning, grade level teachers share their teaching plan ideas or resources. Yara
added that this time is also for socialization and affectivity dynamics. Except for Sonad and
Dorothy, all teachers said they also use this time to prepare resources; seven teachers said they
coordinate activities, and call parents. Four teachers said they also use this time to support
children and two teachers said this is the time to collaborate with colleagues. Depending on the
need, Sonad uses the formal and informal sessions provided for teaching preparation work. Chui
thinks she does not get enough time to share with colleagues.
Sub-theme 8.2: Sharing with colleagues has positive effects. All participants said they
feel good sharing with others. Yara thinks that sharing with colleagues helps build positive and
effective relationship in the school environment; Brandie said that it “helps distribute work,
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release work tension, allow for professional growth, and develops friendship.” Specifically, she
referred to a previous work experience:
In my previous work I had to deal with customer service. My actions were not independent
from others, so I always had to refer to others to present a solution to the client. This
experience taught me how important is sharing with others in your work environment.
Adhira said that working with others is useful because it complements the weaknesses
each may have, which is supported by Nirmala and Deirdre. On this aspect, Adhira said:
I work with another colleague. I teach [one section and she teach another section within
the same grade level] and we help each other. For example, mathematics and science are
my strengths; social studies and language arts are better for her; so, we complement each
other work. If she has some difficulty in math, and I can help, I tell her ‘Look, you can do
it this way’ and we share the resource. She does the same for me in language arts.
Joyce and Abad said they agree with sharing with others but that they prefer to work
independently before sharing. Joyce shared this:
I first plan by my own. Using the curricular plan and the curricular design I know what is
the next topic and its competences, so I get all my resources and spread them all on the
table. I make a mess. Then I make a sketch of ideas, which I share. After hearing the
teachers’ input, guided by my knowledge and preference, I make a very detailed plan. I
am a maniac writer, and I write everything.
Dorothy said she experienced co-teaching, and she labeled the experience as “fascinating.”
Teachers’ Self-Perception of Being a Leader Themes
Participants answered questions regarding their concept of what a leader is, the
perception others have of them, and their self-perception of being a leader. Their answers
revealed one theme and three sub-themes: (9) Participants feel they are leaders in their
classroom, but not all perceived themselves as leaders in their schools; (9.1) Teachers shared
their perception of themselves using a variety of adjectives; (9.2) Participants named some of
their actions that can be interpreted as leadership; and (9.3) Participants have their own
definitions of leadership.
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Theme 9: Participants Feel They Are Leaders in their Classroom, but Not All Perceived
Themselves as Leaders in their Schools
To the question of being a leader, all teachers said they are leaders for their students, six
teachers voiced they were leaders without specifying any context, one said that we all have
leader’s traits, two teachers explained why they are leaders without saying “yes” or “no,” and
one teacher said “no, I do not think I am a leader.” For example, Chui said that “every teacher is
a leader in the classroom,” while Brandie said that “everyone has leadership traits.” Joyce
strongly said that “teaching is my way of contributing to a better world.” However, not all
participants wanted to directly express they are leaders. Sonad, for example said she feels as a
leader but that sometimes she dislikes when she is taken as a model for others to follow because
she does not want to impose her style on anyone. Yara and Deirdre talked about leadership from
their religious belief perspective.
The idea of authority and extroversion is directly expressed by participants when defining
leadership. For some teachers being a leader refers to being a positional leader although it is not
disconnected from personal leadership. While Adhira voiced that an important leadership
characteristic is being knowledgeable, for Deirdre and Yara is about having a positive attitude.
For Brandie and Sonad a leader has good organizational skills and for Nirmala a leader has the
ability to influence others. These teachers are all able to state why others may see them as
leaders, and they will use descriptors that are often linked to leaders; however, their selfperception is different.
Sub-theme 9.1: All teachers shared their self-perceptions of themselves using a
variety of adjectives. Teachers used many different descriptors to talk about themselves as
professionals or as human beings. Sonad said as a human being she is passionate, extrovert,
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confident, and a hard worker. Joyce said her strength resides in being resourceful, and her
proudness comes from former students’ affection. Yara said she is happy, energetic, funny,
positive, confident, highly motivated, and effective. Deirdre defined herself as a happy and
dedicated person, and emphasized that her happiness comes from her beliefs.
Abad and Dorothy talked about some traits they show in the professional field. Abad said
she is demanding, strict, responsible, and cooperative; Dorothy said she is responsible,
hardworking, and dedicated. Brandie thinks her outstanding quality is her organization. Adhira
said she is trustworthy, intelligent, and always open to learn. Nirmala described herself as
dedicated and hardworking. Chui described herself as not being a leader because she does “not
have that character.”
Sub-theme 9.2: Participants named some of their actions that can be interpreted as
leadership. Participants said that they do many things that are not necessarily part of their duty
that can be seen as leadership qualities. Joyce said that others in school look for her guidance and
support. This is similar to Deirdre’s input; she thinks others see her leadership because she likes
to help others, and she looks for alternative ways to face and solve situations, she thinks people
deserve second chances, and she listens to what they have to say. Nirmala said that teachers look
up at her for being responsible and focused, and she considered that her ability to influence
others also helps for others to see her as a leader. Sonad said she is frequently presented to the
community as a model and Dorothy said she portraits a good balance between love and authority.
Chui said that maybe they see her as a leader because she is dedicated, while Yara knows she is
seen as a leader due to her knowledge. As a visual summary of theme 9 and its subthemes 9.1
and 9.2, Table 11 shows teachers’ ideas about themselves and from others.
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Responsible,
focused,
inspiring,
Hard
Working
influencing

Am I a Leader? (9.2)

Helpful
Resourceful
Hard
Working
Selfconfident

Organized
self-aware,
Self
Confident
hardworking

Brandie

Due to my
knowledge

Others look I influence
for my
others
guidance and
support

Because
leaders guide
by the
example

I make a good
balance
between love
and authority

Hard
Working,
energetic
positive,
selfconfident,
motivated,
effective

Nirmala

Teachers’ Perception of Self (9.1

Joyce

For my
behavior
I am
presented
as a model

Hard
Working
Demanding
strict,
responsible,
cooperative

Yara

Yes, because Yes, because Yes, I am
I contribute to To my
We all are
I support and I convince
effective
the world by students
leaders
help people others
teaching
bring the best
by being strict
Why Others Say You Are a Leader? (9.2)

Responsible
hardworking,
dedicated
Selfconfident

Confident,
hardworking,
organized,
extrovert,
passionate,
energetic

Abad

Yes, but
dislikes to
impose on
others

Dorothy

Sonad

Summary Table for Teachers Self-Perception as Leaders

Table 11

Chui

Trust
worthy,
Intelligent,
Self
confident
Hard
working
ever-learner

Adhira

Looks for
alternative
ways to solve
problems

Teacher is a
leader in the
class
room

Yes, because No, I do not Yes
motivates,
have the
I am
guides,
character
intelligent
supports, and
solves

Cooperative Believes in
Good listener, diversity,
Trustworthy, calm,
Hard
introvert
working
Hard
Self
working
confident
Good listener
Purposeful

Deirdre

Sub-theme 9.3: Participants have their own definitions of leadership. During the
interview I asked teachers what characteristics they thought defined a leader and what
characteristics they thought others could see on them. All teachers mentioned responsible,
hardworking, self- confident, and helpful as a leader characteristic. All 10 teachers considered
they are hardworking teachers, and seven mentioned being self-confident.
Table 12
Participants Description of Leaders Characteristics

Responsible

Sonad
x

Dorothy
x

Abad
x

Yara
x

Joyce
x

Nirmala
x

Brandie
x

Deirdre
x

Chui
x

Adhira
x

Hardworking

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Self-confident

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Helpful

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Visionary

x

Good planner

x

Good personal
relationships

x

Focused

x

Knowledgeable

x

x

x

Help people
develop their
competences

x

Authentic

x

Shows good
manners

x

Authoritarian

x

x

Demanding

x

Motivating

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

Joyce said that a leader shows good manners, helps people develop their competences,
and is authentic. Brandie said that a leader guides by the example. Adhira said that a leader is
someone who is a good planner, is visionary, focused, demonstrate good human relationship, and
knows himself and people he or she works with. Nirmala said that a leader inspires others for
goal setting and motivation. Table 12 summarizes their descriptions.
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Chapter 5 Summary
Chapter 5 has presented the emerging themes found in the analysis of data collected for
my study. Chapter 6 now moves to a discussion of such themes, connecting to previous research
and recommendation.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This final chapter addresses the research questions of this study by using the themes and
subthemes constructed from the data collected, and by also connecting them to the literature
outlined in Chapter 2. My analysis suggests that these teachers feel better prepared and
knowledgeable to apply new pedagogical knowledge in their science classes, as acquired through
a long-term professional development program. I also provide some recommendations for
leaders and for future research on Dominican teachers’ leadership and science teaching.
Two theories provided the supporting theoretical framework for this study: Theory of
Teacher Change (Ross & Bruce, 2007) and the Social Cognition Theory (Bandura, 1997). The
former states that PD affects content knowledge and self-perception. The latter states that
teachers’ self-perception affects students’ performance. The chances are that if teachers perceive
they learn through PD, they will become more comfortable implementing what they learn, thus
they will change their practice (McGee et al., 2013).
In this study, the word leader was used under the premise of those that “lead within and
beyond the classroom; identify with and contribute to a community of teacher learners and
leaders; influence others toward improved educational practice; and accept responsibility for
achieving the outcomes of their leadership” (Katzenmeyer & Moller, 2011, p. 6). In other words,
teacher leaders not only engage students in learning, monitor the students’ learning, and adjust
instruction as needed, based on monitoring data, but also share what they learn as they
experiment with new science teaching strategies.
The study sought to answer how a sample of fifth through eighth grade science teachers
take leadership initiatives in applying pedagogical knowledge for science teaching including
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engaging strategies, monitoring student science learning, adjusting instruction when needed, and
collaborating with peers after participating in PD training on effective instruction. My study
captured teachers’ experiences on a common long-term PD program they have participated in,
and the new teaching practices they implement when teaching science in their elementary
schools. The diversity of resources chosen, the engaging strategies, the monitoring records, and
the opportunities for sharing with colleagues, affords for effective initiatives as leaders in their
classrooms.
The study involved 10 Dominican elementary science teachers who attended a long-term
professional development program, and who had self-identified as leaders in their classroom. To
collect data for this qualitative study, I conducted a semi-structured open-ended interview,
followed by a 20-minute science class observation, and a post-observation conference with each
teacher. Participants also shared a document they chose as an example of how they monitor
students’ learning. The interviews provided a rich description of the participants’ experiences
within the PD program, and the implementation of their acquired knowledge. Interviews also
yielded interesting information on their understanding of the program’s impact on their actions
as teachers and their professional self-perception.
Data collected through these interviews, observations, post-observation conferences, and
documents identified six categories of themes: (a) the EFCCE program experience, (b) new
science teaching strategies, (c) engaging students in the learning process, (d) monitoring
students’ learning to adjust instruction, (e ) sharing with peers, and (f) teachers’ self-perception
of being a leader. Table 13 offers a summary listing of such themes as a visual before I use such
themes to answer my research questions in the sections that follow this table.
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Table 13
Themes and Sub-themes Summary Listing
Category

Theme

Sub-theme

The EFCCE Program

1. Participants positively described their
experiences in the EFCCE program.

1.1 Participants identified different
professional learning of value from the
program.
1.2 Three participants expressed some
concerns about the program.

New Science Teaching Strategies

2. All participants acquired new
knowledge to teach science.

2.1 To teach science, participants rely
on various activities learned from the
program.
2.2 Science planning is a daily activity
that requires more work and more time
than other subjects.

3. Teachers chose similar resources and
instructional strategies.
4. Most viewed strategies and resources
chosen as having a positive effect.
Engaging Students in the Learning
Process

5. All 10 teachers use various strategies
to increase students’ level of interest.

5.1 Some participants believe feedback
can also foster engagement.

Monitoring Students Learning to Adjust
Instruction

6. Participants voiced that through
monitoring students’ learning they can
adjust instruction.

6.1 Participants monitor students’
learning through assessments
6.2 Assessments are created
collaboratively.
6.3 Assessments are implemented at
different moments during the learning
process.

7. Participants voiced that monitoring
students’ learning provides an
opportunity to monitor the instructional
decision they make.
Sharing with Peers

8. All participants have some
opportunities for sharing.

8.1 Sharing serves different purposes.
8.2 Sharing with colleagues has positive
effects.

Teachers’ Self-Perception of Being a
Leader

9. Participants feel they are leaders in
the classroom, but not all perceived
themselves as leaders in their schools.

9.1 All teachers shared their selfperception using a variety of adjectives.
9.2 Participants named some of the
actions that can be interpreted as
leadership.
9.3 Some participants have their own
definition of leadership.
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Analysis of Results and Discussion
Research Question 1
My first research question focused on how teachers translated their new pedagogical
knowledge provided into instructional strategies as they teach science. To answer this question, I
looked at teachers’ responses regarding the impact the EFCCE program had on their teaching,
the instructional strategies they now implement when teaching science, and teachers selfperception of being a leader in their science classes.
The EFCCE is a flexible program that has been implemented in countries such as Chile,
Nicaragua, Mozambique, Portugal and the Dominican Republic. Vezub (2010) in her study of
the implementation of the program in some of these countries, revealed that changes in teachers’
practice is directly linked to teachers’ professional development. In examining what my
participants shared about the program, as well as documents on the program itself, I find that
although it is flexible and it adapts to the school’s and teachers’ needs, the EFCCE is similar to
what is now required to be taught by Dominican universities to those preparing to be teachers,
including modeling, mentoring, and journaling for reflection. However, many teachers in the DR
did not receive such preparation in their teacher training programs because they had graduated
many years ago, or had started teaching without a formal university bachelor’s degree.
Therefore, the origin for the implementation of this type of PD program in countries like the DR
is to help practicing teachers face difficulties found in the teaching process, to empower them
during the process of implementing a new curriculum, and to strengthen science teaching
methods (Vezub, 2010).
The “strategy” used in this program was described by participants as including weekly
classes where content was delivered as teaching strategies to be used while modeling various
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resources, followed by the visit of mentors to observe and guide teachers in their schools, and the
practice of reflecting exercises. Each teacher referred to a particular occasion when they tried to
implement a new teaching strategy for delivering instruction in the presence of the mentor, and
how useful it became to have someone that shared the observations and delved deeper into the
cons and pros of the notes taken by them.
The program accounted for teachers becoming familiarized with a new curriculum, but
further, for teachers using this curriculum intentionally by planning classes that were truly
deliverable, and for continuously assessing students’ learning (sub-theme 1.1). This meant a
change for teachers, as expressed by Sonad: “At the beginning it was difficult because (it meant)
changes, you know, unlearn to learn….” This new format of planning and delivering instruction
implies more work for teachers as now teachers need to choose and find appropriate and
available resources and strategies (sub-theme 2.2), based on content and even based on their
content knowledge to improve students’ learning. The program also worked on supporting
teachers in their planning efforts. About planning, Abad understood its importance and the need
for an organized daily plan. Dorothy and Deirdre added that this plan had to consider timing to
be able to pace students through the learning process.
In reference to knowledge, the EFCCE program provided science content knowledge for
24 hours for lower elementary and 40 hours for upper elementary through its implementation;
language arts received 56 hours of training in lower and upper elementary levels. Some
participants in this study expressed their concern about their more limited exposure to science
content and strategies as compared to Mathematics and Language Arts (sub-theme 1.2); Joyce
was particularly annoyed by not receiving the same type of support material and she expressed
this concerned her about the program.
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The fact that all participants are able to identify their learning through the program may
indicate how these teachers were more intentional on the instructional choices they make to teach
science. Yara, for example, noted she learned how to articulate science content within other
subjects, and I observed how Sonad used a type of text in science to continue working on a
reading goal. Dorothy, Nirmala, and Abad said they feel more confident planning their classes
because they are now capable of doing in class what they planned to do, including things like
group dynamics, use of resources, differentiated instruction, and oral participation.
Teachers said the learning impacted them personally. For example, Dorothy said she is
more tolerant, and Nirmala feels empowered and capable to support others. Although all
participants named something they learned from the program, during the interviews only two
participants elaborated on the depth and connection of PD content to instructional practices. A
possible reason may be because these teachers started the EFCCE program motivated by
organizers through extrinsic motivators; however, some participants described the program with
words that could represent intrinsic motivators (Knowles, 1984), such as building social
relationship, feeling renewed, escaping from routine, or learning for the fun of it.
Another finding that helps answer my first research question is that new strategies and
resources are indeed now being used to teach science (Theme 2), and although they require more
planning time than other subjects (sub-theme 2.2), they are viewed as having a positive effect
(Theme 4). Within the strategies and resources taught through the program that teachers are
using to teach science, an outstanding tool is the use of resources from the environment (subtheme 2.1). Most teachers feel their students are learning more, and some teachers even
mentioned not having disciplinary issues due to the interest level of their students. These
teachers are choosing similar resources and instructional strategies (Theme 3).
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In addressing my research question 1, I also examined the data collected related to these
participants’ formal teacher training preparation. Teachers’ experiences, academic preparation,
individuality, and self-perceptions have an impact on how they learn and how they translate the
learning into teaching practices. Examining teachers’ background information (Table 1 in
Chapter 4), I learned that most teachers participating in this study have more than a decade since
they graduated from their bachelor’s degree, and they all studied general education with no
minors or concentrations on subjects or grade levels. Because most current best practices were
not taught in all DR teacher degree programs until recently, these experienced teachers clearly
learned new pedagogical content knowledge through the long-term PD program. However,
although these teachers considered the program provided professional learning of value, some
voiced they had to overcome the threat of doing things differently, and not all strategies and
resources taught in the PD program are actually being implemented by all 10 participants.
Fuller (2011) stated that to be effective teachers need knowledge, but they also need
skills to use the knowledge effectively and a positive disposition to guide their behaviors.
Teachers’ developmental tasks, which are the competences teachers develop as they gain
experience (Darling-Hammond et al., 2017), are directly linked to teachers’ knowledge. When
teachers feel challenged because they experience changes in skills, behaviors, attitudes or beliefs,
overcoming the threat will allow to move on to the next step. This overcoming requires teachers
to learn by doing, to connect previous knowledge to new knowledge, to reflect, and to feel
supported (Franey, 2016); these are all actions participants expressed they were done in the
program (theme 1).
Developmental tasks are influenced by individuality and context, among others (Fullan &
Hargreaves, 1991). Individuality refers to the social and professional identity, which, according
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to Oruc (2012) builds through beliefs, interest, motivation, interactions, perspectives on teaching,
and career plans. Bal Utsav (2016) said that these are all affected by different factors including
gender, experiences, and stage of career. When looking at the participants’ background, most of
them are experienced teachers with more than a decade of completion of a bachelor’s degree, but
little to no further academic preparation (Table 1). Through the interviews, some teachers
expressed that the new planning structure represented a challenge, such as for Nirmala, Joyce,
and Adhira. Teaching the same way for so many years may have created habits and thoughts
about education. Parmigiani (2012) concluded in his study that teachers “tend to create
instructional stereotypes, which becomes teaching methods used daily without reflection” (p.
182).
As previously noted, the participants’ background information (Table 1) show that all
participants studied education, but none of them have a minor or concentration on science or in
age groups. It is in high school where one can find teachers with a career in physics, chemistry or
biology. This coincides with Heywood (2007) who said that elementary teachers rarely studied
science, and this contributes to their lack of confidence when teaching science. Something that I
understand may affect their motivation to implement more innovative strategies is the fact that
half of the participants are teaching science, a subject they noted they do not like. Background
information from participants also revealed that only one of them completed a master’s degree
(Table 1), and it is in an area different than science. Fortunately, effective math teachers can
benefit science students through a spillover effect (Yuan, 2015). However, this effect does not
excuse science teachers from having deep content knowledge.
Pasley (2011) said that science teachers need deep content knowledge to help students
become high performers in the classroom. JeanPierre, Oberbauser and Freeman (2005) added
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that teachers need a working model to follow to be able to translate professional learning into
actual change in practice. These changes will occur if somehow, they are adapted to teachers’
context, if there are opportunities to try, discuss, and report successes and failure (Stalling,
1989), and if there is collaboration among participants, support received during the program, and
value given to it (Wongwanich et al., 2014). Participants in my study voiced that they value the
long-term PD program they had completed, which they overall described positively (Theme 1).
They said it provided a working model during the face-to-face classes and it provided
opportunities to try the new strategies in the classes as they were guided by the mentors.
Collaboration and support were part of the program’s dynamic.
Guskey (2002) added that the process to translate learning from one context to the other
is linear: teachers attend PD and they practice new knowledge until they own it. If it brings
changes in students’ achievement, then it affects teachers’ beliefs and values. To this aspect, if
teachers acknowledged students’ improvement and they felt they owned the new knowledge,
then it can be inferred that teachers’ beliefs and values were affected.
When planning a learning task, individuals activate their beliefs about relevance, interest,
and judgement of self-efficacy (Pintrich, 2000). Relevance refers to value; interest depends on
context, task, and the possibility of satisfying a need; the judgement of self-efficacy refers to
behaviors that comes from cognition-learning, performance, motivation- persistence, effort, and
affection (Bandura, 1997; Fiske & Taylor, 2008). Teachers’ judgement of self-efficacy impacts
students’ achievement, classroom management, effort, resilience, collaboration, and tolerance
(Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990). Participants in my study said the learning acquired from the program
impacted them personally; some of them named changes in effort, collaboration belief, and
tolerance (Theme 1).
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Teachers’ self-efficacy effect on student achievement refers to teachers who keep their
students on task, teachers that can identify the less proficient students’ needs, and teachers who
try new approaches if these enhance achievement. In this study, for example, Sonad, Abad,
Joyce, Yara, Brandie, and Chui reported monitoring students learning through various
assessments and keeping records for performance (sub-theme 6.1); therefore, it is inferred they
can identify less proficient students’ needs; they all tried a new strategy and they had already
chosen one that works well in their group. The examples of the magic wand, the hats, and the
songs are ways of keeping children engaged in their task. Also, these participants, although not
all described themselves as leaders beyond the classroom, used descriptors that are usually
associated with positiveness when describing themselves (sub-theme 9.1). I found an analogy
between their definition of leaders (sub-theme 9.3) and the actions they think others would see in
them (sub-theme 9.2): help others, guide, inspire others, motivate, and someone with good and
respectful interactions with others.
Overall, for research question 1, my participants shared that they had opportunities to
implement the new strategies taught through the long-term PD program (Theme 1), and that they
feel the instructional strategies they are choosing have a positive effect (Theme 4), including
better discipline and more engagement. They have translated some of the new pedagogical
knowledge into instructional practice as they teach science because they learned about effective
pedagogy in the long-term PD program, and they do it by making adaptations based on the
content and resources available. They plan their science lessons considering the three stages of a
given class: the initial stage, the development, and the closure. They include various resources
and implement different strategies to engage students and to monitor their learning. Changes and
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adaptations are recorded in the plan book and class closure often includes a formative assessment
that informs the teacher of the next steps.
Based on data collected, it can be inferred that as teachers observed these changes in
students, they owned their new practices. Some teachers also shared that the learning from the
program changed the idea of their role as teachers (sub-theme 1.1); thus, their beliefs and values
were affected. Finally, because of their self-efficacy perception (sub-theme 9.1), these teachers
feel like leaders in their classroom for their students (Theme 9), and engage in actions that others
can interpret as leadership initiatives (sub-theme 9.2).
Research Question 2
My second research question focused on how teachers monitored students’ learning. I
found that all participants monitor student’s learning (Theme 6) and many of them also monitor
their teaching practice (Theme 7) for decision-making purposes. The participants most widely
used strategy to monitor learning in class is questioning, be it oral or written, but always to
identify how much a student understands a concept.
Esbach (2010) said that questioning in class requires that the teachers pose questions that
allow for cognitive improvement and constructive feedback. As observed, for example, Deirdre
and Yara presented many oral questions all throughout their science class, and their questions
differed in depth of knowledge and skill. Esbach also said that questioning requires
knowledgeable teachers to be able to present appropriate questions and fair teachers that provide
all students equal opportunity to answer. Through the different interviews, I understood that
teachers like Yara, Joyce, and Dorothy believe that all students need to participate in class
discussions, and they persuade students in different ways. I also inferred that these teachers did
some forms of inquiry questioning because the majority noted they started the class participation
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with the purpose of assessing prior knowledge. About it, Short (2009) said that inquiry always
begins by making connections to previous knowledge.
Another form of monitoring students’ learning implemented by these teachers includes
observations. Teachers monitor students’ behavior during class time, social interaction with
peers, attendance and absences, and their participation in class discussion. These observations
are then recorded in different types of documents (sub-theme 6.1), most of them created by the
teachers. These records include observations of students’ behavior during class time, their social
interaction with peers, and their contribution to the class. All participants said that such
monitoring allows for them to make instructional decisions. These decisions, sometimes, come
after reflecting on their notes, as explained by Chui, Abad, and Brandie.
Instructional decision-making is a sensitive issue because it is not only affected by
knowledge of subject specific strategies and knowledge of topic specific strategies (Sen, 2014),
but it is also affected by teacher’s capacity, classroom context, teachers’ experience, beliefs, and
values (Kohler et al., 2008). Such decision making may affect the quality of teaching and
learning, including planning a class, delivering instruction, assessing resources (Marzano, 2007;
Marzano et al., 2011), and providing feedback.
Reflection is also a form of monitoring for my participants (theme 1). For example, while
Nirmala and Chui reflect upon their actions in class to monitor their performance, Adhira is
experimenting with children keeping track of their own learning by completing K-W-L charts.
Sen (2014) said that teachers need to provide students with good orientation and activities that
facilitate their learning. If instruction is not of high quality, monitoring will not bring
improvement in achievement.
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Overall, my participants monitor students’ learning through formative and summative
assessments. These include exercises that rely on memorization, such as oral or written
questions, and making or completing graphic organizers; and students’ production such as using
or making models, laboratory practices or hands on activities, drawings, collaborative projects,
problem solving and self-assessments. Formative assessments are created by the teacher, while
summative assessments are created by the grade level team and/or the coordinator. These
assessments are implemented at different moment during the learning process. Teachers also
monitor other aspects of teaching such as discipline, planning, and students’ performance; these
are all recorded for evidence purposes.
Research Question 3
My third research question explored adjustments to instruction based on monitoring data.
I found my participants adjust their instruction using a variety of means, not always considered
“assessment.” They make adjustments to maintain an appropriate learning environment (Theme
5), including tone of voice, the use of attractive resources, and the seating arrangement. Initially,
teachers named these factors as important for engagement; however, they noted they keep record
of them in order to make decisions later, such as changing the seating arrangement, or at the
moment, such as fluctuating the tone of voice to transmit an intended idea.
All participants talked about planning, teaching, assessing, grading and reporting results
in the process of teaching; however, Sonad was very specific to say that she does all those steps
within the range of exploring, conceptualizing, and applying knowledge to new circumstances.
This difference affords for different thinking in terms of purpose, which entails a more
intentional choice of resources and strategies. Both mindsets require time and effort (sub-theme
2.2), but the latter most likely would guide teacher to choose more appropriate pedagogical
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strategies, like interactive teaching style, student challenge, and encouragement of independent
work. These strategies, when implemented in the classroom, tend to promote cognitive and
affective learning of students (Bolkan & Goodboy, 2009).
Among the activities and strategies chosen by participants to teach science, based on the
needs of their students, they named hands-on activities, experiments, and teaching by doing (subtheme 2.1). All of these may be included within what the Center for Math and Science Education
(Texas A&M university, n.d.) calls enhanced context strategies. They define these strategies as
those that relate students’ previous knowledge and experiences to the environment, to facilitate
connecting ideas. The more connections, the more achievement for the student.
Another strategy used by participants in this study to best support their students consists
of having dynamic classes where collaboration is highly present. Texas University also names
collaborative grouping strategies as an effective choice for science teaching. The collaborative
grouping strategy refers to those that provide opportunities for work with one another, not to
compete against each other. This is an interesting perspective for Dominican teachers, who have
seen how competition is fostered mainly through science fairs.
Within the different strategies these teachers used for instruction, and for making
adjustments as needed based on students’ work, they widely used graphic organizers, specifically
concept maps and two- sided note taking (sub-theme 6.1). Tsai and Huang (2002) conducted a
study to compared different types of graphic organizers; they concluded that concept map and
flow map showed to be more effective for all the variables measured in their study.
Participants said that the number one reason for choosing a strategy or a resource was the
content that they needed to cover (Theme 3). Only one teacher named other factors such as
knowledge of subject specific strategies, depth of subject or topic knowledge, and learning
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opportunities for everyone. However, teachers clearly stated that students’ engagement allows
for monitoring the learning environment in the classroom, and adjusting as needed. Joyce, for
example, said that she uses humor, Yara said she builds positive teacher-student relationship, and
Deirdre and Sonad named their enthusiasm as key elements for engaging students. These are all
actions Marzano and his colleagues name as effective tools to foster students’ engagement, and
my participants voiced they use some of these based on data they have obtained on their
students’ needs.
In reference to more “formal” assessments, all participants said they implement formative
and summative assessments in science class (sub-theme 6.2). Formative assessments are
implemented daily and weekly; summative assessments are given monthly, at the end of a unit,
and when students demonstrate they are ready (sub-theme 6.3). These teachers assess their
students to record and report students’ learning, to provide feedback to students, to validate
teaching strategies chosen to deliver instruction, and for self-assessment (Theme 7). Depending
on results, teachers make changes in instruction. This entails that teachers have the ability and
the pedagogical, content, and pedagogical content knowledge to make decisions for their class,
and these decisions may affect the quality of teaching and learning (Marzano et al., 2011).
Teachers, as leaders in their classroom, must be responsible for their own learning, for students’
learning, and for the quality of their teaching (Olujuwon & Perumal, 2015).
Regarding records of adjustments teachers make, most teachers said they reflect the
changes made to instructional planning in their lesson plans, including their justification. Some
typical adjustments include re-explaining a lesson using a different teaching resource, forming
small learning groups after obtaining data on students’ needs, or working with students in need in
another time and place. Adjustment is decided basically at the moment, with the exception of
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some teachers who do include in their lesson plans strategies to differentiate instruction.
However, these are planned thinking on already identified low performing students.
Participants seemed aware of their possible impact on students. They shared the
importance of being careful when delivering feedback to a group or an individual to avoid
creating competence, not to interrupt learning, and not to provide feedback toward the person,
but his or her work (sub-theme 5.1).
In conclusion, my participants adjust instruction based on information obtained from
many informal processes (e.g., recall activities, collaborative projects, oral participation in
questioning), and formal processes (e.g., formative and summative assessments). Indeed, Table 7
in Chapter 5 lists 12 different exercises these participants used to assess learning and adjust
instruction as needed.
Research Question 4
My fourth research question explored aspects of sharing experiences, knowledge, and
beliefs around experimenting with new strategies. Findings suggest that my participants describe
the experience of sharing with other teachers as positive (sub-theme 8.2), both because it
supports each other, but because it also accounts for professional growth and development of
networks (sub-theme 8.1). Some teachers have time to share with other teachers in school within
the weekly schedule, while others have to take advantage of any time they coincide in the same
place (Theme 8). Most of the time sharing takes place among grade level teachers, but there are
occasions in which the district’s technician, the district’s supervisor, the school director, the
coordinator or the psychologist join in the meeting, depending on its purpose. Grade level
teachers’ meetings are intended to work on planning and assessment. Visitors come usually for
in-service days or informational meetings, while formal within school opportunities for sharing
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are used for completing managerial work such as planning, preparing resources, contacting
people, or getting ready to teach; informal within school opportunities only allow for
conversations about school-related matters.
Teachers refer to the formal within school opportunities to share as free period, planning
period or pedagogical hour. Although not expressed in any interview, it is well known in the DR
that during President Trujillo’s time, elementary teachers taught all subjects so they had to plan
and prepare classes after school; however, high school science teachers had some time with no
duty during the schedule. This accounted for a “free period” because these teachers were free to
choose what to do during that time. As the education system changed, the so-called free period
started being called planning period, a time in teachers’ schedule for teachers to plan the classes
for a week in advance. The last modification to the system brought the concept of pedagogical
hour, acknowledging that during this time teachers not only plan, but they do many things that
are school-related.
Another finding is that although all participants valued collaboration as effective (subtheme 8.2), some teachers prefer working independently before sharing with others. These
teachers expressed that at the beginning of a task or project, they need a lot of information and
they feel that may take time from others, so they prefer to first work independently and then
contribute to the team.
Overall, professional sharing can be described as a way of being a leader of others. When
loose groups organize around a need, they form a network (Trust, 2013). It affords for an
opportunity for collaborative learning among teachers. This was outlined by Deirdre, Nirmala,
Adhira, and Brandie (sub-theme 8.2), and half of the participants said they meet to plan their
classes (sub-theme 8.1). This is in line with Davis (2018), who said that lesson plans elaborated
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in collaborative groups are more creative. Another effect of networking is that it helps satisfy
teacher’s needs for content and self-reflection (Hofman & Dijkstra, 2010), and many participants
of my study revealed that mentors provided opportunities for discussion while they valued
teachers’ strengths (sub-theme 1.1).
However, networking also presents some challenges. These include finding the time for
meeting, and the time to create respect, trust, and tolerance among members (Little & Horn,
2007). My findings did not show any data about teachers’ discomfort in sharing with other
teachers, but these participants have been staff members at their school for at least four years, so
their comfort might come from the time they have been together.
Overall Findings Summary
Findings from my study suggest that this sample of fifth through eighth grade science
teachers do indeed take some leadership initiatives to effectively apply the newly acquired
pedagogical knowledge in science teaching. The participants feel they possess certain leadership
traits, such as ability to motivate others (Carrier, 2011), intelligence, self-confidence (Northouse,
2013), and discipline (Winston & Patterson, 2006), and they have introduced changes in their
teaching practice to become more effective teachers. This fits with Collay’s (2013) idea about
teacher leadership, whereby “effective teaching is leadership” (p. 72). These participants do not
relate effective teaching practice to traditional leadership; it is instead linked to collaboration,
support, advice, guide, influence, and responsibility. Formal leadership is feared or at least
looked at with some apprehension.
All participants positively described the long-term PD program that they all participated
in utilizing words such as effective, positive, comprehensive, and transformational. They all
expressed that the program’s structure, which involved face-to-face classes, mentoring, and
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journaling, provided them with different knowledge and skills, and it had even impacted them as
individuals. To teach science, participants now use learned strategies and resources from the
environment to keep children more engaged; this requires a more detailed and carefully crafted
daily plan.
The changes in teaching practice clearly involved changes in pedagogical knowledge. It
means these teachers are now utilizing some strategies to engage, monitor, and adjust their
instruction. Their preferred method to engage is the use of visuals; to monitor students’ learning
these teachers prefer oral questioning, and to adjust instruction they rely on recording the
changes and their reasons in the plan book.
Monitoring students’ learning is also done through self-reflection and observations. Most
of the time monitoring is recorded for decision-making and reporting purposes. The formal
process of monitoring are the formative and summative assessments. These are used to validate
learning, to evaluate teachers, and to compare group results. In the lower elementary grade levels
where formal, traditional assessments are not used, teachers use formative assessments as their
main form of evaluation. Upper elementary levels use the summative assessment to confirm what
the formative assessment should have revealed previously. The assessments can take place daily,
weekly, monthly or per semester. Very often, results of assessment are used to provide feedback.
Teachers feel they need to use feedback carefully to avoid undesired effects.
Adjustments included re-explaining a lesson using a different teaching resource, forming
small learning groups after completing a lesson, or working with students as needed in another
time and place. Adjustment is decided basically at the moment, with the exception of some
teachers who do include in their lesson plan strategies to differentiate instruction. However, these
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teachers voiced these strategies are planned based on already identified lower performing
students.
These teachers understand collaboration as a useful teaching strategy for students’
learning; collaboration among teachers affords for opportunities to learn, to support each other,
and to build relationship. Some teachers have scheduled formal opportunities for sharing, while
others can only share during brief and informal opportunities. Teachers share planning, activities,
resources, knowledge, skills, and experiences. Most often, grade level teachers meet for sharing,
but depending on the meeting’s purpose, other school’s or district’s staff may join the meeting.
Appointed leaders’ collaboration is appreciated when it comes from the school, but external
stakeholders are viewed as audits or messengers.
In general participants feel they are leaders in their classroom, but not all of them
perceived themselves as leaders per se. Teachers’ definition of leaders include being models for
others and guiding others. Although most of them mentioned their ability to guide and support
others, many still expressed some discomfort to talk about themselves as leaders outside their
classroom.
Recommendations for Future Research and Leaders
The findings of this study are limited to just 10 participants of a long-term PD program
that targeted more than 1800 teachers and more than 250 schools. While the findings are rich,
additional research is warranted.
Recommendation for Future Research
My study could be expanded to include more teachers from each of the areas of District
10-01 in the DR. Obtaining more feedback on how teachers take leadership initiatives in
teaching science is valuable information for the district to empower teachers to continue
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implementing effective strategies and to provide them with the needed tools to do so. Such data
could also be useful for school principals, in their effort to support teachers’ initiatives. Also, this
long-term PD program has been implemented not only in the large district my participants came
from, but in many others across the country. Information about teachers’ leadership initiatives
could be compared across schools and districts, as well. This comparison may allow schools and
districts leaders to identify what is being implemented and what is not, providing, thus, the
support teachers might need to exhibit more initiatives in their teaching practice.
Additional research could be done to capture school principals’ perspectives as well. As
the program also included principal’s preparation, and their role as instructional leaders is nonquestionable, finding data about the long-lasting effect of the PD program learning would be of
great help to better understand their leadership initiatives.
Because the study only included teachers who self-identified as leaders, the premise of
leadership could be defined as effective teachers to include more participants. This suggestion
comes from the finding that some teachers consider themselves as effective teachers but they do
not see themselves as leaders, and the lack of connection between their teaching practice and
leadership traits.
Lastly, an interesting quantitative study may come from examining all official records
that teachers need to complete. If these are compared to the records teachers develop for their
follow-up, I just can imagine the richness of data that it can evolve. It will also be interesting to
find out which strategies were settled by the teachers who participated in this long-term PD
program after five years or more.
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Recommendation for Leaders
This study found which strategies and resources are most widely used by the 10
participants. A close observation of teachers’ performance in each school may afford for an
opportunity for professional development on those strategies and/or resources not widely used. I
recommend school districts to provide professional development and coaching for teachers,
within a smaller community, to enhance teaching practice around pedagogical and content
knowledge related to science instruction. Furthermore, I recommend districts to ensure principals
and educational leaders within the district receive training on teacher professionalism for
continuing the implementation of leadership initiatives.
I would also recommend subject goal setting and teachers’ performance feedback for
school principals in science. The same way the DR has determined as highly important literacy
and mathematics, schools may establish specific goals for science along with a support plan for
teachers.
The influence of principals as instructional leaders was not part of the realm of my study;
however, looking at the initiatives these teachers are taking to engage students in learning, to
monitor their learning and to adjust the instruction to increase science learning, makes me
recommend that principals and teachers work together setting goals and direction, and supporting
each other in each school of the DR’s education system to foster the needed change.
I also think that the university offering the teacher PD program may find useful the data
provided by this study about the strategies and resources these teachers are implementing a year
or more after attending the program. Policy makers will also benefit for learning about the
success of the implementation of this collaborative program, and they may also design and plan
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ways to address interventions as needed. The DR’s Ministry of Education will also benefit for
hearing about the effectiveness of the chosen program.
Chapter 6 Reflection and Summary
The purpose of my study was to examine and describe how a sample of fifth through
eighth grade prepared teachers from a school district in Santo Domingo, DR, demonstrate
leadership in their schools around improving science instruction which include using strategies to
actively engage students in science learning activities, monitoring student science learning,
adjusting instruction as needed to increase science learning, and collaborating with peers to
enhance learning. I explored how 10 teachers from a large district in the DR, who participated in
a long-term PD program, described their learning experience and how such learning impacted
their current science teaching practice.
As I analyzed the findings, I have concluded that these teachers who self-identified as
leaders, demonstrated current pedagogical knowledge and provided students with many
opportunities to practice and share with others. These teachers also expressed their dedication to
the PD they participated in, the value they give to it, and to the learning they achieved through
the long-term PD program that they all participated in. These teachers achieved such learning
despite the effort entailed to assist every week on their spare time to an intensive long-term
training, despite the limited access to resources, the number of students in their classrooms, and
the working conditions. Listening and observing these teachers as they shared their experiences,
and feeling their enthusiasm and passion for teaching helped me understand why these teachers
are leaders. The opportunity to meet with such educators was a privilege for me.
My study has contributed to the existing literature regarding teachers’ self-perception of
becoming a leader, and it has expanded the research knowledge about Dominican science
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teachers. This study has not only added information on how teacher practice on science teaching
is occurring in this country, and how knowledge gained through the nation’s PD program affects
it, but it also offers data about the program’s impact that are still visible two years after its
completion.
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Fecha
Santo Domingo, D.N.

Para:
Asunto:
Cuándo:

Profesores del distrito escolar 10-01
Participación en una investigación
Septiembre 2018- enero 2019

Estimado docente,
Mi nombre es Dipsy Etanislao. Soy estudiante del programa de doctorado en Liderazgo
Educacional de la Universidad de Michigan del Oeste (WMU, por sus siglas en inglés). Como
requisito para graduarme, debo efectuar una investigación. Me interesa aprender sobre una
experiencia reciente que tuvo en el programa de desarrollo profesional que condujo la Pontificia
Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra (PUCMM), conocida como Estrategia de Formación
Continua Centrada en la Escuela.
La investigación se titula Como los profesores de primaria demuestran liderazgo para
incrementar el aprendizaje de ciencias. Este estudio busca comprender como los profesores de
quinto a octavo grado demuestran su liderazgo al impartir ciencias en sus escuelas utilizando tres
conductas específicas. Para este estudio se recolectará información a través de entrevistas,
observaciones, documentos y artefactos de estudiantes y docentes; esto significa que los
participantes que satisfagan los criterios de inclusión necesitarán dedicar algo de tiempo para
ayudarme a recopilar la información que necesitamos
Este estudio entrevistará a alrededor de nueve maestros del distrito 10-01 que hayan completado
un grado universitario de preparación docente, que enseñen ciencias en un grado entre 5º y 8º
grado, con al menos dos años de experiencia docente, y que hayan participado en el Programa de
desarrollo profesional PUCMM / INAFOCAM. Estos maestros desarrollan activamente las
actividades de aprendizaje de ciencias para sus alumnos, supervisan el aprendizaje de ciencias de
los estudiantes, ajustan la instrucción según sea necesario para aumentar el aprendizaje de los
estudiantes sobre las ciencias, y colaboran con sus compañeros para juntos aprender. Si cree que
cumple con estos criterios y está interesado en obtener más información sobre cómo participar en
este estudio, comuníquese conmigo al 829-308-8687, 809-561-0867 o envíe un correo
electrónico a dps4451@wmu.edu. Si tiene preguntas, también puede contactarme y con gusto
responderé sus inquietudes.
De antemano, agradezco su apoyo,
Sinceramente
Dipsy Etanislao
Estudiante-investigador
WMU
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Date
Santo Domingo, D.N.

To:
Matter:
When:

Teachers from school district 10-01
Participation in an investigation
February-November 2018

Dear teachers,
My name is Dipsy Etanislao. I am a PhD student of Educational Leadership at Western Michigan
University (WMU). To graduate I must complete an investigation, and I am interested in
learning about a recent experience you had in the professional development program conducted
by Pontificia Universidad Catolica Madre y Maestra (PUCMM).
The investigation is titled How elementary teachers demonstrate leadership to increase science
learning; it aims to understand how teachers from fifth to eighth grade demonstrate leadership
around improving science instruction within their schools. This is done by examining how
science teachers use strategies to actively engage students in science learning activities, monitor
student science learning, adjust instruction as needed to increase science learning and collaborate
with peers. For this study I am conducting interviews, observations, documents and students’
and teachers’ artifacts; this means participants who satisfy the inclusionary criteria will need to
dedicate some time to help us collect the information I require.
This study will conduct interviews to around ten teachers from district 10-01 who have
completed a teacher preparation college degree, teaches science in a grade between 4th and 8th
grade, with a least two years of teaching experience, and who participated in the
PUCMM/INAFOCAM professional development program. These teachers must feel they
actively engage students in science learning activities, monitor student science learning, and
adjust instruction as needed to increase science learning. If you think you satisfy these criteria,
and you are interested in learning more about participating in this study, please contact me at
829-308-8687, 809-561-0867 or you may email at dps4451@wmu.edu. If you have questions,
contact me as well.
Within next two weeks, I will visit your school to answer questions regarding this investigation.
Thanks for your support,
I am looking forward to hearing from you,
Sincerely,
Dipsy Etanislao
Student Investigator
WMU
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Participants Log
Respondent’s
name

School’s
name
and
grade

Years of
teaching
experience
in the
public
system/total

Type of
Email
Phone Observation Interview
teacher
address number Date
date
preparation/
year of
graduation
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Appendix D
Observation and Post-Observation Tool
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Observation and Post- Observation Protocol
Complete the form for a science class observation (not less than 20 minutes)
Teacher ID:__________________________Date______________Time in__ Time out___

Observation Notes
Student
Teacher Action
Response

Post Observation Conference
Teacher
Teacher interpretation of Student
Explanation for
Response
Observed Teacher
Actions
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Appendix E
Interview Protocol
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Dissertation interview protocol
Thank you for participating in this study about teachers’ demonstration of leadership
around science instruction within their schools. As you know, teachers from your district were
part of a two-year professional development program delivered by the Pontificia Universidad
Catolica Madre y Maestra (PUCMM). I will ask you a couple of questions to learn and
understand teachers’ dispositions, thinking, and actions after completing this program.
There are no right or wrong answers, or desirable or undesirable answers. I would like
you to feel comfortable saying what you think and how you feel. If it is okay with you, I will be
tape recording our conversation since it is hard for me to write down everything while
simultaneously carrying an attentive conversation with you. Everything you say will remain
confidential, meaning that only my advisor, the university archives and myself, will be aware of
your answers. You name will not appear during my written notes nor during the recording.

1. I would like to start by learning about your job:
a) What grade level do you teach?
b) How many students do you have in that grade?
For how long have you been a teacher?
How comfortable do you feel teaching science?
2. Please, tell me about any professional development programs the school has arranged
for you and other teachers.
a) What subject content was covered?
b) What are some of the other elements of this professional development program?
3. Let’s talk about the program known as the Strategy Centered in the School, offered by
PUCMM and INAFOCAM. What activities did it include for (a) learning new
instructional strategies, (b) improving student learning outcomes, and (c) engaging in
self-reflection?
4. I am aware the program included face-to-face weekly classes, self-reflective
journaling, and mentoring.
(a) What did you do during these face-to-face classes?
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(b) Please describe the journaling exercise.
(c) How often did the mentor worked with you? How accessible was he or she? How did
you feel about openly discussing ideas with him or her?
(d) How did the program provide opportunities to try new strategies?
(e) Please describe the working relationship between you and your mentor? Between you
and the other teachers?
(f) How did that working relationship affect you?
5. How would you describe the impact that participating in this program has or is having
on you?
a) On how you think about your teaching?
b) On your teaching strategies?
c) On your ideas about learning with and sharing with other teachers?
6. Please, give me an example of some new strategy you tried in class after completing

the program.
a) Tell me about the process of planning and assessing this new strategy.
i. What was challenging for you?
ii. What came easy?
iii. What made the difference?
b) How did you assess the effect and value of that new thing you tried?
c) Please share with me any experience where you had to try a new strategy because
of assessment results.
7. In general, please describe how you select teaching strategies to use in teaching
science.
a) What are some factors that influence your choice of strategies?
b) How do you evaluate the strategies you use?
c) What are a few specific strategies you feel make a positive impact on student’s
learning? How do you know?
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8. Please, tell me about the journal after the program is completed. Have you continue to
use it? If so, how? If not, please, describe other ways you reflect on your work as a
teacher?
a) How useful do you think reflection is for the teaching process?
b) What aspect of the teaching practice has been more influenced by the reflection
exercise?
9. How do you interact with other teachers for planning instruction?
a) What formal and informal opportunities do you have to do this?
b) Who participates and why/why not?
c) What benefit do you feel you derive from working with other teachers to plan
instruction?
d) What benefit do you feel you derive for discussing positive or negative
experiences related to instructional strategies?
10. Have there been opportunities for you to collaborate with others, to help them
implement something learned in the PD? How was this experience?
11. Please share with me your ideas about leadership.
a) Please describe how you believe your colleagues would say you demonstrate
leadership.
b) In what ways might your students see you as a leader?
c) Where and how do you think you exert some influence over the decisions made in
school?
12. What do you do to promote learning among students when there is little support from
home?
13. What do you do to keep students on task during class time?
14. How do you motivate low performing students?
15. Where and how do you feel you have some influence on helping students overcome
adverse community or family conditions? Why or why not?
16. When do you feel supported by parents?
17. How is your relationship with the students? How do they demonstrate trust in you?
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Thanks for sharing your experiences with me. I greatly appreciate the time you have
dedicated to help me understand your experiences in planning and delivering science instruction
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